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First Nations stories about Coyote the Trickster often place him in a journeying mode, 

learning lessons the "hard" way. 1 followed Coyote's lead and took a four year joumey to 

learn about the "core" of First Nations stories fiom Elders and to fmd a respectfüi place 

for stories and storytelling in education, and especially in curricula 1 travelled on the 

pathway of ethnography and then moved to criticai ethnography as ethical issues of 

representation, authority, power, and appropriation arose about First Nations stories. 1 

turned to the Elders for help and realized that my methodology had to center on story 

research with Elders. 1 worked intensively with three Coast Saiish Elders and ten Sto:lo 

Elders who either were storytellers or were versed in the oral traditions. They shared 

traditional and personai life experience stories about traditional ways of becoming a 

storyteller, cultural ways to use stories with children and adults, and ways to help people 

think. feel, and "be" through the power of stories. 

The Elders taught me about what 1 came to cal1 the principles of respect, responsibility, 

reciprocity, reverence, wholism, inter-relatedness, and synergy related to using stories 

and storytelling for educational purposes-storywork. Some of these storywork 

principles were applied to a kindergarten to grade seven provincial curriculum: First 

Narions Journeys of Justice. My understanding of these seven principles may form a 

Sto:lo and Coast Saiish fiarnework in which to begin a process of making meaning Erom 

stories. 1 learned that S ~ O ~ S  can "take on their own life" and "become the teacher" if 

i i i  



these principles are used. Coyote and 1 leamed that these principles are like strands of a 

cedar basket. They have distinct shape in themselves, but, when they are combined to 

create story meaning, they are transformed into new designs and they also create the 

background which shows the beauty of the designs. My leaming and the stories contained 

in this thesis become a "storybasket" for others to use. Following Sto:lo tradition, I give 

away my first basket and 1 give back what 1 have learned. 
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CHAPTER ONE: THE JOURNEY BEGINS 
Stones were very important to the Native people. Stories go back perhaps 
thousands of years ago. We dways ask, ' Why were these stories made?' .... 
It was the only way that the old people can teach us. The story we are 
about to hear is part of these stories that are told to little bit older people 
(Elder Ellen White, July 28, 1993 transcfipt). 

Introduction 

Early this morning 1 asked for guidance fiorn the Creator (February 21, 1993). These days 

the spirituai practice of prayer begins rny day and work. 1 have learned that this spirituai 

way is an essential part of my academic work, and 1 must share its importance with 

others, but not in an evangelical marner. The late Elder Louis Sunchild of the Cree 

Nation, ~lberta, '  talked about the important relationship between prayer, hurnility and 

Equally important in this pwsuit of a good life is to have a strong spiritual 
life. To involve oneself in prayer and ceremony. However to pursue 
spirituality through a humble means, to exercise humility and 
compassionate mind. Not to act or behave as if one is in possession of 
supernatural abilities. It is better (to act) from the humble state of knowing 
nothing which really and t d y  benefits (is useful to) a person, rather than 
to possess supernatural abilities .... Elders Say that what counts is the 
sincere prayer that is said fiom the heart (Lightning quoting Elder 
Sunchild, 1992, p.226). 

1 have leamed fiom First Nations Elders that beginning with a humble prayer creates a 

cultural leaming process which promotes the principles of respect, reverence, 

. . - .. 

I When rnaking reference to what other First Nations people have said, it is customary to acknowledge the 
person's cultural group and placdterritory of origin. The term 'Nation' is used to imply aibal 
recognition of shared customs, history, language, values, and temtory. 1 have noted information on 
culture and place as it was written in the original source document. 

'A capital case letter "S" will be used for the terms Spirituality and Spirit when their meaning connotes a 
proper noun and umost respect. 



responsibility, and reciprocity. These particuiar principles are inter-woven into my thesis 

and their meaning in relation to First Nations stories and storytelling will m u r  in each 

chapter, taking on meaning with each use. Sharing what one has learned is another 

important First Nations tradition. This type of sharing can take the form of a personal life 

experience story, and is told with a compassionate rnind and love for others. Lightning 

(1 992) of the Samson Cree Nation learned that the compassionate mind combines 

physical, spiritual, emotional, and intellectual learning with humility, truth, and love. 

During 1990, when 1 was beginning to formulate my thesis topic, 1 experienced a dream. 

Traditiondly Sto:lo people had dreams/visions while on an important "quest." 1 told a 

good friend about this dream which gave me courage and direction for my research: 

1 was in a canoe and approaching land. There was a Longhouse close to 
the water. As the canoe reached shore, many of the Old People came out to 
greet me. The Old Ones were those who had 'passed on' or as we Say 
travelled to the Spirit World. 1 recognized many - Ed Leon, Teresa 
Michele, Susan Peters, Francis Kelly, Jean Silver, and some 1 did not 
know. As 1 walked closer to them, 1 started to cry. 1 cried because 1 
redized at that moment how much 1 missed them and told them that it was 
so hard living in the city and working at the university: living and working 
in a pIace where it was a constant struggle to be First Nations, to think and 
feel in a cultural way and to be understood by others - the outsiders. 1 
toId them that 1 wanted to leave that cold place, that 1 wanted to stay with 
them. They put a woven blanket around me, like the one a Spokesperson 
wears in our cultural gatherings and brought me into the Longhouse. 
Inside, each one started talking to me. Al1 1 could see was each one 
taiking; it was as if 1 was watching them with me, like a scene on 
television, but with the volume tumed off. The talk went on for a long, 
long time. When it was finished, they brought me outside and put me back 
in the canoe. They said 1 had to go back, that 1 wouldn't be lonely anymore 
and that 1 had important work to do yet. 



In my dream, I returned to the city, to the university, with a new understanding of my 

purpose in life, and more specificaily, what my thesis was to be about, and how 1 was CO 

do it. 1 was given an opportunity to learn more about the oral tradition' of storytelling. 

More importantly, 1 was directed to go on a "journey of learning," to meet and leam fiom 

those who use the oral traditions, especiaily Elders. M e r  the learning experience, 1 was 

expected to use the knowledge, and share it with others, thereby ensuring its continuation. 

Some teachings fiom my Nation, the Sto:lo, are about responsibility and reciprocity and 

go like this: Important knowledge and wisdom contain power. If one cornes to understand 

this power, then one must be ready to share and teach it to others' in order for this 

knowledge, this power, to continue. My personal experiences of learning about First 

Nations stories and their application to education-storywork5-and lessons about 

researching with Elders are what 1 have to give back. At the outset, in recognition of other 

academic approaches. 1 want to establish the validity of my more self-referential 

approach. Monture-Angus (1995) of the Mohawk people gives an explanation that is 

similar to the teachings i was also given: 

As 1 have corne to understand it fiom listening to the Elders and traditional 
teachers, the only person 1 can speak about is myself. That is how the 
Creator made al1 of us....All 1 have to share with you is myself, my 

' The terms orality and oral tradition in my thesis will refer to Fint Nations traditional cultural and life 
experience stories. Oral tradition includes much more such as speechmaking, verbal instruction, Song, 
and dance. For a while, 1 was interested in speechmaking but found that this topic needed more attention 
devoted to it than 1 was able to give in this thesis. 

' In Sto:Io tradition, we teach our cultural knowledge to those who ask to be taught. The learner though 
must be "ready" to l e m  and spend time with the cultural teacher. Chapters Three and Four discuss the 
process of learning from Elders. Non-First Nations people are ofien included in this leaming process, 
although they should be aware of the issues conceming cultural appropriation of knowledge. 

' The tenn "storywork" will be used throughout the thesis to mean using stories for teaching and learning 
purposes. Sto:lo people use the word "work" in reference to activities that are of a cultural nature and 
camed out in gatherings. 1 follow the Sto:lo cultural use of the word "work." 



experience and how 1 have corne to understand that experience ....in my 
culture, not speaking fiom the 'me' is a violation. The o d y  tme 
knowledge that 1 can have is that which is learned fiom what 1 have 
experienced (pp.4445). 

1 agree that 1 have a responsibility to speak about what 1 have leamed and that much of 

that leaming cornes fiom experiences; however, much of what 1 have Iemed also cornes 

fiom others. Even though 1 speak fiom "me," the circles of influence fiom my family, 

cornmunity, and Nation also shape "me." To provide some M e r  context for 

understanding my approach, 1 will provide some personal background which brought me 

to the drearn with the Elders. From 1976-83,I worked in my home are& the Sto:[o 

Nation, with the Coqualeetza Cultural Centre, the Coqualeetza Elders, and the Sto:lo Sitel 

curriculum project. I was ernployed as an elementary school teacher with the Chilliwack 

School District and as curricdum consultant for Coqualeetza. The Sto:lo geographical 

area encompasses the Fraser Valley of British Columbia. The estimated Sto:lo population 

is 5,700 (Carlson, 1997). The Halq'emeylem word Sto:lo means river. We are the River 

People. My relationship to the river, the land, and its resources has significantiy 

influenced my identity. The name Coqualeetza means a gathering and cleansing place 

whçre people met to wash their btankets. Today, the Coqualeetza complex is still a 

gathering place where the cultural, social, political, and educational affairs of the Sto:lo 

are adrninistered. The Coqualeetza Elders* group was fonnally established in IWO. They 

continue to meet regularly tu document cultural knowledge, the Halq'erneylern language, 

to discuss any matter brought before them, and to give counsel to elected Chiefs, 

educators, and students. The Elders' group and the Coqualeetza staff were instrumental in 



planning, developing, and implementing an elementary level social studies curriculum 

cailed the Sto:lo Sitel. Sitel is the narne given to a basket used to store treasures. 

An important aspect of the curriculum work focused on First Nations cultural stories. 

During the seven year period of this work, 1 was fortunate to hear many traditional and 

life experience stories told at Elders' meetings, cultural gatherings like the summer fish 

camp, fünerals, feasts, and in personal conversations. These stories created good 

mernories of feeling loved by the Elders and started a beginning appreciation of the 

intellectud and emotional teachings that were ernbedded in the stories. Some of these 

beginning teachings were introduced in the Sta-10 Sirel lessons. 

1 lefi the Sto:lo area in 1985 and moved to Vancouver to work at the University of British 

Columbia with the Native Indian Teacher Education Program. In 1989,I enrolled in a 

Ph.D program at Simon Fraser University. One goal I had was to find a way to explore 

First Nations epistemology within the course work and thesis. Along the way, 1 decided 

to focus on the topic of First Nations orality. The experience of working with the Eiders 

and the Sto:lo Sitel curriculum project greatiy influenced my choice. Along the way 1 aiso 

found Coyote. 

Finding Coyote 

On this research journey 1 met many gifted and caring storytellers who readily shared 

their stories and understandings of the oral traditions. Many whom 1 talked to becarne 

new fnends. With "old" friends, a new dynarnic to our fiiendship emerged as we shared 

story experiences. One of the new fiends was Coyote. Amongst many First Nations, 



Coyote and his/her/its many manifestations is considered a Trickster character who has 

lots to Ieam and teach whiIe travelling the world. The English word "Trickster" is a poor 

one because it cannot portray the diverse range of metaphorical meanings Trickster has to 

First Nations. Sometimes the Trickster is like a magician, an enchanter, an absurd 

prankster, like a Shaman, sometimes a shape shifier, and ofien takes on human 

characteristics. Trickster is a transformer figure, one whose transformations c m  cany 

good lessons using humour, satire, self-mocking, and absurdity. Other welI known 

Trickster characters include Raven, Wesakejac, Nanabozo, and Glooscap. Each First 

Nations culture has particular attributes and types of teachings connected to the Trickster. 

Trickster oflen gets into trouble by ignoring culturai rules and practices or by Ietting the 

negative side of "hwnanness" rule such as vanity, greed, selfishness. and foolishness. 

Trickster seems to leam lessons the hard way, and sometimes not at d l .  On the other 

hand, Trickster has the ability to do good things for others and is sometimes like a 

powerful Spintual Being and given much respect. 

Trickster characters like Coyote have existed in our m i e s  since "time immernorial" as 

our people say. Tribal tricksters seem to live and nearly die or die and then are 

resurrected. Perhaps one of the most important characteristics of the tribal trickster related 

to my storytelling research is Gerald Vizenor's (1 987) notion that he/she/it needs 

communal connections. 

...[ T]he trickster is in a comic world, surviving by his wits, prevailing in 
good humor. He's in a collective, hardly ever in isolation. When he is in 
isolation, he's almost always in trouble, in a life-threatening situation he 
has to get out of through ritual or symbolic acts. Through reversais he has 
to get back to connections to imagination, to people, to places (p.295). 



Vizenor of the Minnesota Chippewa Nation, believes that the trickster is a "doing, not <an 

essence, not a musuem being, not an aesthetic presence" (p. 13). The notion of trickster as  

a "doing" rather than a "being" fits with how I have corne to appreciate the process of 

Learning through trickster stories. Trickster as a doing can change and live on through 

time as people interact with trickster through stories; one does not have to be too 

concerned about what the trickster looks like if he/she/it is a doing rather than a being. 

This notion of the tribal mckster lets me interact with him/her/it. Coyote then, heips me 

to reflect and to gain understandings, challenges and cornforts me, just like a friend. 

Contemporary Aboriginal storytellers and writers relate to the characteristics and roles of 

the tribal trickster in various ways. Sherman Alexie (1995) of the SpokandCoeur d' Alene 

people of Western Washington uses analogies to define a Coyote trickster that intersect 

tvith North American popular culture: 

Fmrn Thomas Builds-the-Fire 's Journal: 

Coyote: A smdl canid (Canis latrans) native to western North Arnerica 
that is closely related to the American wolf and whose cry has ofien been 
compared to that of Sippie Wallace and Janis Joplin, among others. 

Coyote: A traditional figure in Native American mythology, altemately 
responsible for the creation of the earth and for some of the more ignorant 
acts after the fact. 

Coyote: A trickster whose bag of tricks contains permutations of love, 
hate, weather, chance, laughter, and tears, e.g. Lucille Bal1 (p.48). 

Tomson Highway, of the Cree Nation, said that without the Trickster "the core of Indian 

culture wouId be gone forever" (cited in Acoose, 1993, p.37). He notes that the role of the 

Trickster Obis to teach us about the nature and the meaning of existence on the planet 



Earth" (ibid, p.38). Lenore Keeshig-Tobias points out the paradoxical role of Trickster as 

teacher: "....Christ-like in a way. Except that from our Teacher, we learn through the 

Teacher's mistakes as wel1 as the [Tleacher's virtues" (ibid, p. 38). 

In this thesis, Coyote stories will appear sometimes upon invitation, sometimes 

unexpectedly. How Coyote sees the world and cornes to make sense of it through his 

inter-relationships is critical to understanding the lessons 1 learned about First Nations 

storytelling and the research process. 

When 1 began to delve into the topic of First Nations ordity, the fmt contradiction that 1 

faced focused on the fact that 1 had to complete a Ph.D thesis, academic work steeped in 

literacy and analysis, on the topic of First Nations oraiity, presumably based on auraVoral 

delivery. First Nations stories have lost educational and social value as a result of weak 

translations from Abonginal languages to English. The translations lose much of the 

original humour and meaning and are misinterpreted andor appropriated, often by non- 

Native academics, and denigrated as they become simple etiological myths told by those 

who misunderstand their epistemological value (Blaeser, 1993). 1 did not want to 

perpetuate this loss. Instead, 1 wanted to find a way to honour First Nations oraiity within 

an academic framework, to find a way to create a meeting place for oraiity and academic 

literacy to CO-exist, and to create a discourse where First Nations storytellers and 

university acadernics could inter-relate and learn from one another. The tensions created 

from this coming together of two seemingly different cultures is a constant theme of this 

thesis which surfaces with issues of academic explicitness and critical analysis and First 



Nations implicitness and subtlet.. However, when one understands First Nations ways of 

knowing through story, the subtleties become explicit with critical thinking. 

The story of Coyote's Eyes told and written by Terry Tafoya (1982) fiom the Taos 

Pueblo and Warm Springs Reservation helped me see these contradictions in various 

ways. This story was put into a written version for an educational journal. Tafoya's way 

of bringing together the oral tradition and academe created a pathway for me to follow. 

The way that Terry shared some cultural understandings and discussed issues related to 

learning from story, indicated that he too has grappled with differences between First 

Nations story implicitness and academic explictiness: "It would be most appropriate in 

terms of Native American cognitive development that I relate this story and simply close. 

However, due to the linear and discursive nature of conventional American education ... let 

me attempt to explicate one of the meanings of the story" (p.22). His explications helped 

me to unfold metaphoric meaning, as 1 was UnfamiIiar with some of the cultural symbolic 

meanings in this story. But once started, a traditional principle of rnaking one's own story 

meaning took over and has not stopped. My beginnùig ponderings of the story focused on 

the tensions between orality and literacy. Over the years this story has become important 

to my teaching and learning, as other meanings unfold in various contexts. Throughout 

this thesis some of the understandings I've gained about this story will appear. The 

tensions between honouring a Iistener/learnerYs abiIity to make meaning and the demands 

of academe to "say what you mean" will be constantly on these pages. This text can never 

This story is reprinted with permission fiom the Journal ofAmerican Indian Education (JAIE) in the 
same paragraphing format as the original version. The JAIE is pubfished by the Center for Indian 
Education, College of Education, Arizona Stare University, Tempe AZ, 85287- 13 1 1. 



totaily represent First Nations orality and it can never totally encompass the explicitness 

demanded of academe. There will be tirnes when the eye of First Nations orality will 

open and other times when the eye of academe will take over. One of Tafoya's lessons for 

this story is "...one must be flexible enough to be able to switch wor~dviews when 

appropriate7" (p.32). Many stories are represented in the following chapters. To prepare 

you the readerllistener to l e m  from thern, 1 quote the need for patience and trust as told 

by Leslie Marmon Siiko, (1996) of the Laguna Pueblo Nation, New Mexico: 

For those of you accustomed to being taken fiom point A to point B to 
point C, this presentation may be somewhat difficult to follow. Pueblo 
expression resembles something like a spider's web-with many Little 
threads radiating fiom the center, crisscrossing one another. As with the 
web, the structure emerges as it is made, and you must simply listen and 
trust, as the Pueblo people do, that meaning will be made (pp.48-49). 

Patience and trust are essential for preparing to listen to stories. Listening invo[ves more 

that just using the auditory sense. Listening encompasses visualizing the charactet-s and 

their actions and letting the emotions surface. Some say one should listen with three ears: 

"two on our head and one in our heart." 

Long time ago, when mountains were the size of salmon eggs, Coyote was 
going dong, and saw that Rabbit was doing sornething. Now, this Rabbit 
was a Twari, an Indian doctor, and as Coyote watched, Rabbit sang his 
spirit song, and the Rabbit's eyes flew out of his head and perched on a 
tree branch. Rabbit called out, 'Whee-num, come here,' and his eyes 
returned to their empty sockets. 

This greatly impressed Coyote, who irnrnediately begged Rabbit to teach 
him how to do this. 

' The term "appropriate" raises critical questions: What is appropriate? When are appropriate timcs to tel1 a 
story? How and to whom should the story be told? How is appropriateness determined? ïhroughout this 
thesis, this tenn and these questions arise. The answen are not straight forward and not generalizable to 
al1 First Nations cultures. The answers are determined within a cultural context. 



Rabbit said no. 

Coyote begged. 

Rabbit said no. 

'Oh, please,' cned Coyote. 

'No,' replied Rabbit. 

'But it's such a wondehl  trick! Teach me.' 

'No.' 

'But 1'11 do exactly as you say!' 

'1 will teach you,' said Rabbit, 'but you must never do this more than four 
times in one day, or something terrible will happen to you.' And so Rabbit 
taught Coyote his spirit song, and soon Coyote's eyes flew up and perched 
on a tree. 

'Whee-num! Come here!' called Coyote, and his eyes re tmed  to him. 

Now Rabbit lefi, and Coyote kept practicing. He sent his eyes back and 
forth to the tree four times. Then he thought, 'I should show off this new 
trick to the Human People, instead oCjust doing it for rnyself.' 

So Coyote went to the nearest Indian village, and yelled out for ail the 
people to gather around him. With his new audience, Coyote sang the 
Rabbit's song, and the crowd was very impressed to see his eyes fly out of 
his head and perch on the branch of a tree. 

'Whee-num!' Coyote called out. His eyes just sat on the tree and looked 
down at him. The Indian people started to laugh. 

'Corne here!' shouted Coyote. His eyes just looked at him. 

' Whee-nurn!' Just then a crow flew by, and sponing the eyes, thought they 
were berries. The crow swooped down and ate them. 

Now Coyote was blind, and staggered out of the village, hoping to find 
new eyes. He heard the sounds of running water, and feIt around, trying to 
fmd the stream. Now, around flowing water, one finds bubbles, and 
Coyote ûied to take these bubbles and use them for eyes. But bubbles soon 
pop, and that's what Coyote discovered. 



Now Coyote felt around and discovered huckleberries, so he took those 
and used them for eyes. But hucklebenies are so dark, everythhg looked 
black. Now Coyote was really feeling sorry for himself'. 

'Eenee snawai, i'm just pitifid,' Coyote cried. 

' Why are you so sad?' asked a small voice, for little mouse had heard him. 

'My dear Cousin,' said Coyote, 'I've lost my eyes ... I'm blind, and I don't 
know what to do.' 

'Snawai Yunwai,' replied Mouse. 'You poor thing. 1 have two eyes, so I 
will share one with you.' Having said this, Mouse removed one of his eyes 
and handed it to Coyote. Now Coyotes are much larger than mice, and 
when Coyote dropped Mouse's eye into his socket, it just rolled around in 
the big empty space. The new eye was so small it oniy let in a tiny amount 
of light. It was like looking at the world through a little hole- 

Coyote walked on, still feeling sorry for himself, just barely able to get 
around with Mouse's eye. 'Eenee snawai, I'm just pitiful,' he sobbed. 

' Why are you crying, Coyote?' asked Buffalo in his deep voice. 

'Oh Cousin,' began Coyote, 'al1 1 have to see with is this tiny eye of 
Mouse. It's so small it only lets in a little bit of light, so 1 can barely see.' 

'Snawai Yunwai,' replied Buffalo. 'You poor thing, I have two eyes, so 1 
will share one with you.' Then Buffaio took out one of his eyes and 
handed it to Coyote. Now Buffaioes are much larger than Coyotes, and 
when Coyote tried to squeeze Buffalo's eye into his other socket, it hung 
over into the rest of his face. So large was Buffalo's eye that it let in so 
much light, Coyote was nearly blinded by the glare ... everything looked 
twice as large as it ordinarily did. And so, Coyote was forced to continue 
his journey, staggering about with his mismatched eyes (1982, pp.2 1-22). 

Terry Tafoya shares one of many meanings fiom this story. He says, "Coyote, in his 

normal state represents a bit of everything. He m u t  not be understood by knowing only 

one legend, but in the context of the many legends in which he and his counterparts in 

other tribes appear" (p.22). Throughout this study other Coyote stories and other First 

Nations stories and views about oral tradition will be shared to buitd the kind of context 



Tafoya implies. At the end of the story, Coyote staggers because he has only 

"accommodated the eiements of Mouse and Buffalo hto his strategies; he is not very 

successful because he has not learned balance. To be a whole human king (one might 

Say. a complete Coyote), one m u t  learn to switch back and forth between the eyes of not 

oniy Mouse and Buffalo, but ... ail the other aaimals of tegend"(p.24). The other animais 

have cultural symbolic meanings too and their relationships with Coyote rnust be 

understood. Thomas King (1990) of Cherokee descent describes the positive effect of 

Trickster's leaming in bringing about balance: "The trickster is an important figure ..A 

allows us to create a particular kind of world in which the Judeo-Christian concern with 

good and evil and order and disorder is replaced with the more Native concern for 

balance and harmony" (p. xiii). The balance and harmony discussed by Tafoya and King 

depends upon understanding the concept of First Nations wholism, sometimes 

syrnbolized by the Medicine Wheel (Pepper & Henry, 199 1 ; Cajete, 1 994; Calliou, 1 99% 

or the Sacred Circle of Life (Sioui, 1993). 

Wholism: Creathg A Context For Orality 

The First Nations philosopicaI concept of wholism often refers to the inter-relatedness 

between the intellectual, spiritual (rnetaphysical values and beliefs and the Creator), 

ernotional, and physical (body and behavioudaction) realms to f o m  a whole healthy 

person. The development of wholism extends to and is rnutually influenced by one's 

farnily, community, Band and Nation. The image of a circle is used by many First 

Nations peoples to symbolize wholeness, completeness, and ultimately wellness. The 

never ending circle also foms concentric circles to show the synergistic influence and 



responsibility to the generatiuns of Ancestors, the generations of to&y, and the 

generations yet to corne. The animaYhumm kingdoms, the elernents of Naturefiand, and 

the Spuit World are an integral part of the concentric circles. 

Each First Nations group has developed its own cdtural content for the wholistic circle 

syrnbolY. However, the common goal has been to atrain a mutual balance and h m o n y  

among animals, people, elements of nature, and the Spirit World. To attain this goal. 

ways of acquiring kmwledge and codes of behaviour, are of course essential and are 

embedded in cultural practices; one which pIays a key role in the oral tradition is 

storytelling. Some stories remind u s  about being whole and healthy and remind us of 

traditionai teachings that have relevance in our lives. When we Iose a part of ourselves. 

we [ose balance and harmony, and we may feel like Coyote with the mismatched eyes. 

Coyote's situation could aiso be a metaphor for the relationship between oraiity and 

literacy. or it could be about the relationship between First Nations storytellers and 

academic researchers. At first, 1 likened the small eye to our oral tradition which has been 

denigrated and diminished through Western literate influences. The larger eye 

representing the literate Western traditions has oflen assumed an overpowering position, 

especially in educational contexts. Coyote was given the challenge to make his eyes work 

together in order to have a clearer view of the world. 1 was challenged to bRng together a 

First Nations epistemology and academic research methodology. In Coyote stories, he 

Wholisrn and the circle symbol as discussed here are placed within a philosophical educational context as 
it relates to First Nations traditional principles of teaching and learning. 1 am not sayhg that we only saw 
or continue to see everything as a circle. We waIk along lines too. 
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keeps journeying and l e m  lessons dong the way. 1 followed Coyote's lead and went on 

a joumey to learn about orality, and in particular, about storyteiiing. This thesis will also 

share some Coyote lessons about researching this topic. On this journey Coyote and 1 

decided to ask those who travelled on story pathways9 about the nature of stories, how 

they were traditionally used for teachiog and learning purposes, and what place First 

Nations stories could have in education today. 1 have k e n  taught that Elders who have 

"tried to live their life right, just like a story" to borrow the phrase fiorn Yukon Elder. 

Mrs. Smith, (1990, p. 1) are respected teachers because they have tried to be "good 

human beings by being guided by the traditionai teachings embedded and irnplied in First 

Nations stories. Gregory Cajete, a Tewa Indian, fiom the Santa CIara Pueblo, New 

Mexico, provides a definition of the goodness that 1 am referring to: 

The Indigenous ideai of living 'a good life' in Indian traditions is at times 
referred to by Indian people as striving 'to always think the highest 
thought.' .... Thinking the highest thought means thinking of one's self, 
one's community, and one's environment richly. This thinking in the 
highest, most respectful, and compassionate way systematicaIly influences 
the actions of both individuals and the cornmunity. It is a way to 
perpetuate 'a good life,' a respecüùi and spiritual life, a wholesome life 
(1994, p.46). 

Not al1 Elders are storytellers, and not al1 ELders have lived their lives Like stories. But to 

l e m  the highest degree of cultural knowledge, one would go to an Elder or someone not 

yet an Elder, who understands and who lives the "good" cultural traditions. Lightning 

(1992) describes the authority Elders use to teach: "...when [Elders] teach others they 

very often begin by quoting the authonty of Elders who have gone before. They do not 

1 use Greg Cayete's (1994) Navajo definition of pathways: "path" symbolizes a journey and a process; 
"way" is a cultural, philosophical framework. 



state the authority as coming fiom themselves. They will say things Iike 'This is what 

they used to say,' or 'This is what they said" (p.242). Following this teaching and type of 

authority, this thesis is about what Elders and others who tried to live their life right, just 

like a story, told me. 

Chapter Two will start by corning to terms with the oral and written ways, then present an 

argument for hearing what First Nations have to Say. An examination of literature fiom 

First Nations perspectives about the nature of stories and storytelling will identi@ seven 

principles which provide the begimings of a theoretical b e w o r k  for making story- 

meaning: wholism, inter-relatedness, synergy, respect, responsibility, reciprocity, and 

reverence. 

Chapter Three serves as the methodology chaptcr which traces the move tiom 

ethnography to critical ethnography through the lens of First Nations culturai contexts, to 

story research with Elders. Establishing respectfül research relationships will be 

portrayed through my expenences with three Elders: Khor-la-cha Chief Dr. Simon Baker, 

Tsimlano Dr. Vincent Stogan, and Kwulasztlwut Ellen White. Tracing respect from 

cultural protocol, appreciating the significance and reverence for Spirituality, honouring 

teacher and learner responsibilities, and practicing a cyclical type of reciprocity are 

important Lessons docurnented here. 

Chapter Four starts with my story of leaming to become a beginning storyteller and 

begiming to appreciate the nature and concept of power embedded in some stories. It is 

as if the story "come~ alive" and becomes the teacher. 



Chapter Five presents the teachings of the (Sto:lo) Coquaieetza Elders. 1 return "home" to 

talk with Elders to leam more about traditional aspects of becoming a storyteller, cultural 

contexts for storytelling, and together we identim issues about storywork. 

Chapter Six is presented as a curriculum story about the First Nafions Journeys of Justice 

project which has a strong storywork component to it. Taiks with the curriculum 

developers highlight issues of preparing teachers who know Little about First Nations 

storytelling, putting First Nations stories into print format, and working with cornmunity 

storytellers in a respectfid way. 

Chapter Seven serves as a story summary of the seven theoretical principles of respect, 

responsibility, reverence, reciprocity, wholism, inter-reiatedness, and synergy. 

Implications for education, in particular for curriculum and pedagogy are discussed 

through two teaching experiences. Coyote cornes back in one last story with reminders of 

how culture can heal. Coming back to the teachings of the Elders heIped me present- 

share "back"-and "give away" my learning through the metaphor of a storybasket. 



It is important to note that the oral tradition still lives, and the written 
tradition is growing within it, not exempt from it. The one will never 
replace the other. The elements of old stories, of the spoken language, the 
myths and narratives that sustain the culture, and the speech patterns of the 
elders occur over and over again in the new writing (N. Dauenhauer. R. 
Dauenhauer, & G. Hoithaus, 1986, pp. 10-1 1). 

The insistence on reading Native literature by way of Western literary 
theory clearly violates its integrity and performs a new act of colonization 
and conquest (Blaeser, 1993, p.55). 

Coming 10 Terms Wth Oral and Written Ways 

Losing the "eyes" or the understanding of a worldview embedded in Aboriginal oral 

traditions, in particular the stories, is strongly linked to the legacy of forced assimilation 

through the missionq and residential school eras, then the public schooling system 

(Ashworth, 1979; Kirkness, 198 1 ; Archibald, 1993). A life experience story of an 

anthropologist, Barre Toelken (198 1) exemplifies the detrimental influence of schooling 

and academic literacy upon the ability to make story-meaning in a traditional way thus 

aecting the storytelling relationship between a Navajo Elder, Little Wagon, and the 

Elder's grandson. The grandson asked Little Wagon where snow came from. In response. 

the grandfather told a story about an Ancestor who found some beautiful buming material 

which he kept burning until the owners, the Spirits, asked for it. The Spirits wanted to 

reward the finder, but because the material was so precious, they asked hirn to complete 

very dificuit feats to test his patience and endurance. m e r  he successfully completed 

them, the Spirits told him in return for his fine behaviour they would throw al1 the ashes 

from their own fireplace down into Montezuma Canyon each year when they cleaned 



house. Little Wagon closes the story: " Sometimes they fail to keep their word; but in dl ,  

they tum their attention toward us regdarly, here in Montezuma Canyon" (p.73). Afier 

awhiIe the grandson asked why it snowed in another area The Elder told the boy that he 

would have to make his own story to answer that question. Much later, Little Wagon told 

Toelken that it was too bad that his grandson did not understand stories. The lessodpoint 

that Toelken learned: 

1 found by questioning him that he did not in fact consider it an etiological 
story and did not in any way believe that that was the way snow 
originated; rather, if the story was about anything it was about moral 
values, about the deportment of a young protagonist whose actions showed 
a properly reciprocal relationship between himself and nature. In short, by 
seeing fhe stot-y in terms of any categories I had been taught IO recognize, 
I had missed the point; and so had our young visitor, a fact which Little 
Wagon at once attributed to the deadly influences of white schooling (my 
emphasis. p.73). 

Little Wagon was right about the "deadly influence of white schooling" which 

contributed to the diminishing influence of the oral tradition when institutionalized 

schooling and its essayist form of literacy (Scollon & Scollon, 198 1) was forced upon 

First Nations. The history of colonized assimilation and acculturation predominantly 

through education forced mainstream literacy, values, and ways of thinking upon 

generations of Aboriginal people in Canada. Aboriginal languages, and hence our forms 

of orality were prohibited in the residential schools. More stories of children being 

harshly punished for speaking their language and the inter-generational effects of 

residential school abuse are being told and published (Jaine, 1993; Sterling, 1992; Royal 

Commission On Aboriginal Peoples, 1996). The Aboriginal cultural values and 



worldviews were displaced for a time and viewedliterpreted with "categories" different 

from their original cultural context. 

When 1 first began reading literature about First Nations orality, its relationships to both 

literacy and to literary theories seemed problematic. The Coyote 's Eyes story helped me 

characterize their relationships. At first 1 placed orality and literacy and orality and 

literary theory in dichotomies because their characteristics seemed so different. Perhaps 1 

did this because the historic relationship between First Nations and anything ascribed a 

"Western" has usually been described as being different and in opposition to each other. 

The benefit of these dichotomies was that 1 began to explore what 1 called a pathway to 

"strengthen orality" (1992, p.78). For four years 1 learned fiom Elders and other 

storytellers about the characteristics of the oral tradition and stories. 1 also exarnined the 

topic of orality and its reiationship to literacy fiom the lens of various Westem scholars 

such as Havelock (1 963, 1986), Ong (1971, 1982), Goody (1977), Olson (1987)- and 

Egan (1 987, 1 988). Their understandings of oral cultures were derived either from 

examinations of Greek orality or fiom other non-Indigenous academics who studied and 

wrote about Indigenous oral cultures.' m e r  many attempts to revise this chapter, 1 finally 

realized that their paradigms and my use of them had the sarne mistaken result as Toelkzn 

viewing Little Wagon's story with categories that did not fit. In various cirafts 1 tried to 

show that First Nations orality had "good" forms of thinking (Egan 1987) and had some 

of Ong's (1 982) components of his "psychodynamics of orality" (pp.28-37). By doing 

' Sei: Archibold, J. (1990). "Coyote's Story About Orality and Litcracy" which contains a fuller discussion about First 
Nations orality and ifs relationship io forms of Western Iitcracy. 



this exercise 1 felt it was important to show that First Nations orality was intellectually 

chailenging in order to demythologize the notion chat the knowledge contained in the oral 

traditions of Aboriginal people was not as intelIectually challenging as that based in 

Western forms of literacy (Le. the Literacy hypothesis advocated by Goody (1987)' Olson 

(1977), and Ong (1982). By engaging in this type of cornparison 1 was missing the 

"point" of learning from F k t  Nations' oral tradition fiom those who knew about it and 

had shared it with others in a literate fom. 1 was also caught in a theorizing dilemma. 

Kimberly Blaeser (1 993) of Ojibway ancestry fiom the White Earth Reservation in 

Minnesota identified as inappropriate theorking applied to Arnerican Indian 

literature/stories: "The insistence on reading Native literature by way of Western literary 

theory clearly violates its integrity and perforrns a new act of colonization and conquest" 

(p.55). Colonization in this newer context means "authority emanating from the 

mainstrearn criticai center to the marguialized native texts" (p.56). Even though Blaeser 

refers to Iiterary theory; literacy can have the same colonizing influence upon our 

Iiterature-our stories. To get away from this "new act of colonization" 1 had to readhear 

the voices of First Nations and find the theories embedded in their stories. Kimberly 

Blaeser echoes these reminders: "...we must first -know the stories of our people' and 

then 'make ou. own story too' ... we must 'be aware of the way they [Western literary 

theory] change the stories we already know' for oniy with that awareness can we protect 

the integrity of the Native Arnerican story" (p.61). 



To provide an understanding of First Nations perspectives about storytelling in this 

chapter 1 will present literature fkom Elders and other ~ to r~ te l l e r s .~  Specifically, 1 will 

present storytellers who use written text to show charactenstics of stories and the power 

of storytelling for teaching and learaing purposes. Seven of these characteristics will be 

exmined. In addition issues are shared which are related to the politics of accessing 

publishers and producing publications, the authority to tell stories, and establishing 

collaborative relationships between First Nations Elden and storytellers and non-First 

Nations. My concern about the negative influence of literacy and literary theory faded to 

the background as 1 found more books and articles related to the oral tradition written by 

Aboriginal people.' As 1 exarnined what they had to Say about stories and storytelling, 1 

aIso noted how Aboriginal storytellers used text to portray their orai tradition. These 

methods will be discussed. In the "review" of literature that follows, there are times when 

expIicit points about issues are made. Sometimes First Nations perspectives are presented 

without explicit comment, in order to follow the oral tradition of letting the listener, now 

reader, make meaning fkom someone's words and stories, without direction fiom the 

storyteller. 1 ask the reader for patience and cooperation in trying to gain an appreciation 

of First Nations oral tradition which is presented in textual form. The text lirnits the level 

of understanding because it cannot portray the storyteller's gestures, tone, rhythm, and 

persondity. 

' Many Aboriginal storytellers use Iiteracy and sometimes the quoted litenture refers to them as "writen." If the word 
"wntei' appears, then it implies that the writer is also a storyteller. 

' [t sœms too obvious to say that without the written text, 1 wouId not have learned as much as 1 did about First 
Nations onlity. Another point which seems obvious is that First Nations people who are skilled at using the oral 
iradition can also be as skilled with litemcy. 



Writng A bout Oral Tradition: First Nations ' Perspectives 

Indian elders often rernind young people to live the m y h  by saying, 
'These stories, this language, these ways, and this land are the only 
valuables we can give you - but life is in them for those who know how 
to ask and how to learn' (Gregory Cayete, 1994, p.41). 

Scholarly journals and books are important means to create opportunities for First 

Nations discourses. B.C. Studies (1 99 l), In Celebrution of Our Survival, dedicated an 

issue exclusively to First Nations peoples and their voices. The editors, Doreen Jensen 

and Cheryl Brooks, both Aboriginal women, wanted to acknowledge and celebrate 

Aboriginal peoples' ability to survive decades of colonization and forced assimilation and 

asked knnwledgeable Abonginal people who were also well known orators to contribute 

articles. They share a respectfil approach to the book that arose from a reaction against a 

commonly experienced disrespectfùl one. 

As we planned for this publication, we debated how we should lirnit and 
focus the content, but ultimately decided that perhaps that has been part of 
the problem in the past: native people have always been asked for their 
comments on and contributions to established agenda topics rather than 
simply being requested to tell their own story. So our contributors were 
invited to write about what they personally felt was important in painting a 
portrait of our people (p. 10). 

The Aboriginal people who contributed to this particular journal edition used persond 

experience stories, poetry, art, "talks" about traditional teachings, and cnticd essays 

about historical, political, and cultural issues to present various and diverse portraits of 

Aboriginal life. 

Jeannette Armstrong (1993) of the Okanagan Nation, aiso edited a collection of Native 

academic voices and views about First Nations literature and First Nations literary 



analysis, Looking ar the Wordr of our People: First Nations Analysis of Lirerurure. In her 

words: "1 felt that gathezing a collection of Native academic voices on First Nations 

literature is one way 1 cm insist on listening to First Nations analysis and the best way to 

contribute to the dialogue on English literature and First Nations Voice within literature 

itself' (p.8). Jeannette insists that "the questioning must first be an acknowledgment and 

recognition that the voices are culture-specific voices and that there are experts within 

those cultures who are essential to be drawn from and drawn out in order to incorporate 

into the reinterpretation through pedagogy, the context of English Literature corning fiom 

Native Arnericans" (p.7). She felt uncornfortable taking on the role of an "authority on 

First Nations literature" (p.7); therefore, she asked various First Nations academics to 

create literature about approaches to and issues about literary analysis. Her ernphasis on 

îïnding and letting cul& insiders tak about their meanings and ways of coming to 

understand their literature/stories should not seem like such a grand idea in 1993! 

It is through these types of written forums that First Nations discourses become evident. 

Car1 Urion. (1991) of the Dearborn River Metis, noted two cntical considerations about 

First Nations discourse that he has observed: (1) "it assumes a context in which there is 

unity and wholeness to be discovered or reaffmed" and (2) "the relationship between a 

person of moral authority and another person creates the discourse; it is created anew in 

each generation; it changes, but maintains its stability and its intemal organization" (p.5). 

I believe that one who has tried to live their "life nght," by practicing the values of 



respect. reverence, responsibility, and reciprocity4, is one who rnay have the kind of 

mord authority advocated by Urion. His considerations are process-oriented and the 

meanings that are derived through First Nations discourse require constant thinking about 

and playing with "levels of metaphor and implication" (p. 5). The late Linda Akan, 

(1 992) of the Saulteaux Nation, aIso talked about First Nations thought using metaphor: 

If one wcre to try to give a metaphoncal descripiion of some of the 
features of First Nations thought, one might say that they go to school in 
dreams, write in iconographie irnagery, travel in Tnckster's vehicle, taik in 
metaphor, and aiways wak around (p.2 13). 

Car1 Urion dso points out that it is not usehl to put First Nations and academic 

discourses in polarized positions, so h t  one is either chosen over the other, ignored, 

trivialized, or translated in terms of the other. To rnake comparisons blurs the vision (of 

each eye), especially since First Nations have not had much opportunity until the mid 

1980s to begïn publishing their views and discourses on an ongoing ba is  in scholarly 

journals such as the Canadian Journal of Native Education and the Mokakit Education 

~esearch' publications. He advocates scholarly work that reflects First Nations values in 

discourse and which "deny no one's integrity; they hold no one culpable; they exclude no 

one from the discourse. They let us laugh a little. They recognize that learning is a 

transcendent experience, a kind of play" (p.7). 

' These four vaiues will be developed further in subsequent chapters. They form a beginning Sto:lo and Coast Salish 
framrwork for making meaning from nories. 

Moklit is a national First Nations directed research association. Mokakit is a Blackfoot tenn which means 'to strive 
for wisdom.' The editors of the Canadian Journal of Native Education are Fim Nations. 



The issues and the way that we want to deal with the issues-the types of conversations 

and talks-must be given space for us to fill. This does not mean that non-Native people 

should be forever excluded from the conversations. 1 am suggesting that we, First 

Nations, need sorne space to talk: to share our stories in our own way, to create our 

culturally based discourses, develop our ways to validate our discourses, then open the 

conversation for othen to join. 

There is a lot of rhetoric about the "voices" of the people being presented through written 

text. How does one assess the cultural content coming f?om the many voices and who has 

authority to speak? Basil Johnston, Obj ibwa storyteller and author provides an answer 

based on traditional reverence for speech and its strong connection to tnith: 

... words are medicine that can heal or injure .... To instill respect for 
language the old counselled youth, 'Don't talk too much,' ... for they saw a 
kinship between language and tnith. The expression is not without its 
facetious aspect but in its broader application it was intended to convey to 
youth other notions implicit in the expression 'Don't taik too much,' for 
the injunction also meant 'Don't talk too ofien ... Don't talk too 
long ... Don? tdk about those matters that you know nothing about.' Were 
a person to restnct his discourse, and measure his speech, and govem his 
talk by what he knew, he would eam the mist and respect of his mer) 
listenen ...p eople would want to hear the speaker again and by so doing 
bestow upon the speaker the opporninity to speak, for ultimately it is the 
people who confer the right of speech by their audience (1 990, p. 12). 

Johnston shows a relationship between truth, respect, and trust which could serve as a 

criterion for determining the credibility of one's words. He goes on to exempli& the high 

regard given to those who skillfully and respectfully practiced the oral tradition and 

introduces a negative effect of literacy which separated the speaker from the listener: 



Language was a precious heritage; literature was no less precious. So 
precious did the tribe regard language and speech that it held those who 
abused language and speech and tnith in contempt and ridicule and 
withheld them fiom their trust and confidence. To the tribe the man or 
woman who rambled on and on, who let his tongue range over every 
subject or warp the truth was said to taik in circles in a manner no different 
from that of a mongrel who, not knowing the source of alarm, barks in 
circles. Ever since words and sounds were reduced to written symbols and 
have been stripped of their mystery and magic, the regard and reverence 
for them have diminished in tribal life @p. 12-13). 

The mystery, rnagic. and truth/respect/trust relationship between the speaker/storyteller 

and listenedreader may be brought to life on the printed page if the principles of the oral 

tradition are used. A few First Nations people have persisted and managed to publish 

their traditional and life experience stories using principles h m  their oral traditions: 

George Clutesi (1967, 1969, 1990), Ellen White (198 l), Simon Baker and Vema 

Kirkness (1 994), David Neel (1 992), and Maria Campbell (1 973, 1995). There are other 

Native American storytellers and writers such as N. Scott Momaday (1 969), Leslie Silko 

(198 1. 1996), Paula Gun Allen (1983, 1986,1989), and Gerald Vizenor (1987, 1989), 

who have been greatly influenced by the study of oral traditions. 

The late George CIutesi (1967, 1969) was among the first Aboriginal people in British 

Columbia to publish two books of S ~ O ~ S  fiom his culture, the Tse-shaht people of 

Vancouver Island: Poflarch and Son of Raven, Son of Deer. Both were used in the public 

school system. In 1969,I heard George CIutesi speak to a group of First Nations 

university students; 1 was one of them. He was an inspirational yet humble speaker. 1 felt 

very proud to identie with him as an Indian person. There were very few Aboriginal 

people who had published books at that time and who had them included in school 



curricula. Today, as 1 look at the book Potlatch, and read the jacket cover, written by 

someone else, 1 feel hstrated with the patronizing tone of the language; but at least the 

writer was right about bis ieading white children to deeper understandings: 

In 1967, during Canada's Centennid Year, Mr. Clutesi was cornmissioned 
to paint a large murai at Expo and his fint book. Son of Raven, Son of 
Deer appeared and headed for immediate success. Now his message was 
coming through strong and clear. The final accolade f i e r  years of struggle 
was the selection of this first book as an elementary English text in British 
Columbia schools. Indian children making an appearance in schools 
outside the reserves are delighted to fmd a text written by one of their own 
race. White children discover in George Clutesi an Indian Aesop who 
leads them to deeper understanding. 

In the forward to Potlatch, George Clutesi tells us: "This narrative is not rneant to be 

docurnentary. In fact it is meant to evade documents. It is meant for the reader to feel and 

to Say I was there and indeed 1 saw." The power of the storyteller to make the 

listenerslreaders visualize and feel like they are part of the story is a principle 1 have 

heard fiom others. This principle will be exernplified in later chapters. George Clutesi 

died before his last book Stand Tall, My Son (1990) was published. In this book he wrote 

about the education of a young boy, a member of a Northwest Coast culture, through 

stories, talks, and art; the themes of tradition, change, sumival, and strength are strongly 

presented. Mr. Clutesi was a very respected orator, artist, and educator. His legacy of 

knowledge, wisdom, and phiIosophy have been left to those who take the time and effort 

to leam fiorn his teachings. 

We, as a nation, possess many admirable qualities. We still have enough 
patience. We still listen before we utter. There are yet among us admirable 
teachers endowed with empathy and compassion. Seek for their 
knowledge especially during your quest and sojourn in the alien world of 



technology .... Among other qualities, your people as a whole possess a 
voice that soothes and calms the whole k ing  @. 169). 

Verna J. Kirkness of the Cree Nation, Manitoba, and well known educator compiled and 

edited the life story of Dr. Simon Baker, fiom the Squamish Nation: Khot-La-Chu: The 

Autobiography of ChiefSimon Baker (1994). Simon is my long-time fiiend, mentor and 

teacher. He asked Verna to help him present his life story through a book, and in his own 

way. His motive for publishing his life story, based on the principles of reciprocity and 

responsibility has been echoed by many Elders: 

1 would like to tell about my life, what I've seen, what I've done, so my 
grandchildren and their children will l e m  things that happened in this l a s  
hundred years. 1 believe that my story will be interesting for schools. 1 
know when 1 go to schools today, kindergartens or even high school, the 
children iike to hear about my life. They enjoy my songs that my elders 
taught me many yearj ago. 1 sing to hem in my language and ofien 1 tell 
them the story of my people, using my taking stick @.xi). 

Chief Khot-La-Cha continues his Elder teaching responsibility by creating educationd 

material that could be used in school curricula The students of the Native Indian Teacher 

Education Program at the University of British Columbia are working on a Teacher's 

Guide to accompany his book. Simon's book shows how iife experience stories c m  teach 

about culture, nature, history, politics, leadership, farnily relationships, and the 

importance of Elders. His people's teachings about relationships to nature's resources, the 

importance of spirituality, and the benefits of cultural knowledge are stressed in his taik. 

1 was born and raised by the river. Water is very important. Our old people 
used to Say, 'water is your best fnend.' They would tell us to go and swim 
even when we were just toddlers. Mother Earth gave us water and we were 
taught . A t  goes in a cycle. If we didn't have water we would perish ... water 
gives you a new life, a good feeling (p. 155). 



We have gone too long in the wrong direction. We were a spiritual people. 
We paid great homage to our Creator and we must get back to that way of 
thinking. Spirituality, culture and [Native] language m u t  be emphasized 
for our young people to know who they are. Education is the tool 
necessary for self-determination ... it will take t h e .  First of dl, our young 
people need pride (p. 176). 

Simon tape-recorded many of the political meetings and t a k  that he had with his 

MicumslfYiends. Over the years there has been concem arnong First Nations about not 

recognizhg the important contribution Elders can make. One such historic meeting was 

held in 1976 to discuss the provincial diswty of the B.C. First Nations and the role of 

the Elder "kept coming up" (p. 18 1). Simon shares what the Iate George Clutesi said: 

We m u t  ask ourselves how we can best get back together .... We the old- 
timers, old men and old women, are feeling bad because we seem to have 
been thrown aside because our usefulness has been considered to be at an 
end. Friends, in the old Indian tradition, in the old Indian philosophy, in 
the old Indian teachings, the older you get, the more you will be needed. 
The sooner the young people realize this the sooner we can work together 
like one good farnily (p. 183). 

There are many First Nations Eldes who could make significant epistemological and 

social contributions to di levels of education. We are fortunate that Elders Iike Dr. Simon 

Baker have given inspiration, good teachings, and qudity leadership to many. 

I'm in the last cycle. People are corning to ask me, 'What did you do in the 
past? What c m  we do in the future to teach our children?' We are faced 
with so many things: violence, dmgs, aicohol. So we're going back to our 
culture, to the old ways; taking our children back into the longhouse, 
taking them Uito the sweat lodge .... It's coming back strong. The cycle of 
healing. We're healing a lot of people of the suffering when they went to 
[residential] school .... Their cycle is coming back. They're giving 
themselves back to the Great Spirit. it is good to sit with an elder. It is 
good medicine for us. We like to talk. When the day is finished, 1 like to 
think I did something for today. Tomorrow is another day @. 173). 



David NeeI (1992) photographer, artist, and writer fiom the Kwagiutl Nation, talked with 

47 Northwest Coast Elders and leaders for [Our Chiefi und Elders]: Words und 

Photographs of Native Leaders. He combines photography and the talks with very little 

editing, to present "a statement of the surviving race" (p. 1 1). This work is in contrast to 

the much earlier approach of Edward Curtis who promoted the 'vanishing race' myth. 

Neel also acknowledges the criticd need to have Elders' teachings and shares important 

lessons he learned about respect and responsibility during his work: 

Today, the role and knowledge of eIders are being preserved and respected 
to the best ability of the people. The roles of elders Vary fiom area to area 
and from family to family. Throughout the Coast area they are recognized 
as a great resource. Elders ofien play a role in the political process as well 
as in the general culture. It is their inherited knowledge, as well as their 
perspective (derived fiom experience), which is valued. In the Native way, 
memory or history is a tribal or family responsibility and is held and 
passed on by elders. 

.... Respect is the foundation for al1 relationships: between individuals, with 
future and past generations, with the Earth, with anirnals, with our 
Creator ... and with ourselves. To understand [respect] and apply it to our 
lives is an ongoing process. This is the most valuable lesson the leaders 
have for us. It is not a lesson that c m  be explained with the simple formula 
[or defuiition], 'Respect is ...'(p. 22). 

Maria Campbell (1995), a Metis author, film maker, teacher, activist, and storyteller, 

transkated Sfories Of The Road Allowance People, as told by some of the "old men." She 

describes the cornfortable family-kike context for storytelling and how she was directed to 

leam from the old men rather than the old women: 

1 remember a warm kitchen on a stormy winter night. 1 am sitting on the 
floor with my Cheechum and the old ladies. The room is full of grandpas, 
mammas and papas, aunties, uncles and cousins. There is laughter, hot 
sweet tea and the smell of red willow tobacco. 'Hahaa kiyas mana 
kisayanoo kah kee achimoot ... Long ago the old man told us this story,' my 



uncle would begin and my Cheechum and the old ladies would pufftheir 
clay pipes and nod. 'Tapwe anima, tapwe ... Yes, yes it is me.' 

.... Today, the stories 1 heard then, I have learned, and 1 have been given 
permission to share them with you. They are old men's stories. 1 had 
hoped when 1 became a studeat of storytelling that 1 would get old women 
teachers, but that was not meant to be. The old wornen were kind, made 
me pots of tea, cooked me soup and bannock, made me starblankets and 
rnoccasins, then sent me off to the old men who became my teachers (p.2). 

In Maria's case and ofien in a traditional way, Elders will direct the learning process for 

those who ask. They seem to know what the learner is capable of absorbing. They 

connect the learner with the appropriate teacher, the main considerations relate to the 

most appropriate teacher for the learner or for the type of knowledge being sought. The 

learner needs to have faith and trust in the Elders who are directing the learning process 

and follow their lead. 

Maria carries out her cultural responsibility of sharing her Iearning and takes ownership 

of any mistakes. This is a gentle reminder to me that 1 should also take responsibility for 

any mistakes contained in this research work because those who shared their knowledge 

with me, did so with great care and often said that they spoke the tniih as they knew it. 

h o t h e r  important principle of learning t h u g h  storytelling is that time does not matter. 

Stories can be heard and the meanings one makes or does not make of them c m  happen at 

any time. One does not have to give a meaning right &et hearing a story, like the 

question and answer pedagogical approach. 

.... With the stories, 1 have had lifetimes of 'stuff' put into my memory. 1 
am not even sure what it d l  is but the teachers say, 'Don't worry about it, 
just think that your brain is the cornputer you use and we are the people 
typing it in. When you need it, or you have had the experience to 
understand it, your spirit will give it to you.' 1 have learned to trust them. 



It is in this spirit that 1 share these stories with you. 1 give them to you in 
the dialect and rhythm of my village and rny father's generation. 1 am 
responsible for al1 the mistakes (p.3). 

A sirnilar 'Tirneless" experience was shared by Simon Ortiz (1992) of the Acoma Pueblo, 

New Mexico, who strongly comected to stories heard in his childhood, but did not 

recognize their communal power until he was older: "...dl were interesthg and vitally 

important to me because, 1 could not explain it then, they tied me into the communal 

body of my people and heritage." By using English and writing, he found new ways to 

enswe that these stories would continue: "Consequently, when 1 learned to read and 

write, 1 beIieve 1 felt those stories continued somehow in the new language and use of the 

new language and they would never be lost, forgotten, and finally gone. They would 

always continue" (p.9). He, like numerous Elders before him, learned to use English and 

writing as "tools" to represent the o d l y  told stones. The o d  tradition of the stories 

shaped and created a frarnework in which to place and use literacy. Transforming the 

ordly told stories to another language and another tom of representation so that the 

power and integrity of the stories remains requires that one know the essential 

chamctenstics of stories. 1 have heard Elders talk about the necessity of knowing the 

"core" of the stories. 1 believe this means knowing the basic content of the story, its 

characteristics or nature, as well as the cultural principles connected to the story. 

Gefting To The "Core" Of Stories: Some Principles To Consider 

Simon Ortiz (1992) reminds us of how the oral tradition reflects the belief system and 

consciousness of a people. 



The oral tradition of Native American people is based upon spoken 
language, but it is more than that too. Oral tradition is inclusive; it is the 
actions, behvior, relationships, practices throughout the whole social, 
economic, and spiritual Iife process of people. In this respect, the oral 
tradition is the consciousness of the people. I think at tirnes 'oral tradition' 
is defmed too strictly in terms of verbal-vocal manifestations in stories, 
songs, meditations, ceremonies, ritual, philosophies. and clan and mbal 
histories passed fiom older generations to the next .... Oral tradition evokes 
and expresses a belief system, and it is specific activity that c o n f i s  and 
conveys that belief (1 992, p.7). 

Leamhg how a story fits within a people's belief system requires that one live with or 

interact with the people for a long time. The communal p ~ c i p l e  of storytelling implies 

that a listener is or becornes a member of that community. Lee Maracle (1992) of the 

Coast Salish Nation, reinforces the communal Spiritual reverence of oratory : 

Oratory: place of prayer, to persuade. This is a word we can work with. 
We regard words as coming fiorn original being-a sacred spiritual being. 
The orator is coming fiom a place of prayer and as such attempts to be 
persuasive. Words are not objects to be wasted. They represent the 
accumulated knowledge, culhiral values, the vision of an entire people or 
peoples. We believe the proof of a thing or idea is in the doing. Doing 
requires some form of social interaction and thus, story is the most 
persuasive and sensible way to present the accumulated thoughts and 
values of a people (1 992, p.87). 

Using the written English language to portray a story can be very problematic to 

Abonginal storytellen because its framework (principles, values, and format) may be 

very different fiom the Aboriginal framework. Maria Campbell (1992)' a Metis 

storyteller, had to understand the Metis communication structure of her cornmunity 

before she presented her people's stories in the English language. She also had to 

understand how the English language and its d t i n g  structure overshadowed Metis ways 



of communicating a story and l e m  to manipulate the English language/structure to tell a 

Metis story in a Metis way: 

For a long t h e  1 couidn't write anything, because 1 didn't know how to 
use English. I'm articulate in English. I know it well. But when I was 
writing 1 always found that English manipuiated me. Once I understood 
my own rhythms. the language of my people, the history of storytelling, 
and the responsibility of storytelling, then 1 was able to manipulate the 
language. And once 1 started to be able to manipulate English, 1 felt that 
was personal liberation (my emphasis added, p. 10). 

The personal liberation that Campbell speaks of is linked to communal responsibility. 

Jeannette Armstrong (cited in Cardinal & Armstrong, 199 1) of the Okanagan Nation 

speaks about a way of listening and taking responsibility for one's wordslthoughts shared 

publicly because of their effect upon others: "One of the central instructions to my people 

is to practise quietness, to listen, and speak only if you know the full meaning of what 

you say. It is said that you cannot cal1 your words back once they are uttered, and so you 

are responsible for al1 which results fiom your words. It is said that, for those reasons, it 

is best to prepare very seriously and carefdly to make public contributions" (p.90). The 

storyteller's responsibility towards others is linked to the power that herhis stories may 

have. Leslie Marmon Silko (1996) speaks of the Laguna Pueblo's communal concept of 

the healing power and influence of story: 

The old folks said the stories themselves had the power to protect us and 
even to heal us because the stories are dive; the stories are our ancestors. 
In the very telling of the stories, the spirits of our beloved ancestors and 
farnily become present with us. The ancestors love us and care for us 
though we rnay not know this (p. 152). 



Remembering the stories was important not only for continuhg the oral tradition but to 

help one continue in a healthy way: "...the old-time people aiways say, remember the 

stories, the stories will help you be strong" (ibid, p.71). The term "remember" implies 

that one may, if given the authority, tell that story to others, thereby, practicing the 

principle of reciprocity. 

Nom Dauenhauer (1986) of the Tlingit Nation of Juneau Alaska, describes a culture- 

specific principle of reciprocity embedded in Tlingit oral tradition and culhue to show its 

multi-dimensionai meaning: 

... ownership and reciprocity. Songs, stories, artistic designs, personai 
names, land use and other elements of Tlingit are considered the real 
property of a particular clan. The Tlingit name for this concept is at-oow. 
The fom, content, and irnmediate setting of oral tradition exist in a larger 
context of reciprocity or "balance." The fonn and content of verbai and 
visual art are congruent with each other and with socid structure. 

The two moieties, Eagle and Raven, baiance each other out. They select 
marriage partners fiom each other, and direct love songs and most oratory 
to each other. In host-guest relationships at feasts, they s h e  in each 
other's joy and work to remove each other's grief. This balancing is 
refiected in the oral Iiterature itself. 

Here are some examples: 

1)  Ravens and Eagles address each other. 

2) A song or speech must be answered-not in competition, but that it be 
received and not 'wander aimlessly.' 

Within speeches and stories, these components are baianced: 

3) physicai and spintual, 

4) living and departed, 

5) humans and animals, 



6) hurnans and land @p. 105- 106). 

Some First Nations people use a collaborative approach to provide cultural information 

about the principles or "core" of First Nations stories andior to present stories in an 

Aboriginal language andor to transform it to English. 

Collaborating: Between People, Befween Languages 

Younger First Nations people are collaborating with Elders to publish culture specific 

stories. Darwin Hanna and Mamie Henry (1995) of the Nlha7kapmx Nation edited the 

book, Our Telling: Interior Salish Sfories of the Mha7kapmx Darwin is a UBC 

Law school graduate and Mamie is an Elder who continues to teach the Nhla7kapmx 

language at Lytîon, B.C. They visited Elders in their cultural temtory and asked them to 

share their stories, which many did, ofien telling their story in the Nlha7kapmx language. 

The stories were transcribed, translated, and checked by other language speakers. Very 

little editing occurred in order to retain some of the storytellers' personalities in the 

literate version of their stories. Damin Hanna notes that stories that were translated from 

Nlha7kapmx into English are more "polished" and seem to flow more "smoothly" (p. 15) 

than the stories told in English. He attributes tfiis difference to "how one sounds when 

speaking a language with which one is not compieteIy comfortable" (p. 15). 1 also noticed 

that these stories had more detail than those told in English. In the book's Afterword, the 

Chief and Councillors of the Cook's Ferry Band, of which Darwin is a member, dfïrmed 

their and the band members' support for the research and publication process. Respect 

Hmna and Henry's work is used to show a rcspecrful research approach to working with First Nations Elder 
storytellers. This example also shows how seriously a community feels about their onlity and how they c m  show 
thcir support for a research projcct. "Nlha7k;ipmx" is  wrinen using the international phonetic alphabet 



towards the Elders and their cultural knowledge was their prime concern. Because of 

Darwin's work history they knew "the stories wodd be recorded properly and that the 

elders would be treated with respect" @.20 1). It is rare to find such support from one's 

own cultural comrnunity printed in the publication. The band council d so  voiced their 

responsibility for cultural knowledge: 

The most important qualities of our culture are our Ianguage and our 
stories. In oral tradition such as ours, telling stories is how we pass on the 
history and teachings of our ancestors. Without these stories, we would 
have to rely on other people for guidance and information about our past. 
Teachings in the f o m  of stories are an integral part of our identity as a 
people and as a nation. If we lose these stories, we wiil do a disservice to 
our ancestors- those who gave us  the responsibility to keep our culture 
dive (p.20 1 ). 

Another example of respectfid story research is that of Freda Ahenakew, a Cree Associate 

Proîèssor of Native Studies, and H.C. Wolfart (1992), a non-Native Professor of 

Linguistics, who edited a book of reminiscences and personal stories toid by seven 

elderly Cree wornen: Our Grandmothers ' Lives As Told In Their Own Worh. They 

spoke in their Cree language to Freda Ahenakew. The grandrnothers' stoties were 

translated and written as told with no "smoothing over," with care simiIar to that 

described by Hama and Henry. Fidelity to the Cree language was an important feature of 

their approach to ensure an accurate representation of the Elders' knowledge. 

In presenting the original Cree texts-in both roman and syllabic 
orthography and accompanied by a careful translation into English-told 
by seven women, we want to make sure that they are heard speaking to us 
in their own words (preface). 



Those who speak and read Cree have the benefit of seeing a aaditionai form of orality, in 

its original (anguage. 1 have heard many Abonginal language speakers say that so much 

cuitural meaning and humour is lost in the translation to the English language. Some of 

the Cree women who shared their stories have now passed to the Spirit World, but their 

values, messages, and history in their own words and language will live on. 

The transformation of the First Nations oral language to printed text, in both the First 

Nations language and English, not only has the chdlenge of ensuring the accuracy of 

content and meaning fiom one language to another, but it also has to maintain the spirit of 

the oral tradition. An example which does this, is that of Nora Marks Dauenhauer and 

Richard Dauenhauer (1990) (Eds.) Haa Tmvunaagu Yis, for Healing Our Spirit: Tlingif 

Orafory. The editors, a manied couple and a "professional collaborative team" (ix)-the 

wife a rnember of the Tlingit Nation, Alaska, and the non-Native husband from a 

background in language and Literature, worked with eighteen Elders, to record their 

speeches first in the TIingit language then, with their venfication to translate thern into 

the EngIish language. The book is structured so that pertinent introductory ethnographie 

information on Tlingit culture, important themes, types, and structures of orality, and 

biographies and pictures of the Elders are sequentiaily combined to aid the reader's 

acquaintance and learning of TIingit oratory . Al1 the speeches are printed in the Tlingit 

and English languages and a Tlingiü'English Glossary is provided. The editors discuss 

their ethics and purpose of their work: 

We see this book as a Tlingit book; it belongs ultimately to the Tlingit 
people and to the clans involved. The speeches in Tlingit are the words of 
the elders themselves, as they spoke them. We have tried to present their 



words in English through carefd translation, and we have tried to bring 
additionai meaning to them through commentary in the introduction, 
annotations, and biographies. The oratory presented here has been 
docurnented for our children and for ail younger generations in the Tlingit 
community that they may come to a greater understanding of and an 
appreciation for their hentage and traditions. 

As editors, we are salaried to do this work, but we make no money from 
the sale of books .... royalties nonnaily accruhg to the editors will go to 
Sealaska Heritage Foundation to be used for the publication of additional 
books 'lifting up' the elders to whom the work is dedicated, h o n o ~ g  their 
achievement and their memories (xxxv). 

The editors have carefiilly spoken through a written way to share Elders' important 

speech and teachings for the benefit of Tlhgit people. In an earlier draft of this chapter, 1 

recommended that this book and process of bringing together a First Nations culture and 

ethnography could serve as a mode1 for bringing together episternology and research 

methodoIogy. 1 felt that the introductory ethnographic iBformation could help the cultural 

-'outsider" gain some contextual background to understanding the meanings in the Elders' 

ordity. If one does not know the cultural values and "codes" then an understanding of the 

oral tradition may not occur. Almost a year later. 1 found an article by Ojibway writer, 

Armand Ruffo (1993) which exemplified a limitation of ethnography which has strongly 

influenced my thinking. Through his anaiysis of the story, Tracks, written by Arnerican 

Indian wrîter, Louise Erdnch (1988), Ruffo asks these questions: "How much goes 

irnnoriced? How much is lefi unknown? How much can the 'oursider ' really know and 

fiel? " (my emphasis, p. 163). Neither ethnographic detail, no matter how 'rich and thick,' 

nor ethnographic interpretation no matter how close to 'truth' can replace living with the 

people and being "initiated" into their cultural community. In Erdrich's story, Eli a hunter 

is helped by the vision of an Elder man, Nanapush, wtiile on a winter moose hunting 



journey. Efi perforrns a ceremony after he kills a moose. For the long waik home, Eli cuts 

pieces of the moose and ties them to parts of his body, enabling him to carry much of the 

animd. The meat freezes to Eli's outer garments and assumes his body shape. RufEo 

makes this point: 

For the outsider, then, attempting to come to tenns with Native people and 
their literature, the problem is not one to be solved by rnerely attaining the 
necessary background, reading al1 the anthropological data that one cari 
get one's hands on. Rather, for those who are serious, it is more a question 
of cultural initiation, of involvement and comrnitment, so that the culture 
and Literature itself becomes more than a mere museum piece, dusty pages, 
somettring lifeless. Think of Eli, after bis kill, wrapped in moose meat; in 
Nanapusfi's words 'the moose is transformed into the mold of Eli, an 
armor that would fit no other.' That is how Native cuItwe shouid fit if one 
is tnily to understand its literature [stories] and people (p. 174). 

in reflecting on Ruffo's words, 1 found a deep personal resonance to his point of view. 

My criticism is not airned at the ethnographer. My point is that, at rnost, the reader can 

gIean an introduction to Aboriginal culture and oral tradition through ethnography, even 

if presented as well as that of the Dauenhauers. If the reader wants to begin the process of 

understanding the oral tradition, she/he cannot be a passive observer or reader. According 

to Ruffo. the oral tradition "implicates the 'listener* [reader] into becoming an active 

participant in the experience of the story" (p. 164). An inter-relationship between the 

story/storytelling/listener is a critical principle of storytelling. 

Inter-rela ting Between Story/Listener And TexVReader 

Mabel once said: 'Don 't ask me what if means, the story. L fe will teach 
you about if,  the way it teaches you about life. * It is important that I 
remember my life, rny presence and history, as 1 attempt to understand 
Mabel. As 1 leam more about Mabel, 1 learn more about myself. In this 
way, using rnuch of what Mabel has taught me, 1 show in these essays 



myself and others learning, seeing beyond what things seem to be. I chai? 
dialogues that open and explore interpersonal and intercultural territories 
(my emphasis, Sarris, 1993, p.5). 

In Keeping Slug Woman Alive, Greg Sarris (1 993) of the Pomo Nation invites the reader 

to interact with his many stories. He shares his interactions and critical thoughts about 

making meaning h m  the late Mabel McKay's stories and talcs. Mabel McKay was a 

Cache Creek Pomo medicine woman fiom the Santa Rosa area of California, and his 

relative, from whom he learned over a thirty year period. Sams provides the reader with a 

h e w o r k  for thinking criticdly about one's own historical, cultural, and current context 

in relation to the story being told, by using his personal life experience stories as 

examples. He advocates this kind of synergy between the story or text and the reader's 

life experience. He also cautions Aboriginal people about using textual frameworks 

acceptable in academe, that result in disrespecthl representations, and make us the 

objective "Other" or that create opportunities for sacred knowledge to be appropriated. 

In creating narratives for others about our histories and religions, in what 
ways are we not only compromising those histories and religions but at the 
same time compromising our identities, that are largely dependent upon 
these, as weIl as our resistance to the colonizer and dominant culture 
(p.68)? 

The interactive relationship between the reader and text that he advocates is the opposite 

to what he and countless others experienced in university classrooms through the 

"objective textuai" presentation of Indian cuitures and people. 

Though 1 could not articulate my feeling at the time, 1 sensed what 
bothered me when reading 'Indian books' for 'Indian courses' at the 
university. Objectivism and text positivism, which influenced pedagogical 
practices at the t h e ,  hardly encouraged readers to think of people and 
ptaces outside the actual text. 1 was not encouraged to engage my persona1 



experience as 1 was at home when hearing stories. The text was 
supposedly cornplete, self-contained, a thing to dissect rather than to have 
a reIationship with (p. 186). 

Gerald Vizenor (1987) also believes that the storylistener must become a participant with 

the story. 

The story doesn't work without a participantdhere has to be a participant 
and someone has to listen. 1 don't mean listening in the passive sense. You 
c m  even listen by contradiction .... So that's really critical in storyteIling 
(pp.300-30 1 ). 

Synergistic interaction between storyteller, listener, and story becomes another critical 

story principle. Much of the literature presented in this chapter has identifiec! the story 

principles of respect, responsibility, reciprocity, reverence, wholism, inter-relatedness, 

and synergy. Coyote used his new eyes to look at these principles, as known and 

experienced by various First Nations storytellers. These principles become "markers" on 

the trails that Coyote will continue to travel on as shehelit learns more about storytelling 

in the chapters that follow. 



CHAPTER THREE: COYOTE SEARCHING FOR 
THE BONE NEEDLE 

This chapter documents my research rnethodology which begins with a look at 

ethnography, then shifls to a view of criticai ethnography through the Iens of First 

Nations cultural and ethical consideratiom. The methodology eventually focuses on a 

Sto:lo and Coast ~a l i sh '  story approach with Elders. Traditional and life experience 

stories of the Elders and my experience of becoming a beginning storyteller are 

presented to exempiifi the tearning and healing power of stories; how stories were and 

can be used for educationaYsocial purposes; how storytellers were and are "trained"; and 

ways of working with ELders in a research context. A curriculum story completes the 

research process2. The first sections in this chapter highlight issues from literature about 

ethnography and critical ethnography. Later sections focus on research relationships 

where Elders take the Lead. Respectfid, reverenî, reciprocai, and responsible dynarnics of 

my research relationships with Elders, Khot-la-chu, Tsimlano, and Kwulasziiwat are also 

reinforced. 

As 1 think about research in relation to First Nations, 1 remember a story my fiend, Dr. 

Eber Hampton, of the Chickasaw Nation told about a particular trickster. He told this 

story at a Mokakit Education Research Conference in Hull Quebec in October 1990. 

After telling the story he taked about the connections between motives and methods in 

' The Sto:lo were considered part of the larger grouping of Coast Salish Peoples. The term 'Coast Salish' is 
an anthropological term used by some First Nations Elders. 1 use this term because 1 learned h m  sorne 
Elders who are not part of the Sto:lo, but are Coast Salish. 

' This cumculum story is placed in Chapter Six and continues with the discussion on methodology. 



research. This story hm stayed in my memory, and has become an integral part of my 

being, with each telling. Every tirne 1 tell a story 1 acknowledge the storyteller and/or 

source of the story. The stories 1 tell are ones given to me or ones that have been 

published by a storyteller. Eventually Eber gave me permission to use this story with the 

encouragement to adapt it-to make it mine. 1 renamed the trickster "Old Man Coyote" 

because "Coyote-ness" in ail hislherlits forms has become my trickster of learning. 

Old Man Coyote had just finished a long hard day of hunting. He decided 
to set up his camp for the night. Afier supper, he sat by the fire, and 
rubbed his tired feet from the long day's walk. He took his favourite 
moccasins out of his bag and noticed that there was a hole in the toe of one 
of them. He looked for his special bone needle to mend the moccasin, but 
couldn't feel it in the bag. Old Man Coyote started to crawl on his hands 
and knees around the f i e  to see if he could see or feel the needle. Just then 
Owl came flying by and landed next to Old Man Coyote and asked him 
what he was Iooking for. Old Man Coyote told Owl his problem. Owl said 
that he wouid help his fiiend look for the bone needle. M e r  he made one 
swoop around the area of the fire, he told Old Man Coyote that he didn't 
see the needle. Owl said that if it was around the Fie, then he would have 
spotted it. He then asked Old Man Coyote where he last used the needle. 
Old Man Coyote said that he used it quite far away, over in the bushes, to 
mend his jacket. Then Owl asked him why he was searching for the needle 
around the camp fire. Old Man Coyote reptied, ' Well, it's easier to look 
for the needle here because the fire gives off such good light, and 1 can see 
better here. ' 

In my search for a culturally appropriate research methodoIogy (a bone needle) about 

First Nations storytelling, 1 started with the principle of respect for cultural knowledge 

embedded in the stories and respect toward the people who owned or shared stories as an 

ethical guide. tike Old Man Coyote 1 wanted the (re)search to feel familiar and 1 did not 

want to question my motives and methods; but, unlike OId Man Coyote, 1 went to the 

unfarniliar by questioning a rnethodology that was commonly used to study First Nations 



-ethnography. I wondered about which aspects of ethnography would be beneficial for 

my study and which aspects would continue to create "hurf' for the research participants? 

I also questioned my motives and methods: Was I doing anything different from the 

"outsider" anthropologists that I cnticized? 1 also had to work through the anger and 

skepticism that penonal history with academic research ignited. Going over personal and 

collective history is like staying near the fre. Going out and finding ways to move 

beyond the history of colonization is hard work. The next few pages show my joumey as 

1 move away fiom the fire, and sometirnes corne back to it, and finally find the courage to 

leave it in search for the bone needle. 

Looking At Ethnography 

Ethnography was one pathway which oEered an oppomullty to explore the concept of 

respect as a research ethic. Finding a suitable definition was the fint marker on the trail. 1 

liked the notion of ethnography being a wholistic approach (Fetteman, 1982) since 

wholism is a common principle among many First Nations. and the Sto:lo in particular. I 

looked toward Geertz's (1973) concept of ethnography: "thick description" (p. 6) with a 

theoty of cuitural interpretation. Geertz identified four characteristics of ethnographie 

description: (1) it is interpretive; (2) it interprets the flow of social discourse; (3) it 

interprets the "said" of social discourse and puts it into readable form; and (4) it is 

microscopie, in that it focuses on something particular and in depth (p. 20). He also 

identified two conditions for developing cdtural theory: (1) "it is not its own master" (p. 

25) which means that theory is gradually developed from thick description and cannot be 

generalized across cultures, but can establish generalizations about and within the c d  ture 



under study; and (2) it is not predictive; a theoretical U e w o r k  is required which nteds 

to be able to accomrnodate new or friture defensible interpretations of cultural acts. 1 

wanted to find a way within acdeme to honour the knowledge of Sto:lo and Coast Salish 

Elders and their stories. If there was a theory to First Nations storytelling, it had to corne 

fiom social discourse with Elders and the act of interpretation or making meaning fiom 

their stories was inevitable if one followed the traditional way of leaming through 

storytelling. 

Methods of representing the ethnographie information was another area to explore. Van 

Maanen (1 988) shed some intriguing Light on the task of putting the cultural information 

into readable forrn. He States that ethnography is the result of a researcher doing 

fieldwork with a specified group of people, then writing a report that reflects the group's 

culture, or some aspect of it. He also believes that ethnography is an interpretive act: 

Ethnographies join culture and fieldwork. In a sense, they sit between two 
worids or systems of meaning-the world of the ethnographer (and 
readers) and the world of cultural members .... Ethnographies ... necessarily 
decode one culture while recoding it for another (p.4). 

He categorizes three major ways of writing about culture which he calls realist, 

confessiond, and impressionist "tales." The terms are used to convey the story-like 

character of witten fieldwork and the practices utilized by the ethnographer. These types 

of classification may be useful because they hint at the assurnptions and views of the 

ethnographer about culture and they provide the reader with a framework for 

understanding the researcher's cultural description and interpretation. The influence of 

the researcher's epistemological appmach is acknowledged. However, Van Maanen's use 



of the term "taie" does not connote seriousness. Readers may enjoy a narrative style but 

wili the ethnographic work be viewed as scholarly? 

Although ethnographic researchers travel to and becorne part of a cultural community 

(Hammersley and Atkinson, 1 983), their ethics may not be respectful toward cultural 

knowiedge and the community peopie. Historically, ethnographers, especially 

anthropologists, held the role of principal researcher with sole or monologic authority and 

voice. Disrespectful representations of cultural knowledge created distrust fiom First 

Nations. 

Anthropology concerns an individual who goes into a community, 
learns, ... writes his books, publishes it in another system-one altogether 
different fiom the one he has just leamed fiom and studies .... The 
anthropologist does that as a career, as an identity, as a way of life ... while 
the people that he studies are ... disrupted, having given the very heart of 
their perception of themselves and their world. This is extractive to us. In 
no smail rneasure, a rip-off. Anthropology serves ... the so-called 'body of 
knowledge' that Western education systems of higher learning seem to 
cherish so much (Ismaeiillo, 1978, p.20). 

This quote echoes the experiences and feelings of animosity and arnt;ivalence numerous 

First Nations have toward researchers and ethnographic research carried out in a tradition 

which favours the monotogic power and authority of the researcher, and which disregards 

cultural ethical processer toward the people who are being *'studied" and their culture3. 

This kind of power is disrespectful. 

' i am not making a generalization that al1 Anthropologists are or have ken disrespecrful in their cultural 
representations ofFirst Nations. The cogent point is that First Nations people who let ethnographers (and 
other researchers) into their communities and lives do not want to be viewed or written about as "objects 
of study," and more First Nations now want control of the way theu cultural knowledge is published. 



Finding Problems With Ethnograp hy 

The tenets and practices of positivism dominated social science research and held a 

centrai place in early qualitative research, ethnography in particular, in the fmt haif of the 

twentieth century (Hammersley & Atkinson, 1983, Marcus and Fischer, 1986, Clifford, 

1988). This eariy "objective" scientific approach to ethnography created a powerful 

position and authority for the ethnographer who determined how a culture was studied 

and represented in text. Clifford (1988) traces the historical development of "participant 

observation" as a research method where academic fieldworkers influenced by Boas, 

were "trained in the latest analytic techniques and modes of scientific explmation" @. 30) 

and underwent an intense personai expenence to "Iive in the native village, use the 

vemacular, stay a sufficient (but seldom specified) length of urne, investigate certain 

classic subjects" ($30). Thus, the personai experience of the professional ethnographer 

was prized and validated by scientific/objective methods. The ethnographer was also 

encouraged to use existing theories and theoretical structures to fairly quickly "get to the 

heart" @.3 I )  of the culture. Acknowledging the existence of First Nations theories and 

theoretical structures was not part of the scientific/objective research paradigm. In fact, a 

general suspicion of "privileged informants ... interpretations of indigenous authorities" 

prevaiIed (p.3 1). Vine Deloria, Ir. (1995) of the Siow Nation. South Dakota, reinforces 

this problematic suspicion and raises the problem of institutionai mcism towards non- 

Western knowledge and peoples wanting to research their epistemologies in a culturally 

compatible marner: 

Even with tribat peoples now entering academic fields, there is bias, and 
most academics deeply believe that an Indian, or any other non-Western 



person, cannot be an accurate observer of his or her own traditions because 
that individuai is personally invoIved. Et follows. to Iisten to the apologists 
for many university departments, that an urban, educated white person, 
who admittedly has a deep personal interest in a nomwestern community 
but who does not speak the lauguage, has never lived in the community, 
and visits the people only occasionally during the summer, has a better 
understanding of the culture, economics, and politics of the group than do 
the people themselves. 

.... Thus, ethnic scholars are not encouraged to do research in their own 
commwiities-studies done by whites are preferred. Many scholars with 
ethnic backgrounds are even denied tenure because they are ethnic and 
their studies and publications relate to that background. ParticuIarly in the 
arts and social sciences, supposed bastions of liberalism, minorit- scholars 
are simply nrn out of the professions d e s s  they are totally submissive to 
prevailing doctrines of the discipline and their writings do not clash with 
established authority (pp.40-50). 

Based on my teachings and experîence 1 do not understand how any one could think that 

they could master knowledge about our cultures by "living" with us for relatively short 

periods of tirne; then work at getting a "tnie" depiction of our cultural phciples and 

pnctices by focusing on a few "variabies" or parts, and finaiiy have the audacity to take 

away the knowledge people have given, perhaps never to be heard from again, uritil an 

insider Liom the culture finds a book written by the outsider anthropologist/ethnognpher. 

I found sorne of these books when 1 f i t  started university in the late 1960s and took 

anthropoiogy classes where "...the professors began describing Indian cultures in that 

objective kind of jargon and third person descriptions .... We becarne them" (Joumal entry, 

June 20, 1991). Since these university experiences, 1 have been consciously and critically 

leaning about my Sto:lo culture, and other First Nations, and feel that 1 am o d y  at the 

beginning stage of forming some significant understandings. 1 must remember my earlier 

"displaced" feelings and 1 must remember the disrespectfid "objective" process that 



created them, so that 1 will not perpetuate the sarne kind of hurt upon others. 

Experiencing and identifying disrespectfiil practices is an important step to creating 

respectful research practices. However, it is not the only step. Criticd questions need to 

be asked about who has the cultural authority to decide on textual and other media 

representations of cultural knowledge and what types of cultural knowledge can be 

shared. Greg Sarris (1993) relates the objective examination to American Indian cultures 

as a colonizing process and poses a cogent question to Aboriginal people engaged in 

cultural academic work: " In creating narratives for others about our histories and 

religions. in what ways are we not oniy comprornising those histories and religions but at 

the sarne tirne compromising our identities, which are IargeIy dependent upon these, as 

wetl as out resistance to the colonizer and dominant culture?' (p.68). He questions the 

rnainstrearn academic discourse required to tell others about our cultural knowledge and 

how that discourse changes cultural meaning. He aIso warns us about the possibility of 

appropriation of sacred knowledge. 

These issues of appropriation and changing cultural knowledge and meaning are related 

to cultural responsibility. Documentation of stories in the ianguages in which they were 

told (Dauenhauer & Daunhauer, 1987,1990, and Ahenakew & Wolfart, 1992) and the 

ethnopoetic approach which tries to capture the linguistic structure and poetic purpose 

(Hymes, 198 1) of the story heIp to keep some cultural fidelity to the st01-y'~ structure. 

Sorne believe that ethnopoetics can facilitate textual understanding: 

Linguistics and linguistic-like analyses are necessary means to the joy and 
understanding because words were the means used by the authors of the 
texts. If we do not deal with the means, we cannot possess the 



meaaings .... If we r e h e  to consider and interpret the surprising facts of 
device, design, and performance inherent in the words of the texts, the 
indians who made the texts, and those who presewed what they made, will 
have worked in vain. We will be telling the texts not to speak. We will 
mistake, perhaps to our cost, the nature of the power of which they speak 
(Hymes, 198 1, pp.5-6). 

A value of ethnopoetics is to preserve the oral word as told, on a printed page. The work 

of Robinson and Wickwire (1989, 1992) which will be discussed later, comes to mind. 

But when the reader has never heard the storyteller or does not know how the oral 

tradition works, the "nature of the powei' and value of the story may not "speak" to the 

reader. Hymes concurs with the textual limitations: 

Mostly what is required is to 'listen' to the text in al1 its details. The work 
is structural in method, poetic in purpose. The structural method is no 
more than an application of the elementary principle of structural 
linguistics: look for covariation in form and meaning. The poetic purpose 
is to come as close as possible to the intended shape of the text in order to 
grasp as much as possible of the meanings ernbodied in this shape. Much 
will still escape (p.7). 

Ethnopoetic's concem with linguistic structure and shape of the text does not seem to 

extend to ethnographic cultural description and interpretation. Much will escape the 

reader who does not know the cultural contex- for the story and who does not think 

critically about issues of appropriation and cultural fidelity. Much of the work of 

ethnopoetics are from university academics whose published documents may be 

inaccessible to Aboriginal people. Swann (1992) raises this problem and quotes Hymes' 

conference talk: 

Del1 Hymes ... brought up the question of reparation. Information for those 
native people who desire to know about their own heritage is seldom 
available, or if it is available, it is not accessible geographically or is in a 
form available only to specialists. Hymes noted that we have here 'an 



example of dienation in the Manrist sense-' A comrnunity's labor has 
become an externai aiien object @.xvii). 

The university acadernic exercises power and authority with ethnopoetics because 

ultimately, it is hisfher interpretation that is used to portray the textual format of the 

storyteller's words, even though the storyteller may agree and give approval for the poetic 

form used. It is rare to fmd an ethnopoetic approach published by the original storyteller. 

Aboriginal storytellers need to exercise their sluthority and responsibility with the stories' 

textual representation and to diminish the monologic authority of academic outsiders. 

Diminîshing Monologic A u t h o r .  

Until recently, ethnographie research has predorninantly used the monologic authority or 

voice of the "principal researcher," with the voices of the study "subjects" either 

depersonaiized (anonyrnous), quantified, non-existent, or shoved into an appendix 

(Clifford, 1988, Tedlock, 1983). Educationai ethnographies about First Nations schools in 

British Columbia by King (1967) and Wolcott (1967) are prime exarnples of monologic 

authority. Both worked as teachers while studying First Nations children and their 

communities. Interviews, conversations, observations, and historicai records were used; 

neither author states that permission was obtained fiom any of the children, their parents, 

or adults who were interviewed or that the ethnographers told the people that they would 

be publishing a book as a result of their "study." Neither mentions checking back with 

cultural members to see if the author's interpretations of people's reaction to and effects 

of institutional schooling were accurate and valid. Much of the literature about residential 



school expenences portrayed fiom Aboriginal peoples' perspectives emphasizes physical, 

mental, emotional, and spiritual abuse. 

With a single exception, the operation of the school at Mopass for Indian 
children bears a striking resemblance to a weI1-run stock ranch or dairy 
farm in which vaiued animais are carefùlly nurtured ... the children are 
moved, fed, cared for, and rested by a rotating crew of overseers who 
condition the herd to respond to sets of signals (43.55). 

1 codd not help but get angry afler reading the patronizing animal analogy of how King 

viewed the operation of this residentiai school. Wendy Wichlre 's  cogent review of P. 

Carstens ( 199 1 ) The Queen's people: A Study of hegemony, coercion. and 

accommodation among the Okanagan of Canada shows that this ethnography was 

derived fiom and shaped by the author's ideology. Carstens' text and conclusions were 

not validated by anyone from the Okanagan Band. Carstens' ethnography contradicts the 

conclusions drawn by three earlier ethnographers: Teit (19001, Ray (1939), and Walters 

(1938)- ail of whom spent extensive time as participant observers, and dl of whom 

worked with a wide variety of "insiders" and al1 of whom acknowledged the people as 

their sources of authority. Carstens spent twelve months in the field and mentions one 

person as his "informant." Most ironic is the fact that he relied extensively upon Teit's 

historical material as his background information. His written representation does not 

show how the Okanagan First Nation peoples contributed to or shaped his analysis. 

The monologic authority or expert voice of the "outside" researcher is no longer 

acceptable to First Nations or non-Native researchers who have corne to respect the 

people with whom they work, as  indicated in the following quotes: 



m a t  we have in the Carstens' account is ideology masquerading as 
ethnography and the result is the imposition of a white, male Western 
wodd view onto a culture that in fact does not fit that mold. This is a 
dangerous situation as only a few people can challenge the text: those who 
know the ethnographie sources that are used selectively, a d  especiaily 
those who are suficientiy familiar with the Okanagan community to know 
how it rnay have been coIored by Carstens himself (Wickwire 1991, 
pp.243-244). 

The article by Wendy Wickwire points to yet anoiher area of struggle: the 
Iight against distorted, simplistic views of First Nations peoples by 
outsiders who do not appear to be immersed in the culture. This. ,.shows 
that, even in 199 1, such biased positions are stilI king put forward in the 
acadernic press, which emphasizes that, in consequence, we pirst Nations] 
need to be constantly vigiIant (Kirkness, 199 1, p. 109). 

The vigilance dernanded by Verna J. Kirkness requires First Nations peoples to have 

more coneol and involvement in research about our cuiturai contexts. This control and 

involvement is crucial if die research is to reflect our reaiities and our perspectives. Our 

voices have to be heard and we must assume respectful power and authority in the whole 

research process. 

Sharing Autharity And Power: Moving Taward Critical 
Ethnography 

Tedlock (1 983). Mishler ( 1986), and Clifford (1 988), advocate sharing power and 

acknowledging dialogic (between individuals) and polyphonie (many voices) types of 

authority with research participants. Lather ( L 99 1) introduces a notion of research having 

catalytic validity if the participants reflecdact and take power over their situation during 

the research process. She cautions participants to be aware of "false consciousness" which 

is "the deniai of how our common sense ways of lookig at the world are permeated with 

meaning that sustain our disempowement" (p.59). She asserts that it is criticai for 



participants to criticize ideology of the society/societies that one is a member of and/or 

infiuenced by to attain empowerment: "...@y) analyzing ideas about the causes of 

powerlessness, recognizing systernic oppressive forces, and acting both individually and 

collectively to change conditions of our lives ... empowement is a process one underiaices 

for oneself; it is not something done 'to' or 'for' someone" (p.4). 

Lather's clairns make me wonder about the images 1 present about the traditional ways of 

the oral traditions. 1 could be criticized for longing for what was, or what is perceived as 

what was, and that these images are "romanticized," while other negative aspects of 

traditional life are omitted. Am 1 creating a false consciousness based on my reaction to 

colonization? 1 can also be criticized for emphasizing non-Native ways that werelare 

oppressive to First Nations. But 1 do this to show the research ways that created hannfi.11 

effects upon the individual and collective identities of people. Taking power, becorning 

empowered is not simple and it is not an academic exercise. For example, one can 

identify and analyze "systemic oppressive forces" such as the Indian Act, which is a 

federal government legal document that takes away power to be self-governing. Creating 

change within an oppressive force like the Indian Act takes years, and is a struggle that 

First Nations have been engaged in since Confederation. 

The tensions that have been created through the use of ethnography to study and write 

about First Nations cultures have also raised my consciousness enough to keep asking 

this fundamental question throughout my research work: How will the culture and the 

people be hurt by this research? Despite my skepticism towards ethnography, 1 believe 



that it, and in particular critical ethnography, have positive research possibilities to offer 

First Nations peoples' contexts. 1 am leading to the need for critical ethnography which is 

based on action, reflection, and transformation. A definition which Celia Haig-Brown and 

1 agreed upon during a collaborative research project follows: 

... critical ethnography is research which provides opportunity for study 
participants to engage in diaiecticai interactions of action and reflection- 
praxis-in relation to both the research and their situations, thereby 
transforming those situations. Such refiection entails serious consideration 
of ideologies and practices and of accompanying power relations. Critical 
ethnography in a First Nations context resists hierarchical power relations 
between study participants, including the principal researcher, and focuses 
on ethics sensitive to and respectfùi of the participants and their contexts. 
The research approach allows a responsiveness to the cornrnunity and the 
people there and incorporates historicai and social andyses in the conduct 
of the research (1996, p.246). 

Harnmersley (1 992) notes that criticai ethnography is concerned with the overt expression 

of values (p. 103). 1 have had to argue that three essential cultural principles: respect, 

responsibility, and reciprocity must have a central place in First Nations story research. 

The next section highlights the research of those who have journeyed into the dark, to 

places unknown. What they have learned about respect, sharing power and responsibility 

in a research relationship, and practising reciprocity will be shared. 

Some First Nations Elders have reclaimed their cultural authority and responsibility 

during ethnographie research with non-First Nations academics (Cruikshank with Sidney, 

Smith, and Ned, 1990; Robinson and Wickwire, 1989, 1992). Much of the culturai 

knowledge of First Nations is collectively held by the people of that Nation. Individuais 



rnay have the authority and responsibility to teach others. The Elders in rny dresm4 told 

me to go back to the Sto:lo traditions of leaming fiorn EIders who know and have the 

authority to teach others. Many tirnes 1 have heard people Say that to learn in-depth 

cultwal knowledge, one shouid "go and ask an Elder." 

Taking Direction From Elders 
Julie Cruikshank in colIaboration with Angela Sidney, Kitty Smith, Annie Ned (1 990) 

Life Lived Like a Srory: Life Stories of Three Yukon Native Eiders; and Hany Robinson 

and Wendy Wic kwire (1 989) Wriie Ir O n  Your Hearr and ( 1  992) Nature Po wer: In the 

Spirit of an Okanagan Storytelier are examples of shared power and voice, and culturally 

respectfid representations of cultural knowledge related to the oral traditions. These 

examples also show respectfd, responsible, and reciprocal relationships between non- 

Native ethnographers and First Nations Elders. Each non-Native researcher has over 10 

years experience of living within and on the borders of Fust Nations cultural contexts. 

The First Nations EIders who worked with each ethnographer did so with the purpose of 

documenting their stories and their cuitural teachings for the younger and future 

generations. 

Over a 10 year period, Julie Cruikshank (1990) worked with three Yukon Elders, Angela 

Sidney, Kitty Smith, and Annie Ned to document their life histories. Cruikshank presents 

life history work as a mode1 for collaborative research which begins by "taking seriously 

what people say about their Iives rather than treating their words simply as an illustration 

4 See Chiipter One. 



of some other process" (p. 1). Her theory about life history is that it contributes '?O 

explanations of cultural process radier than as simply illustrating or supplementing 

ethnographie description" (p.2). Cruikshank describes the way that the Elders directed the 

collaborative nature of their research work and took cultural authority and contro1: 

Over time, my own understanding of our (research) objectives shified 
sipificantly. Initially, 1 expected that by recording life histories we would 
be documenting oral history, compiling accounts that would be stored, like 
archival documents, for later analysis. I was interested in hearing women 
talk about events chronicled in written documents and records and ûied to 
steer our conversations in that direction. AIthough the older women 
responded patiently to rny fine of inquiry for a while, they quite firmly 
shijied the emphasis to 'more important' accounts they wanted me to 
record-particularly events cenlral to traditional narrarive. GraduaIIy, I 
came to see oral tradition not as évidence ' about the pas! but as a 
window on ways the past is culturally constituted and discussed. 

1 always brought questions to our sessions, but as 1 began to take 
increasing direction from the narrators, the kinds of questions 
changed .... The women would give brief a m e r s  to my direct inquiries and 
then suggest that I write down a parricular story they wanted to tell me. 
Usually such stories involved a bewiIdering series of characters and 
events, but with practice I learned to follow the complex plots, and tu 
understand rhat when women told me stories they were actually using 
them to explain some aspect of their lives to me (pp.14-15, my emphasis). 

The womenos purpose for having their life storieslhistories written was to pass thrir 

"wealth," their knowledge to the children, in a manner that honoured their authonty and 

allowed them to hlfill their cultural responsibility. They also recognized the authority 

and power of school literacy, through books, and decided to use this medium to 

legitimize their traditional knowledge in the school context: 

Mrs. Smith explained her motives for recording her stories with reference 
to a great-grandchild: ' Well, she 's six years old now. She 's going to start 
school now. Pretry soon paper's going to talk to her! ' Schools teach things 
totally outside the experience of eiders; stories, on the other hand, recreate 



the life cycle. Women see their books of stories as a comection between 
the world of tradition and the school's 'paper wor1d' and fee1 that, thus 
legitimized, the stories should be part of the school curriculum (p. 16, my 
ernphasis). 

Today, many Elders are not afraid to use technology as tools for purposes of sustainhg 

orai tradition: 

One day while we were checking rny transcript of a particularly circuitous 
narrative, one woman in her mid-seventies patientiy asked me whether I 
had ever thought of using a tape recorder as 1 could 'get it right the fmt 
time,' thus dispelling any simple notions 1 had about the aiienating effects 
of technology. In fact, during the years we have worked together, three of 
the eldest women were given ghetto blasters as gifts from grandchildren 
and used them to replay tapes we had made. One even invited neighbours 
in, and we al1 sat around drinking tea in her cabin and watching the digital 
snobe light flash as a tape of our i n t e ~ e w  played (p. 15). 

First Nations people can also l e m  research lessons about responsibility, reciprocity, and 

respect from the Elders' stories and experiences, as they read and think about these story- 

based accounts. 1 appreciated Cruikshank's introductory explmations of how each Elder 

woman's stories were organized, how the textual representation was collaborative, and 

how each woman approached her responsibiIity to pass stories on to others. The 

introductory section was like a map that 1 could follow into the unknown territory of 

storytelling in the southern Yukon Territory. This map extended into the Okanagan 

temtory with the cotlaborative work of Robinson and Wickwire (1989, 1992). 

Harry Robinson, an Okanagan StorytelIer, and Wendy Wickwire, an ethnographer, 

worked together over a twelve year period to put Harry's stories. as he told them in 



English, into literate form. 1 found it interesthg that Hamy Robinson's story memoryS 

returned in his Eider years: 

Leading such a strenuous life, Harry had been so busy that he had had 
litde t h e  or inclination for telling stories. '1 don't care for it,' he explains, 
'and 1 forget.' As his life slowed down, however, those hours and hours of 
stories he had heard as a child began CO come back .... Advancing age 
actually seemed to stimuiate his storytelhg ability. By his late seventies 
he remarked that, 'The older 1 get, it seems to come back on me. It's like 
pictures going by. 1 could see and remember.' (1 989, p. 13). 

The importance of gohg to Elders to learn was reinforced. Elder Robinson felt that his 

stories contained important knowledge about relationships to nature, the source of 

problems between the "Whites and Indians" (1992, p. 14), and history that "1s not to be 

Hidden .... It is to be showed in ... Canada and United States, that is when it come to be a 

Book" (p. 15). Many of his Stones contained references to power6: 'To Harry, great 

powers in Me were to be gained from encounters with natural beings, from relationships 

~6th nature and with the !and" (p.20). Wickwire's responsibility was to put his orally told 

stories and some of his Ietters into a stnictured format and "onto the printed page" (p. 17). 

She describes her editing process which digresses from an ethnopoetic approach that 

adheres to words documented as said: 

Other examples of Sto:lo Elders whose storytelling memones and abilities came back and came to life are 
discussed in Chapter Five. The need for having Elders as storyteller teachers in classrooms is reinforced 
by this phenomenon. 

Some of the stories in Nature Power (1992) are about Okanagan Sacred Spiritual practices. In many 
Aboriginat cultures the Sacred Spritual is not to be publicly talked about. However, there are Elders who 
decide that it is more important to document this type of knowledge so that it is not lost forever. 
Wickwire does not discuss this issue, which rnay not have been an "issue" to Hany Robinson. The 
limitation of not having Okanagan cuIturai information about this issue, leaves the reader not howing 
how other Okanagan holden of cultural knowledge feel about publishing Sacred knowledge. Because an 
Elder is respected and has important knowledge, is she/he rnorally right in publishing knowledge that has 
been forbidden to the public? Is the tradition oppressive, as asked earlier by Lather? There may be no 
right answer to this question, but it rnust be asked. 



... I have med to present the stories exactly as told. In oniy two instances 
have 1 changed Harry's o r i u .  First, in speaking English, Hany uses 
pronouns indiscriminately. 'He,' 'she,' 'it,' and 'they' are interchangeable, 
no matter what the antecedent. In most cases, Harry uses the plural neuter 
'they,' rather than the singular 'he,' 'she,' or 'it.' This is common in the 
English speech of native elders, and when one is used to it, it does not 
cloud the story line. However, in order to minimize the confusion for 
readers new to these stories, 1 have edited the pronoms to make them 
consistent with their antecedents. Second, in a few cases where, due to an 
interruption, a short segment of a story is repeated verbatim, 1 have deleted 
it (1989, pp. 15-16). 

Wickwire also describes the limitations of using a literate form to truiy represent the way 

that Robinson told stories: 

In trying to remain as m e  to Hany's originais as possible, 1 did encounter 
some problems. The first was that Harry's words, when presented as 
narrative prose, were cryptic, and the stories lost the dramatic quality of 
their original telling. To remedy this, I decided to place them on the page 
in the form of narrative poetry, which brings out the unique features of 
Hany's style-the fiequent repetition, the pauses, the sentence stmcture 
(1 992, p. 17). 

Critical questions emerge fiom the process of editing and textual representation: (1) Who 

should the texnial representation be for?; (2) Should the story-teller's words be changed to 

facilitate readers' understanding? There are no easy answers to these questions. However, 

what one does may be guided by the principles of respect toward the Elder's way of 

telling the story and respect toward the substance of the story. This respect m u t  be 

understood within the wholistic cultural context. 

Harry Robinson is now deccased. Readers and Iearners have been given part of his 

storytelling legacy, almost as he would have told it to us. As 1 was reading the stories, 1 

kept wanting to hear Harry's voice orally tell his stories. Although Wickwire presented 



some cdtural information about the nature of his stories and some aspects of his personal 

life, it was too brief for me. 1 wanted more. Cniikshank provided a weaIth of 

ethnographic information as well as her process of learning h m  the Elders. 1 felt 1 knew 

the Yukon Elders better than 1 knew Harry Robinson. The Yukon Elders' stories became 

more real for me. 

These two non-Native researchers-Wickwire and Cruikshank-and the First Nations 

Elders they worked with successfully challenged conventionai ethnographic research 

which gives ovemding power to the ethnographer. The dialogic/polyphonic approaches 

could be heIpfiil guides to others. The relationship between the EIder-teachers and 

academic researchers were developed over a Iong period of t h e  and respect for each 

other was evident. Each eventuaily agreed upon their responsibility and their work with 

story-storywork-was reciprocal. The Elders were given knowledge through stories and 

had a cultural responsibility to pass it on to others. The academic researchers were given 

knowledge through the Elders and their stories and gained an appreciation of their ethicai 

responsibility to represent the knowledge and stories in a respecthl textual manner. 1 

looked to other Elders to help me with a criticat ethnographic approach as 1 began the 

research journey. 

Learning More From Eiders 

From my understanding of First Nations cultural ways authonty and respect are attributed 

to "EldersM-people who have acquired wisdom through life experiences, education (a 

process of gaining skills, knowledge, and understanding), and reflection. Elder Ellen 



White, fiom the Nanaimo Coast Salish Nation, said this about Elder characteristics: "To 

be an elder you first have to be accepted, listened to, and not laughed at. You have to be a 

good speaker .... You dways know where it's bowledge] going to be in your memory, in 

your rnind. It's so easy to just go into that-they always mention a basket [metaphor] and 

you know it's d l  in there" (cited in Neel, 1992, p. 107). Elder Beatrice Medicine (1987) of 

the Lakota/Sioux Nation says: "EIders are repositories of culturai and philosophical 

knowledge and are the transmitters of such uIformation" (p. 142). Age is not a 

determining factor for becoming an Elder. As noted in Ellen White's definition, respect 

and knowledge are critical characteristics. Elders have varying knowledge and "gifk" to 

p a s  on to others, such a s  spiritual, medicinal, historical, storytelling, and linguistic. 

important culturd teachings/knowledge are learned carefully-over time-through 

interaction with Elder teachers. A researcher who enters a First Nations cultural context 

with little or no cultural knowledge is viewed as a learner. To enter a leamerkacher 

relationship requires tirne and practice of various cultural protocols before teaching and 

leaming can really occur. 1 have heard many Elders Say that they wait to be asked to share 

their knowledge. The term "share" implies teaching. if a learner is really serious about 

learning in a traditional manner, then the learner must ask and must make themselves 

culturally ready, perhaps through "protocol," to receive the knowledge. Walter Lightning 

(1 992) of the Samson Cree Nation of Alberta describes the term "protocol": 

That term, protocol, refers to any one of a nurnber of culturally ordained 
actions and statements, established by ancient tradition, that an individuai 
completes to establish a relationship with another person fiom whom the 
individual makes a request. The protocols differ according to the nature of 
the request and the nature of the individuais involved. The actions and 



statements may be outwardly simple and straightforward, or they may be 
cornplex, involving preparation lasting a year or more. The protocols may 
ofien invoive the presentation of sometbing. It wouid be a mistake to Say 
that what is presented is symbolic of whatever rnay be requested, or the 
relationship that it is hoped wiil be established, because it is much more 
than symbolic (p.216). 

If researchers dont follow cultural protocol and take the necessary time to develop 

respectful relationships with Elder-teachers, and instead begin to pose questions, they 

rnay fmd that the teachers answer the questions indirectly or not at dl. This is where the 

researchers' role cf outside "experts" ought to quickly change to one of "leamers" and 

where their job begins with getting to know the teachers and leax-ning to listen, leaniing to 

watch, and then being challenged to make meaning and gain understanding frorn the 

Elders' talks and actions. Researchers need to l e m  and appreciate the form and process 

of teacherileamer protocol, the form of communication, and the social principles and 

pnctices embedded in the First Nations culturai context. 

Through this inquiryfleaming process the questions of the researchers, now learners, may 

change depending on the context and what they need to know and can understand. The 

end result is that the skills, knowledge, understanding, and perhaps wisdom gained must 

be shared with others in a manner that incorporates cultural respect, responsibility, 

reciprocity, and reverence. The voices of the teachers, their knowledge, and the way that 

knowledge is represented and publicly shared must be in cornpliance with culturafly 

"proper" ways. For example, particular stories must be told accurately-as "handed 

down"-and not told unless permission is granted by the storyteller; and the storyteller is 



dways acknowledged. Three Elders, Simon Baker, Vincent Stogan, and Ellen White 

walked with me on the pathway to create research relationships. 

Beginning Research Relafionships With EIders 

Chief Khot-la-cha, Dr. Simon Baker 
Chief Khof-la-cha, Man With A Kind Heart, Dr. Simon Baker, is one of my thesis 

committee members. 1 have known Simon Baker for over ten years, but have known 

about him for many more years in his role as  Chief of his reserve, speaker for the 

Squarnish people, and ambassador for First Nations. NITEP, and later the First Nations 

House of Learning staff and students asked Simon to be our Elder. He has fulfilled this 

role by giving talks, guiding program development, and being a mentor. Simon's humour 

and life experience stories about cultural, political, social, and economic survival are 

ways that he carries out his Elder teaching responsibilities (exemplified in his 

autobiography and noted in Chapter Two). 1 felt it was important for Simon Baker to be 

on my thesis cornmittee because he has the wisdom of the oral traditions, would be 

accepted by the university, is someone whom 1 respect as a teacher, and is respected by 

many First Nations. 

t invited Simon to breakfast one day in the winter of 1990. We talked for quite a while. 

He spoke about his past life experiences. He always talks about his Ancestors, and what 

they have taught him. Our talks are often like this one. He readily agreed when 1 asked 

him to be on my thesis cornmittee. 1 have met with Simon Baker many times since 1990, 

to talk with him about ethical concerns of representation, reciprocity, appropriation, and 



to get his feedback on what 1 have learned about oral traditions. He also helped me with 

piloting an interview and its analysis in the beginning stages of the research process. 

Since 1 began the research process I have been troubled by guilty feelings which stem 

fiom academic disrespect discussed earlier. Even though 1 am First Nations and have 

some initial understandings about various First Nations cultures, I become like an 

outsider when 1 use the "tools" of literacy to record my observations and reflections about 

the oral traditions and practices through fieIdnotes and now through this thesis: 

1 felt tension in doing my fmt ethnographie observations at an Elders' 
gathering for a fieldnote exercise. Tensioduneasiness because 1 had to 
record people's behaviours, their words in key phrases, the physicai 
setting, the chronological order of events, which is antithetical to the way 1 
normally participate in this type of cuItural gathering. Even if 1 hadn't 
taken notes during the event, I viewed everything with different eyes. 
Tensiodanxiety because I had ru become and see like an outsider. To do 
this, 1 visualized the event within a circle, and 1 stood outside it and 1 
looked in. The act of writing notes also made me feel like an outsider. 
Tensionlresistance because 1 knew 1 wodd be eventually writing for 
others, about what 1 had seen and interpreted; thus transforrning myself 
and culture (Journal entries, May 27, June 20, July 5, 199 1). 

But 1 am dso a university academic which again may place me on the borders of First 

Nations contexts. 1 have always felt uneasy adrnitting to First Nations people that 1 am in 

a Ph.D program because they may associate me with the effects of academic disrespect 

discussed earlier. However, 1 have an additional concern. First Nations people are 

encouraged by Elders and local cornrnunity to "get more education." But becoming 

educated in mainstream institutions can create a chasm between the university educated 

one and others who were not educated in this way. The language, critical rational 

thinking, questioning, and writing required by academe is like one Coyote eye as noted in 



Chapter One. A First Nations way of thinking and communicating may be the other eye. 

I, the university educated one have to work hard at showing others that 1 still have the 

same comrnunity cultural values and that 1 am still a First Nations person. 1 have learned 

to use either eye when necessary. Many Elders have said many times one must learn to 

"live in two worlds." This metaphoric statement still holds tnie today, even though there 

are more 'horlds"; there are various academic, social, political, cultural milieu that one 

may find oneself in today. The words of Elder Ellen White help soothe the uneasy 

feelings: 

To young people my grandparents always said, 'You'll do al1 right if your 
hands are both full to overflowing.' One hand could be filled with the 
knowledge of the White man and the other couid be filfed with the 
knowledge of your ancesrors. You could study the ancestors, but without a 
deep feeling of communication with them it wouid be surface leaming and 
surface blking. Once you have gone into yourself and have l e m  very 
deeply, appreciate it, and relate to it very well, everything will corne very 
easiIy. They aiways said that if you have the tools of your ancestors and 
you have the tools of the White man, his speech, his knowledge, his ways, 
his courts, his government, you'll be able to deal with a Lot of things at his 
level. You'll not be afiaid to Say anything you want. A Lot of people keep 
back-they say, 'Oh, I might hurt them-I might Say something.' When 
your hands are both full with the knowledge of both sides. you'll grow up 
to be a great speaker, great organizer, great doer, and a heIper of your 
people (1992, see David Neel, p.108). 

Some ofmy uneasiness or guilt feelings are also based on the possibiiity of financial 

gain. I benefit from this research work by completing a thesis, thereby obtaining a 

university degree which could influence my career and possibly my financial earnings. 

The guilt arises because 1 see how many of our Elders and culturai people Live: in near 

poverty, yet, they are the ones with the highest degree of culturai knowledge. During one 

of rny conversations with Simon Baker 1 brought up a suggestion conceming possible 



publication of the thesis material. 1 suggested that if a book was to occu  Çom the 

research work, thea any monies receivcd h m  sales would go to an Elders' h d .  Even 

though sales of educational books do not resdt in a lot of money for the author, some 

financial reciprocity would occur. He thought that this was a good idea and also talked 

about another ethical issue of appropriation where someone fiom his Nation used his 

words and knowledge without acknowledgment to Simon: 

in my den, 1 have many tapes in there. A Lot of them Say 'Why don't you 
let us use it?' 1 say 'No, unless you people invite me or do something. 1'11 
be glad to do it. But I'm not going to give you what 1 got so you c m  write 
and use it, and say 1 did this.' That's what [someone] did to me, oh 
[helshe] sure used me. 1 don't mind it if you come, like you did, that's 
when I give you permission, that's good. I respect you for that and 1 know 
a lot of it will come out for good use. That's very good (Feb. 18, 1992 
Transcript). 

1 am very honoured that Chief Simon Baker agreed to help me by being my guide and 

teacher. Talks with him have heiped me realize that respect must be an integral part of the 

relationship between the Elder and the researcher. Respect for each other as human 

beings, respect for the power of the cultural knowledge, and respect for c u l d  protoc01 

for honouring the authority and expertise of the Elder teacher. The principle of respect 

includes trust and being culNmlIy worthy.' The researcher must trust and have patience 

that the EIder is guiding the leaming process in a culturally appropriate way. The Elder 

' Floy Pepper of the Choctaw Nation, an Elder, and one of my mentors, read a draR of my thesis and told 
me that she "was tired of reading about my anxious feelingsn and that what she thought i meant was thal 
1 was "not feeling worthy and ready to receive the Elders' cultural knowledge and teachings" (personal 
communication). 1 had to agree with her, aIthough these guilty feelings were there at the beginning of 
my research process. Being worthy means being redy, intellectually, emotionally, physically, and 
spiritually ro fully absorb cultural knowledge. Getting ready in a wholistic way is like participating in a 
culrural protocol, as discussed earlier by Walter Lighming 



must also be ~ u s n v o r t h ~ . ~  The n e a  section exemplifies how this type of respect came 

about in an inteniew assignment and its andysis for a qualitative research methods 

course. This interview was between Simon Baker and me and begins with some 

theoretical notions about intewiewing and talking wifh EIders. 

Understanding An EIder's T a k  A Way Of Interviewing 

Guiding Theoretid Notions 

1 believe that sources of fundamentai and important First Nations knowledge are the land, 

our spirimai beiiefs, and the traditionai teachings of Elders. To understand Elders' 

teachings, the values and actions of pztience, responsibility, respect, and reciprocity are 

essential. Thomas King (1 990) exemplifies these values in his explanation of a traditional 

teaching about "dl rny relations": 

'Ai1 my relations' is at first a reminder of who we are and of our 
reiationship with both our family and our relatives. It aiso reminds us of 
the extended reiationship we share with al1 human beings. But the 
relationships that Native people see go M e r ,  the web of kinship 
extending to the anirnals, to the birds, to the fish, to the plants, to ail the 
animate and inanimate forms that can be seen or imagined. More that that, 
-a11 my relations' is an encouragement for us to accept the responsibilities 
we have within this universal family by living our lives in a harmonious 
and mord manner (a common adrnonishment is to Say of someone that 
they act as if they have no relations) ( p-ix). 

1 also believe that understandings result fiom lived experiences and criticai reflections of 

those experiences. Many Aboriginal people have said that in order to understand 

ourselves and our situation today, we must know where we corne from and know what 

Some Aboriginal people who mistakenly have been called Elders have also been accused of sexual abuse. 
When 1 tak about trust, I don? mean to have "blind" oust, but to know when an Elder is also worthy o f  
trust and respect. 



has influenced us. The historical and current effects of colonization, assimilation, and 

acculturation still impact our people and comrnunities today. Hearing Elders' stories, in 

particular, helps to show how they survived and how they kept their spirits and cultural 

knowledge intact. 

At the beginning of my research process, 1 looked to others who advocated ways to let 

stories be told. Mishler (1 986) suggests that when people are given space and tirne they 

tell stones in an interview situation. The problematic analysis task then is to determine 

the speaker's meaning by taking into consideration the "linguistic and paralinguistic 

features that appear routinely in naturdly occurring talk" @.47), the social context 

infiuencing the speaker, and the relation between the speaker and interviewer. Another 

important caution that Mishler raises is the redization that the transcript is a 

"transformation ... and partial representation of what actually occurred" (p.48). What is 

missing are the facial expressions, the body ianguage, changes in pitch and volume of 

voice. He reminds us that it is essential to keep retuming to the original tape to check on 

the adequacy of our interpretations, and not to let the transcript become the sole authority 

for getting to meaning. However, the transcripts easily become the focus of the analysis 

and provide the verification quotes. Fieldnotes, journal, and other sources of information 

also help to validate the meaning or interpretation derived fiom the interview 

(Hammersley and Atkinson, 1983, p. 198). Neither Mishler, Hammersley, or Atkinson 

emphasize going back to the people who "taiked" to verify their meanings and the 

researcher's interpretations. 



At first, 1 used a reflexive interview approach as discussed by Mamrnersley and Atkinson 

(1983); that is, use issues rather than a tist of questions to guide the process. There were 

issues that bothered me and 1 wanted some general direction in which to start the research 

process. 1 wanted to ask Simon's advice on who 1 might approach and how 1 shouid start 

my research work. 

As 1 continued to work with Simon, our interviews moved fiom "research as 

conversation" to "research as chat" (Celia Haig-Brown ,1992, pp. 104-105). Research as 

conversation is characterized as an open-ended interview with opporhuiity for both sides 

to engage in talk, rather than having only one party doing most of the talking. Research as 

chat, occurs when the researcher is very familiar with the participant(s), and they interact 

on a fiequent basis. The researcher may often not have the tnisty tape-recorder, but 

instead takes written and "memory" notes d e r  discussions. The next section focuses on a 

beginning interviewltalk that 1 had with Simon Baker. 

Analyzing The Transcript: "Sit down and Listen" 

..At down and listen, and that's the tiiing our ?mestors used to say (Chief 
Simon Baker, Feb. 17, 1992 transcript). 

Before transctibing the tape, 1 thought about the teachings ( Mishier might say ideas or 

themes) Simon wanted me to lem.  1 listened to the tape twice. He talked a lot about 

Elders, how important it is to go to hem, to listen to what they have to Say, to show 

respect by listening and spending tirne with hem, and establishing a learning relationship 

with them. One answer to my question of who to work with was Elders. During his talk, 

he stressed the importance of living honourably and showing respect to everyone, even if 



you dislike a person. in time, that respect could be retumed to you. After the talk 1 

decided to seek out those Elders who continue to practice and pass on their culturd 

teachings. 

Simon also made me realize the importance of keeping the tapes and perhaps frnding a 

way to have them available for others to hear and appreciate the Elders' way of talkuig 

and the knowledge shared. The tapes serve as  a record of cultumi history dong with the 

written t a k .  However, sometirnes the person who is talking names others and may taik 

about experiences that are of a confidentid nature. Then the tapes rnay not be ethicaiIy 

shared if permission is not given by the others narned in the discussion. Permission would 

also need to be given to have the tapes used for purposes other than this thesis. 1 have 

found that going back each tirne for permission to use tapes, quotes, or stories for 

purposes other than the purpose initially agmed upon is Iooked upon as a "nuisance" by 

the one who generated the knowledge. There is an irnplied understanding that once 

permission is given, then the knowledge can be used for teachingkarning purposes as 

long as proper acknowledgment of the source is made clear. AcknowIedging the person is 

one way, although lirnited, for the listenersheaders to assess the vaiidity of the claims. 

The lemer is given trust and rnust exercise ethicai responsibility to leam c u l t d  ways 

for using the teachings. 

Giving and getting permission raises ethicai questions of who has authority to give 

permission and under what circumstances. The researcher given permission has the 

ethical responsibility to understand the limits of permission and to try and prevent her/his 



abuse of the knowledge and permission. Sometimes institutional procedures, such as 

making people sign documents and continually asking them to check the written versions 

for accuracy, may create an atmosphere of distrust, or that the learnerhesearcher can't get 

it right. The importance of establishing a teachingflearning research relationship based on 

trust and ethical responsibility became more important to me in the work with Simon 

Baker and others. 

Mishler's (1986) notion of the inteniew as a speech event facilitating the creation of 

narratives and the cultural rehtionship of teacherllearner between Simon and me is 

evident in this particuiar trmcript. The quantity of what 1 Say, though, is less than what 

Simon says. 1 feel that Elders shouid be given as much tirne as they need and want to 

talk9. 1 tried to note the start of new stories that he told throughout the transcript because 1 

wondered if the stories could be categorized into various types. This was hard to do. 

Simon told many stones and it was not clear if a story was completely fuished before he 

started on a new one. He described survival life activities that he experienced with his 

grandrnother and uncles, the teachings of various Elders, and his current life style in 

relation to the p s t .  Many different life experiences were brought together, to make a 

composite story of his life. The themes h t  were repeated and that stood out were 

knowledge fiom nature, learning by listening, Elders' ways of teaching, Elder 

responsibility and tirne for reflection, living right, and the responsibility of the lemer to 

find and question the Eiders. 

Some Elders also like to talk at length and get off topic. In research situations, though, 1 feel their 
expertise should be respected. If they fully understand and are cornmiaed to the importance of the work 
they will say only what is necessary (see Chapter Two for rerninders of using words carefiilIy). 



When 1 listened to the tape and heard my "taik," 1 was e r n b m s e d  by my ramblings and 

hesitations. Toward the end of the talk, Simon mentioned the traditionai way of speaking. 

1 really wanted to keep going because 1 was interested in the stntcture and content of 

speaking, However, 1 reaiized that we had been sitting for a long time and ttiat Simon was 

tired. 1 also knew that we would continue our discussions for a long t h e .  

1 recalled the good heaiing kind of emotions 1 felt afler bringing Simon home. He 

provided me with good things to think about. He had soothed my anxiety. He had aiso 

pointed out some markers that 1 could place on my "Joumeying" map, to act as  "bearings" 

to help me find my way as 1 began to explore the tenitory of First Nations orality. 

However, Celia Haig-Brown, who examined my interview analysis and interview 

transcript, felt differently and questioned my lack of critical examination: 

A fascinating interview. My outsider statu (gerhaps) forces me to 
question why you make no mention of the fact that Simon gives no direct 
answers to your questions-the two primary ones being what to do about 
reciprocity and who else to interview. 

And yet you make no comment. Clearly, I'm missing sornething here. 

Let me be very honest. 1 read the transcript first and felt hstrated with the 
flowing taik, moving fiom one topic to the next without apparent pattern 
(or one that meant anything to me, 1 should say). 1 thought of Wendy's 
transcription of Harry Robinson and wondered if a different format would 
aid my understanding and perhaps cl&@ the meaning you take from the 
talk. 

... 1 wanted the anaiysis to do more than show he made you feel better. 

A criticai eye is not a disrespectful one, 1 don't think. 1s there something 
tied up in that which makes important your lack of probing, questionhg 
the transcript? (March, 1992) 



1 wrote the following response to Celia's criticism in a fieldnote journal entry, March 3 1. 

1992 to show that indeed 1 had thought critically about what Simon told me and to raise 

three questions related to communications and our research relationship: 

... if Simon Baker talks more about his life experiences, and does not 
appear to be answering my questions then why? If 1 am to work with 
Elders such as Simon, then 1 will probably have experiences sirnilar to the 
one evident in the transcnpt. Therefore, 1 need to see what 1 can learn fiom 
the process of analysis, which should make me go back-think back to the 
process of 'interviewing' or having a taik. The following questions could 
be possibilities to probe: 

1. Are my questions clearly stated? Does he understand them? 1 could try 
asking them again another time, without the tentativeness evident the first 
time. 

2. Am 1 asking the wrong questions at this particular t h e ?  Should 1 take 
more time to establish a teacherAearner relationship with hirn? 1 know 
Simon quite well, but 1 have not worked with him on this particular topic 
or area, in depth. Perhaps his life story is a way for me to get to know him 
more (how he was raised, what teachings are important to him, how he 
views the world-what and who has shaped his world view). By spending 
more time with Simon he wouId also get to know me better. and to 
understand what my leaming needs are, in a way to make him become a 
traditional teacher, similar to how he describes his relationship with his 
grandmother. 

3. Does Simon have his own purpose for the stories he tells? Remember 
Julie Cruikshank's experience where the three Yukon Elders politely 
evaded answering her questions, and told her stories instead? As Julie 
worked with the Elders, they took increasing control of the research 
process. However, Julie carne to see the women's ways of teIlhg stories as 
a way of telling her about themselves and theu histories. It seerns they al1 
had a similar purpose-to record history, but each wanted to achieve it in 
different ways: Julie at first wanted to hear and record chronicled events, 
while the wornen wanted to tell traditional kinds of stories. it would 
appear that Julie decided to honour the Elders' ways of telling their 
stories-and to honour their ways of knowing. 

... Or perhaps 1 have to learn which of Simon's words should stay inside 
my rnind and which ones should 'go out the other ear' as he has said. 
Having a transcript allows me to go back over the words, to pick ones for 



particular meanings at this stage of my thinking and research, and to leave 
the others which can be revisited later. 

Perhaps in my initial analysis 1 let the transcript tak too much. 1 focused 
on trying to see what themes or messages were contained in Simon's 
stories. rather than seeing how his talk related to the questions asked. 
Words related to Elders' teachings were highlighted in orange colour. It 
appeared that Simon answered the question of who to speak to about 
orality, Elders who have traditional teachings and who Iive respecrfully, 
characteristics rather than specific names, and EIders who welcome the 
opportunity tu share their knowledge. Yes, 1 wondered why he didn't 
name names. But 1 know that Simon wants to keep working with me and 
perhaps February 28th at the Saskatchewan Restaurant was not the right 
time or place to get an answer. 1 have learned from experience with the 
Sto:lo Elders that an answer may not be evident when a question is fmt 
asked. But I came to understand that when I am ready and worthy for the 
answer, it is g iven. Patience, putience, patience. 

Even though Simon rnay not have said much about the questions regarding 
reciprocity, 1 had already given him my answer, when I posed the 
question. I think that 1 had to admit those guilt feeling to someone like 
Simon. On page seven of the transcript he tells me that he respects me for 
the way I came to ask him permission and that he knows 'a lot will corne 
out for good use.' 1 guess 1 wanted to hear that I was doing the right and 
respectful thing. So what f realize now is that the interview can aiso be 
therapeutic for the person posing the questions. 

AAer a few discussions with Celia Haig-Brown, I finally mentioned that the notion of 

respect encompasses effects created fiom disrespectful practices such as those sternming 

fkom colonization. She was bothered that I didn't taik about disrespect and felt that the 

term 'respect' could become a sugary coated platitude. One can never forget the personal 

or generational hurt created by disrespecthl times and people. The pain may be dulled 

but cornes dive when racism in whatever guise re-appears. The traditionai teachings 

about respect for oneself, for others, and "dl my relations" helps keep the disrespect in 

perspective. In earlier chapter sections, the m i s t u t  and emotional hurt caused by 

disrespectfûl research practices were emphasized. The Trickster stories dso show 



disrespecthl thinking and behaviour. They are reminders about respectfui thinking and 

behaviour. Disrespect and respect are not intentionally positioned as binary opposites, to 

sirnply show that one is good and one is baâ, although it may appear that way. 1 have 

tned to show that they inter-relate to one another and influence one another. Their 

interaction causes a synergistic action, much like the notion of praxis-action based on 

reflection. 

Learning More About Respect 

To be in harmony with oneseif, others, members of the animal kingdom and other 

elements of nature requires that First Nations people respect the gifts of each entity and 

establish and maintain respectful reciprocai relations with each. One might ask, how c m  

this principle of cultural respect transcend context and time and be applicable to First 

Nations ricademic research? A while ago, 1 heard Chief Len George of the Burrard- 

Squarnish Nation reply to a question with similar impkation: "How cari urban First 

Nations maintain their cultures which may have deep connections to the land, in a city 

environrnent?" 1 wrote a fieldnote with his response on June 2 1. 199 1 ; then, four years 

later, find his same response written in a book edited by David Neel. I have often noticed 

that storytellers and speakers will ofien retell their stories and particular talks in varying 

contexts: 

1 try to use old philosophies as a tooi. 1 cal1 it learning how to become a 
hunter of the city, using the old philosophy of the hunter in the forest and 
the respect that he had, and using only what you need for that day, and 
taking it out, bringing it back and stiaring it with as many people whose 
needs will be suited by it. This changed my perspective on the city. It is a 
wonderhl resource then-go in and hunt and get things out and bring it 
back home ( 1992, p.53). 



What 1 take Çom Chief Len George's metaphor is that 1 need to fm understand the 

values of the "old philosophies," then go to the new environment, that of First Nations 

storytelling/research, then leam and share this learning with others. 1 can do this partly 

through rny thesis experience. Those who are interested in learning about Fust Nations 

orality and storytelling will fmd my work and take (not appropriate) what they need from 

it. The cycle of reciprocity and reverence toward the spiritual are important dynamics of 

storywork which will be s h o w  with the next teacher. 

Tsimlano, Dr. Vincent Stogan, Musqueam-Sto:lo Eider 

During the process of learning about ethnographie interviewing, i experienced similar 

lessons about respect, responsibility. and reciprocity between teacher and leamer from 

another respected cultural teacher of the S to:Io-Musqueam people, Dr. Vincent S togan, 

Tsimlano, which means A Great Man. 1 also learned more about the principle of 

reverence. Vincent Stogan is a Spiritual heaier and works with many people across 

Canada and the United States. He and his wife, whom everyone cdls "mom," carry on the 

traditional heaiing and spirituai work passed down to him from his relatives: 

A lot of Elders wanted me to take my grandfather's place ... he was a great 
heaier. That old man he was blind but he said when 1 was little ...y ou are 
the one that's going to take my place and do this kind of work. 1 never 
thought of it until 1 was old enough ... 1 was about 45 years old 1 guess 
when we [mom and Il noticed that our Elders were going fast. so we made 
up our mind that we better do the work they want us to do. We put our 
minds to it and then started the healing work (Transcript, August 16, 
1994). 

He was trained in the Spirituai ways by his male relatives. The spirituai dimension of the 

wholistic paradigm presented in Chapter One became more evident with my interaction 



with Elder Vincent Stogan. I have known Vincent for seven years, but have watched him 

work at numerous gatherings over many years. He is also an Elder Advisor to the 

students, staff, and faculty of the First Nations Houe  of Learning at the University of 

British Columbia where 1 work. 

Vincent Stogan agreed to talk to me about our oral traditions. In our fust research session, 

Vincent immediately became the teacher, and 1 the leamer (sirnilar to the relationship 

between Simon Baker and me). Our teacher-learner relation was based on respect for the 

Sto:lo cultural ways. Because 1 wanted to learn about a topic I did not know very much 

about, 1 approached Vincent Stogan, a respected keeper of the culture. Because 1 am an 

insider of the cdture, 1 observed a cultural learning protocol: the Elder determines where 

we should rneet, I ensure that there is sharing of food and tea, and I create unhurried tirne 

and talking space so that we can get to the topic of discussion at the "right" moment. It 

would be disrespectful to ask my questions immediately. During breakfast we talked 

about many things and 1 told Vincent about rny Ph.D program and the reason 1 was 

interested in the research topic of our " Oral Traditions," and the kinds of things 1 wanted 

to know. M e n  he began to talk, he assurned the role of teacher and 1 understood that he 

was agreeing to teach me. His comrnents show how he intended to direct the learning 

process: 

Another way that 1 can help you get to know these things, it won't be just 
like us talking now, it'll take tirne, 1 can go just so far and maybe we carry 
on some other time ... because this is the teaching that we got that we can't 
hurry everything .... Well 1 think knowing you this Iong, 1 know your 
parents now, where you're fkom, I'm willing to help you. 1 trust you and 1 
know you're our kind (Transcript, May 17, 1991). 



When Vincent talked about knowing my parents and knowing where 1 am fiom, 1 

understood him to mean that our common history bonded us together in important ways. 

He felt responsible to help me because of our cultural bond. His decision to help me by 

becoming my teacher and our subsequent talks made me realize that as a learner 1, too, 

have responsibilities. Our relation as teacher and learner had to be based on respect for 

each other and respect for the traditionai culturai ways of teaching and learning, and 

reverence for Spirituality. 1 also redized that reciprocity was essential to our working 

together. As learner, I needed to listen carefidly and to think "hard" about the meanings in 

Vincent's personal stories and in his words. 1 could then check my understandings with 

him to ensure their accuracy. Once an agreement between us was reached, then these 

understandings could become "public" information for both written and oral purposes. 

Vincent would carry out his Elder responsibility by teaching and aiso ensuring the 

correctness of the learning. My part then included acquiring and validating my 

understandings and e v e n d l y  sharing them and even perhaps becorning like a teacher to 

others. This reciprocal action has a cyclical nature. 

Vincent also cames out important Spiritual cultural work. He opens gatherings with 

prayer and sometimes Song. He is teaching the "younger" ones the Spiritual cerernonies 

in Sto:lo temtory. The importance of addressing spiritual needs and asking for spiritual 

guidance from the Creator became an important teaching for me and continues to guide 

my work. 1 have learned that prayer is an essentiai beginning: 

... we always pray first to the Creator ... 1 think in your kind of work using 
[spirituality] will help you a lot, it's no sharne to pray to the Creator (May 
17, 1991 banscript). 



EIder Vincent Stogan has continued to provide encouragement to me with this research 

and with teaching me more about traditiond Spintual teachings and cultural knowledge. 

He wiIl phone me or &op by the First Nations Longhouse at UBC to ask how things are 

going, or to Say that he and mom are going travelliug. He now caiis me his "niece," which 

rnakes me feel related to him, although we are not related by kinship. 1 stopped taping and 

interviewhg him and followed, for a while, the research as chat approach. 1 then switched 

to a traditionai approach of learning from Tsimlano, as he £ k t  directed me: learning 

pieces at a time and not hurrying the learning. 1 have watched him speak many times and 

at many different gatherings. We have shared many private talks. What he has taught me 

is in rny oral memory and in my "being." His teachings are reflected on the pages of my 

thesis. 

Establishing relationships within this research context has become a way of establishing 

and sustaining lasting friendships with deep caring and endless stories and talk. Leaming 

to listen with patience, learning about cultural responsibility toward the oral tradition, 

learning to make self-understandings, continuing the cycIe of reciprocity about cultural 

knowledge, and practicing reverence are some of the lessons 1 expenenced with Chief 

Simon Baker and EIder Vincent Stogan. These Lessons and others were reinforced 

through my relationship with Kwulmulwut, Elder EIlen White who is fiom the Coast 

Salish, Nanimo people. 



The Teachings of Kwulnrulwut, Eiien White 

1 will fmt  describe the developing relationship between Kwlmulwut, which means 

Many Stars and me. Elder Eiien White is my mentor, teacher, and dear fnend, The 

collaborative research process undertaken between Ellen and me to create an educational 

journal article will highlight some pertinent issues of collaborative analysis of transcripts, 

editing the text for publication, and translation considerations between a Native language 

and English. Working on these issues with Ellen White prepared me for the analysis and 

verifkation process with the (Sto:lo) Coqualeetza Elders. 

Es fablkhing A Relationship 

1 met EHen White in the Spring of 1991, but 1 knew about her long before that. 1 have 

admired Ellen's work as storyteller, writer, and heaier for many years. Her book 

Kwulasulwur: Srories From The Coast Salish, gave me inspiration when it was published 

in 198 1 (now reprinted in 1992) because she, a First Nations storyteller and writer, was 

able to take the oral traditions that she was taught and put them in a literate form for 

educationai purposes. When 1 met Ellen at a public lecture at the Musuem of 

Anthropology at UBC in the Spring of 199 1,1 was stmck by her powerful way of passing 

on her knowledge. Her talk, combined with Song, humour, the dnun, engaged the 

listeners, particularly me. Being there, hearing her words, brought me back to the times 

when 1 Listened to the Sto:lo Elders. at another tirne and place. M e r  her tak, I introduced 

myseIf to her and acknowledged her good words, a teaching that 1 remember Chief Simon 

Baker encouraging in his many talks. However, this was the first time that 1 followed his 

teaching with someone E did not personally know. During our short talk, Ellen said that 



she thought she knew me fiom other times. 1 knew intuitiveiy at that moment, that 1 

wanted to work with and l e m  fiom Ellen. Durhg the summer of 1992, ElIen participated 

in a working cornmittee to select wrîtings of Aboriginal students for a book about their 

Aboriginal heroes. Our working relationship began with this experience. Ellen also 

agreed to participate in an educational talk with me about Giving Voice To Our 

Ancesrors. This particular talk, is now taped, transcribed, edited and printed in the 

Canadian Journal of Native Educarion (CJNE) (White & Archibald, i 993). 

September 18, 1992, was the date we began our work for the CJNE. I travelled by ferry to 

Ellen and her husband Doug's home in Naniamo. When E arrived, EHen had made saimon 

chowder and bannock. As we ate, Doug and 1 teased each other about who drank the 

strongest coffee-me fiorn the Sto:los or hirn fiorn the Nanairno Coast Salish. In a way 

wefre related by the Halq'emeylem language, although Ellen's commuriity has diaiectical 

differences.They cal1 their language, Hul'qumi'num. We corne frorn the same cuItural 

traditions. I felt accepted and at home there; 1 felt like a rnernber of their extended family. 

Before we began working, 1 offered Ellen White a Starblanket as a gift frorn the First 

Nations House of Learning, to thank her for helping us with this important work. When 

her husband lefi, I took out the tape recorder, and we sat at the dining room table. 1 

reviewed the intent of the talk, the purpose of the CJNE, the process of how we could 

work together-1 record, transcribe the talk, and review the written transcript with her, 

and get her approval before the text-her story, her words, and her work are put into book 

fom (similar to the process used by Marcus and Fischer, 1986; Robinson and Wickwire, 

1989; and Cruikshank, Sidney, Smith, & Ned, 1990). Ellen asked what 1 would add to her 



words. 1 said that 1 wanted to write a reaction to her words and that our article would be 

collaborative: she and 1 would be the authon. Ellen said that she liked that approach 

because 1 could question what was not clear and add parts that were missing. Then Ellen 

began talking about some of her Ancestors; after a few minutes, she said to turn the tape 

recorder on. 

I remember feeling emotionally strong, spiritually grateful, and intellectually challenged 

after 1 left Ellen and Doug White's home, September 18th. My journal entry notes: 

1 feel almost overwhelmed! What a rich experience-to be involved at so 
many layers .... I get imrnersed in her stories. When Ellen talks about her 
Ancestors, it is as if she is 'there with hem'-her voice changes and she 
sounds as if she is her granny. 1 recall the power of her metaphon: trees. 
baskets, canoes, hair, paths, &/body. I see these images so vividly and, 
when 1 do, the cornparison and comection of them to life considerations is 
so clear, so evident. 

The metaphors visually reinforce one teaching that has been on my mind a lot since that 

day: beginning the learning with the "core" of knowledge and starting fiom the inside and 

going to the surface, the outside. Ellen said: 

They said you learn the base, the very basic, the inside, the stem, the core. 
It sort of sounds like it when you translate it, the core of what you are 
learning and then expand out. The teacher will already know that-it is 
like a big tree, never mind the apples or if it's flowers, we're going to leam 
inside Fust and then out, they said. Never from outside fist ( C M ,  1992, 
p. 1 54). 

Ellen's Ancestos also said, it is important to take time to sit, think about, and feel what 

vie have learned. My challenge is to find this "coret* for storytelling. Until my 



encounter with ElIen 1 had thought more about uncovering the layers of meaning fiom 

story-going from the surface to the depths. Now, 1 had to re-think this approach. 

1 visited Ellen a second time on November 1 1, 1992, to go over the written transcript for 

editing purposes. We both had time to read the transcript individually before meeting; 1 

had mailed her a copy. During my September visit, we had agreed to go over it together 

at our next meeting, to take out or add any necessary information. 1 suggested this 

process, in response to Ellen's question about how 1 was going to use her talk and what 

was going to be put into print. Ellen agreed with this process. We began to work shortly 

after I arrived. My journal notes: 

Ellen is so good to work with. She knows what words and information 
that she wants kept in, what might be inappropriate for the readers, and 
what is culturally inappropriate for this article (i.e. particular healing and 
spiritual practices). 

I did not realize that during our first session. Ellen was thinking entirely in 

Hul'qumi'nurn first about the teachings and knowledge acquired fiom her Ancestors, and 

was translating, or as she says, "looking for the closest English word" to describe what 

she meant. She did Say a few words in Hul'qurni'num during the first talk. In this session 

she shared more Hul'qumi'num and talked about the dificulty of fmding the nght 

English words to convey her meaning. 1 felt at a disadvantage because 1 do not know the 

Hul'qumi'nurn language enough to appreciate the connotated meanings. 1 noted that 1 

should examine further the problerns related to Ianguage differences, especiaily with 

translation and changes of wordkoncept meaning with Ellen and other storytellers who 

are fluent in an Aboriginal language. 



This experience with Ellen made me realize some of the complexities of collaborative 

critical eîhnographic interviewkg with Elders such as: (1) needing lots of tirne to record 

then listen to the tape, then transcribe verbatim the talk; (2) examùiing together the 

correctness of the English words which will become the pubIic cultural record for füture 

generations; and (3) ensuring that the collaborathg partner and author are satisfied with 

the article before it is printed. The Septernber visit was about four hours long. It took at 

minimum 40 hours to mscr ibe  and check back with audio tape for accuracy of 

pauses/silences, voice inflection, narnes etc..which 1 did, rather than have sorneone else 

do it. Our November visit was also about four houn long. Ellen was directive, in 

identiQing sections that were to be deleted. She was thinking foremost about the reader, 

who might iiot understand the spirituai ways, and said that if we were to keep these parts 

in then we wodd have to add more background information for them, which would then 

change the intent of her "talk." She also noted that sorne of the knowledge was not for 

public use. In the process as described, Ellen took the lead at the beginning of the 

t~nscnp t  work, when deciding what words and sections were to be kept, and what was to 

be left out, rather than 1 first suggesting and she agreeing. 1 gave her feedback on her 

directives, and by the end of the transcript our process was similar to that descnbed by 

Walter Lightning and Car1 Urion (1992) as "mutual thinking": when we came to certain 

parts we simultaneously identified them. 1 think our process of getting to know one 

another, sharing the sarne cultural traditions, and establishing a consensual working 

approach led to mutual thinking. Out of the aforementioned complexities 1 gained an 

appreciation for thesc four principles: (1) respect for each other and for the cultural 



knowledge; (2) carrying out the roles of teacher and tearner in a responsible manner (a 

serious approach to the work and being mindful of what readedother leamers can 

comprehend); (3) practicing reciprocity where we each gave to the other, thereby 

continuing the cycle of knowledge fiom generation to generation; and (4) reverence 

towards Spirituai knowledge and one's spiritual being. 

During the CJNE sessions with Ellen, 1 wanted to ask her if she would agree to work with 

me on my thesis research. I-iowever, 1 resisted because I wanted her to get to know me 

better, to see how I would work with her stories/words on the CJNE article, and to 

establish a trust between us. More imponantly, 1 wanted her to trust my motives and 

methods toward story research. Since September 1992, Elien has also been involved in 

two other First Nations cuniculum projects with me which use storytelling. We know 

each other really well and there is a special connection between us. Another reason that 1 

feel close to Ellen is because she is an Elder Coast Salish woman and 1 wonder if the 

kinds of stories that First Nations women tel1 are different from stories told by First 

Nations men. This notion was introduced by another storyteiler, Louise Profit-Leblanc, of 

the Yukon Tutchone Nation: 

Women speak to the moral and spiritual fibre and men speak about the 
laws of the land (March 7, 1993, fieldnote). 

So if 1 am honouring/respecting cultuid protocol, then should I be mainly working with 

First Nations women? Another question to ponder. 



When 1 was writing my response to Ellen's taik for the CJNE article, I felt a strong 

resistance. This resistance to writing has been so prevalent in rny academic work for so 

long, it has become like a firiend: a fnend whose positive and negative attributes I have 

corne to know and like. The resistance continues fiom not wanting to take on the 

disrespectful actions of academic outsiders by becoming too explicit and directive. From 

my Sto:lo teachings and fiom other First Nations ways, I have Leamed that in the oral 

tradition, the listener-learner, is chdlenged to make meaning, gain understanding from 

the storyteller-teacher's words, which is an empowering process. My fnend Richard 

Wagemese of the Ojibway Nation said we need to "take the story away and find our own 

truth in it" (Sept. 29, 1992 talk and fieldnote). This same way of gaining understanding 

and knowledge is reinforced by another Elder storyteller. Upper Skagit Elder, Vi Hilbert, 

of the Lushootseed Nation, told an audience at the Vancouver storytelling festival, "1 

never insult an audience by telling them what to think. They must use their minds, the 

gifts they were given to think with" (March 5, 1 993 fieldnote). The responsibility of the 

storyteller-teacher to ensure appropriate understanding of the listener becornes crucial if 

she cannot tell the listeners what the "rigW answers are. 1 observed Vi Hilbert's 

storytelling session where she gave ches to unlock meaning by sharing some basic 

cultural principles and sharing other peoples' understandings of the stories. If listeners 

were really listening, they could easily follow her lead and personalize the meaning of the 

story metaphon. 

From 1992-95, Ellen White and 1 continued our Friendship and worked together on a new 

kindergarten to grade seven curriculum project which was sponsored by the Law Courts 



Education Society of British Columbia: The First Nations Journeys of Justice. During the 

curriculum work, Ellen became the project Eider with whom the curriculum staff and 1 

consulted. She also participated in the Advisory Cornmittee meetings, shared two stories 

which created a firm foundation upon which to build understanding of working with 

stories, and was a participant in a teachers' storytelling video. The First Nations Journeys 

of Justice project is a storybased curriculum which is discussed in detail in chapter six. 

Ellen also continued to be one of the Elders-In-Residence each sumrner with the First 

Nations House of Learning youth programs. She lived on campus for a two week period 

and participated in the program graduation. During the curriculum project and the youth 

program, Ellen and 1 had time to visit and also talk about storywork. Some of these 

discussions were tape recorded or video recorded because they were for the First Nations 

Jolrrneys of Jusrice project. Ellen agreed to participate in these recorded sessions and we 

also agreed that she maintain copyright of her stories. 

1 did not ask EiIen to directly participate in my thesis work until the sumrner of 1995.1 

was finally ready and culturally "worthy." 1 was also ready to share and "give back" to 

Eflen what 1 had learned from her. The concept of "sharing" or reciprocity becarne 

another guiding principIe. Turning to tradition helped me. 1 remember Dr. Eber Hampton 

also spoke about the concept of tradition and preservation at the same Mokakit gathering 

where he told the Bone Needle Story. This traditional principle was told to him by others 

with whom he had worked in Alaska. He said that "if is not as important to preserve 

rradition, as it is to let traditionpreserve us." When 1 let this tradition help me, 1 was able 

to let go of those earlier guilt feelings and 1 was ready to be guided by respect to share 



knowledge with others who may benefit nom this ~ h a r i n ~ ' ~ .  It is similar to how the 

Elders talk about the desire to pass on their knowledge to others, especially for the future 

generations. 1 felt that I codd ask Ellen to help me with my thesis by sharing what I 

learned about storywork from her in particdar. The teachings that I learned from 

Kwulasulwur, Etlen White guided me through the rest of the story research process and 

helped me to appreciate the power of stories." 

IO My expenental story of working through ethical research issues may be cnticized for being "too 
confessional." The issues are cornplex, emotional, and require on-going reflection. 1 confess feeling 
guilt, anxiety, and nervousness. but 1 do not apologize for feeling this way. These feelings helped me 
appreciate the signifcance of respect, responsibility, reverence, and reciprocity in research relationships 
with Elders. 

" 1 gave the sections of the thesis that contained Ellen's teachings/words. She approved them and did not 
suggest any changes. 



Stones, you see, are not just entertainment. Stories are power. They reflect 
the deepest, the most intimate perceptions, relationships, and attitudes of a 
people. Stories show how a peopIe, a culture, thinks (Keeshig-Tobias, 
1990, January 26, The Globe and Mail). 

Each Abonginal Nation has particular traditions, protocols, and rules conceming stories 

and the way that stories are to be toId for teaching and learning purposes. The types of 

stories can Vary fiom the sacred to the historical; fkom the development and perpetuation 

of the social/politicdcdtural ways to the personal life experiences and testimonials. 

Some stories are just for fun. Some stories may be "owned" or the responsibility of 

individuals, clans, or families; some belong to the "public domain," available for anyone 

to tell. The power of storywork creates a synergistic effect arnong the story, the context in 

which the story is used, the way the story is told, and how one listens to make meaning. 

The principle of synergy and characteristics of storypower are woven into this chapter. 

Wapaskwan, of the Dearbom River Metis, shares some text with Walter Lightning (1992) 

about characteristics of Aboriginal stories and some principles for listening and 

interpreting stories. 1 cite Wapaskawan's text to help the reader listedread the stories 

which follow: 

The way to interpret those stories has never been clear to the literate, 
acadernic cornmunity until recently. The stories are not just 'texts,' or 
narratives that deai with sequences of events in a linear progression of 
events. 

There are several classes of stories. For exarnple, there are 'sacred' stories 
as opposed to 'historical stories,' and traditionally it has taken 40 years or 
so of apprenticeship for an individual to work to gain the authority to tell 
the sacred class of story. That length of tirne is not required just to l e m  



the texts of the stories, nor how to perform them. It takes that long to 
acquire the principles for interpretation of the stories. 

There is a 'surface' story: the text, and the things one has to know about 
the performance of it for others. The stories are metaphoric, but there are 
several levels of metaphor involved. The text, combined with the 
performance, contains a 'key' or a 'clue' to unlock the metaphor. When a 
hearer has that story, and knows the narrative sequence of it, there is 
another story contained within that story, like a completely different 
embedded or irnplicit text, 

The trick is this: that the implicit or embedded text, itself, contains clues, 
directions-better yet, specifications-for the interpretation of an implicit 
text embedded in it, 

... At some levels there is very explicit and precise spatial and temporal 
information. [He makes reference to a specific story, a version of which is 
included in a classic ethnography of the Crow, and he refers to some of the 
narrative sequence.] At one level, that sequence of the story contains a 
very precise topological description of a stretch of the Missouri River and 
the basin around it, just south of its confluence with the Yellowstone. At 
another level, that sarne sequence contains a very precise set of principles 
for relationships between specific kin. A hearer isn't meant to understand 
the story ar al1 levels, immediafely. II is as ifit unfolds (Canadian Journal 
of Native Education, 1992, pp.229-230, my emphasis added). 

This chapter witl begin with my experiential story about leaming to become a beginning 

storyteller. My life experience story shows how the power of story became real for me 

and others engaged in storywork. 

Becoming A Storyteller 

We corne fiom a tradition of storytelling, and as storytellers we have a 
responsibility to be honest, to transmit our understanding of the world to 
other peopIe .... In this process, there is something more than information 
being transmitted: there's energy, there's strength being transrnitted fiom 
the storyteller to the listener and that is what's important in teaching 
young people about their identity (Beth Cuthand, 1989, p.54). 



Leaming To Make Meaning From Stories 
1 have felt the story energy and strength Beth Cuthand speaks of. It is an energy, a source 

of power, that feeds and revitalizes mindlbodylspirit in a wholistic marner. This strength 

and power challenges me to think, to examine my emotional reactions in relation to what 

may be called story plot and story characters, to question and reflect upon my behaviours 

and future actions, and to appreciate the story's connection to rny spiritual nature. An 

appreciation of the values of respect, responsibility, reciprocity, and reverence ernbedded 

in First Nations stories did not occur untilI learned to tell stories and to interact with and 

through story. 1 did not intentionalIy set out to become a storyteller, but 1 did set out to 

learn more about the nature of First Nations stories and how they could be used for 

quality education. 1 am a beginning storyteller who is just starting to gain some 

understandings of the significance of stories for teaching and learning. My experiential 

story is told to exempli@ the values listed above and to introduce some issues related to 

story-memory, letting Elders guide a learning process, leamhg patience, and appreciating 

silence. The power of a story is shown through stories about a story.' 

My stronger memories of encomtering First Nations stories in school curriculum go back 

to my elementary school teaching experiences from 1972-79. There are faint memories of 

learning about a few Indian' legends through the subjects of reading and social studies 

' My story is a retelIing of life experiences constructed from memory with personal interpretations and 
contextual description woven in, to resonate with the notion that the narrator can also be a commentator 
who offers "criticism" (Demis Tedlock, 1983, p.236) and that "writing, as much as possible, should 
reflect oral tendencies to engage the larger world in which the spoken word lives" as advocated by Greg 
Sanis (1993, p. 45). 

' 1 use the term "Indian" here because during the late 60s and 70s it was commonly used. As 1 reflect upon 
the word and examine it in my thesis contexf it had such a negative and painful connotation. During 
these periods, a political resistance militant movement, know as AIM, American Indion Movemenr, was 
gaining support in Canada, and the "younger" generation becarne involved with resisting mainsueam 



during elementary and high school years. These mernories are ones I've tried to forget or 

to ignore because 1 felt humiliation and emotional pain over the way the Indian cultures 

and peoples were represented and studied. Indian stories and by implication cultures and 

peoples were portrayed as simplistic and primitive. Werner, Conriors, Aoki, and Dahlie 

(1 977) exarnined multicultural content of and pedagogy for social studies curricda 

prescribed for elementary and secondary schools across Canada during the 1974-75 

school year. The cornrnon approaches to teaching about indian cultures were described as 

'museum and heritage' at the elementary level, and 'discipline and issues' at the 

secondary level. The former approaches which 1 would have tabeled, 'arts and crafis; 

colour a totem pole made fiom an egg carton,' tended to reinforce stereotypes because of 

the superficial treatment of culture. With the disciplines' approach, Indian people became 

objects of study. The issues were often considered "The Indian Problem." These same 

approaches were what 1 experienced at least 15 years earlier, as a student. Learning about 

Indian cultures through public school curriculum was something 1 endured. Perhaps that 

was why 1 was dwwn to developing better curricula about First Nations through teacher 

education and later as a teacher. 1 didn't want other First Nations children to have to 

suffer the same humiliation and pain that 1 experienced. 

1 admit to using basal readers that had an Indian legend or two in hem, but 1 

supplemented these with other cdturally based material that 1 found or developed. There 

was not much available, especially any deveIoped by First Nations. 1 did not realize the 

values and assimilation and fought to get "Indian" pride back (Armstrong, 1985). Churchill (1994) 
presents a critical AIM leader's perspective about appropriation of American Indian culture and identity 
and a historical view of the resistance movement. 



significance of stories at that tirne, but 1 also felt that using an Indian legend to teach 

reading, in particular comprehension skills, was not appropnate either. Dissecting the 

story for the purposes of developing a List of comprehension questions to be discussed in 

a questiodanswer, then written format, felt wong.' 1 did not hear traditional stones being 

told when 1 was a child; however, 1 heard many life experience stories. It was not until 1 

started working with the Coqualeetza Cultural Centre, Sto:lo Sitel, and Elders' group that 

1 began learning about the educationai importance of stories. 

In 1975,I became part of the Sto:lo Site1 Advisory Cornmittee which oversaw the 

development of the Sto:lo Site1 curriculum. The cornmittee comprised 10 -15 educators 

from the public school districts, band schools, Sto:lo communities, and Coqualeetza staff, 

all of whom met on a monfhiy basis. The Comrnittee developed curriculum policies, gave 

feedback on the curriculum approach and materials, and liaised with school 

administrators, teachers, and Sto:lo cornrnunity members. The Advisory Cornrnittee and 

Elders' Group were the vital community link to the cuniculum project. The Elders' 

Group became the "backbone" of the Sto:lo Site1 curriculum. They provided the cultural 

knowledge, also guided the process of development, and verified ail materiai before it 

was published.4 1 also became one of the curriculum developers, and later, senior 

consultant to the c ~ c u l u m  project. The curriculum development group included an 

strtist, language and culture specialists, a writer, and a secretary. The process for working 

with the Elders and theu stories included: first getting their support and establishing their 

f speak of the time period, 1972-79, rnuch before the whole language approach became popular. 

'' For a fuller description of the Sto:lo Sitel curriculum development and implernentation phases, see 
Archibald (1995). 



trust in the Sto:lo Sitel staff', tape recording the Elders telling their stories, transcribing 

hem, then putting the stories into text and developing illustrations for storybooks. 

The need for the Sto:lo Sitel cuniculum was fmt suggested by the Elden. They wanted 

their weekly meetings to focus on documenting cultural knowledge but they did not want 

the tape recorder used. 1 wondered if it was because they did not feel comfortable with 

this kind of technology. Shirley Leon, Coquaieetza Manager, recalls that "every meeting 

we would bring the tape recorder, but they didn't want it turned on. It was at least eight 

months before they finally said at one meeting it was okay to turn the recorder on" 

(personal communication, January 3 1, 1996). She felt that the Elden needed to be 

reassured that those working on the documentation of cultural knowledge and the Sto:lo 

Sitel curriculum had the same intentions/motives as they did: the work was for the 

children and future generations. During this process, the written story version and 

illustrations, and accompanying teacher's lesson pian were verified with the Elder who 

told the story. I'm not sure why the printed text was selected as the main medium to 

represent the stories: books were and are the predominant tool for instruction, perhaps, 

we ~vanted to legitimite First Nations stones through a iiterate form in school curriculum. 

The Cultural Centre was beginning to use video for some cultural prograrns, but 

developing them for school use was too expensive. This process was time consuming; 

some stories took a full year to go through the developmentaVprinting process. The 

Elders were adamant about getting the story's text nght as Shirley Leon, recalls: "[The 

Elders] would correct how their story was written, they would Say, 1 didn't Say that, 

you're putting words in my mouth ... that's not how I said it" (December 5, 1995, 



transcript). The curriculum team deveIoped one or two stories for grades one to four in 

the manner described earlier. The stories thai the Eiders selected for inclusion in the 

Sto:lo Site1 curriculum contained information about cultural traditions, environmentai 

knowledge, values concerning inter-relationships amongst people, nature, and land. The 

Elders' stories were then matched with the grade level concepts of family, community, 

and culnue prescribed by the Ministry of Education for teaching social studies. The 

curriculum developers added a contextual beginning to the stories where Sto:lo children 

heard stories from a grandparent either at bedtime or when they dernonstrated 

disrespectful behaviour or broke a cultural rule. Hearing stories hom grandparents at 

night or when one misbehaved resonates with traditional story ways. The Elders were 

careful with the selection of stories appropriate for children. The ones they shared were 

ones they heard as children. For one of the grade ievels, we wanted a story about plants, 

but the Elders would not give one. At first we thought they did not remember; howevcr, 

they told us much Iater, afier we had moved ont0 a different unit, that stones they knew 

about plants were not to be told to children as the story had powerful knowledge about 

the plants' medicinal, healing or spiritual use, that was too stmng for children. At the 

time, 1 thought they just meant that children would not understand the story or that the 

content/language was too dificult for the children to understand or that the story would 

not interest them. 1 did not understand the concept ofpower embedded in sorne of the 

stones. 

During the weekiy discussion sessions with the Coqualeetza Elders' group, the curriculum 

stafTalso asked questions about the age level appropriateness of stories, the meanings or 



teachings of each story, and how they were and should be taught through the use of story. 

During this research phase as we called it, 1 learned to have patience and to wait for an 

answer when asking Elders questions. In the large group meetings, 1 recall at fmt feeling 

intimidatedS going before the Elders and asking questions, intimidated because 1 did not 

know them, had not done research in this manner, and I was not sure how to talk to them 

in a culturally respectfd manner. 1 had sat in on their meetings and observed the 

seriousness with which they approached the documentation of the Halq'emeylern 

language and cultural information with the linguist. Brent ~ a l l o w a ~ . ~  1 started by saying 

which reserve and which family 1 belonged to. Amongst the Sto:lo it is stiil customary to 

Say where and which family you corne fiom, if the Elders don't know you, so those 

listening can place you within your community/fmily history, thereby knowing 

something about you7. I remember that ofien there were long silences &er 1 asked my 

questions. At first 1 was uncornfortable with these long silences and wondered if they did 

not understand it or did not want to answer, Sometimes Shirley Leon would help by 

asking individuals to share their experience in relation to the question. 1 learned that these 

silences were important because they were thinking about the question and that they did 

not speak until they were sure about an answer. Silence is respecthl and c m  create good 

thinking. They would answer with personal, fmily, and community experience stories. 

Sometimes a question was not answered at the Elders' meeting, at the time it was asked, 

- 

5 Now, in 1996,I realize that 1 was not ready or worthy to work culturally with the Elders. 
6 These are vivid memories because Shirley Leon and 1 ofien taked about this type of interaction and 

learning From Elders in the numerous Sto:lo Sitel worhhops we conducted. 

' Identifying one in relation to place and family is part of knowing how one fits within the collective or 
larger cultural group, a wholistic knowing. Even though this practice rnay extend to other cultures, 1 
include it here to show that it was and is important in Sto:lo contexts. 



because they needed t h e  to reawaken their rnemory and ensure that what they said was 

the truth as they knew it. They recognized that the work they were doing was a part of 

recording "oral history" as they cd1 it and because it was for educationai purposes, the 

cultural knowledge had to be accurate. Shirley Leon links the effect of taking time to 

think and taik about culturai knowledge to the process of rnaking meaning tiom story: 

1 think Elders [who] were born storytellers weren't spontaneous decision- 
makers .... 1 think that came from the history of the stories; you don't make 
up your mind [quickiy]; you have to think about it ... maybe two, three 
days .... Some of our [curriculum] questions, we b d ]  to wait three, four 
weeks before we got answers, 1 think that's something we have to 
remernber in today's life, ... everything is so fast paced, Elders are starting 
to Say. 'At least taIk about things, especially where the language is 
concerned, don't you change anytbing d e s s  you talk about it for at least 
six months (December 5, 1995, transcript). 

The directive to spend more time talking about knowledge that is important has 

implications for researchers and educators who want and need particular knowiedge 

immediately. The Elders are implying that traditionai forms of knowledge contained in 

the Halq'emeylem language and in their stories need to be carefully transformed into 

English and into current educationai practice. What also must be remembered is that 

those who have the culturai knowledge often have to remernber what they were told years 

earlier, sometimes there is a translation process which occurs fiom the Haiq'emeylern 

language to English, and the Elder may not have tfiought about the topic of inquiry for 

years8. In the case of Sto:lo storytelling, no written sources exist which describe or 

analyze the way that people became storytellers and how story listening and meaning 

8 1 have oilen heard the Elders say that much of what they know about traditional knowledge was "pur to 
sleep" - was not talked about, and also outlawed. ï'hey also speak about the difiïculty of finding the 
nght English words to convey the rneaning of the Halq'emeylem language. 



making occurred. There are Sto:lo stories which anthropologists, linguists, and Sto:lo 

storytellers have published. The researcher/educator-learner-must then establish a 

tnisting teaching/learnuig relationship with those who know about storytelling and shehe 

must l e m  the cuitmil implications embedded in the talk of the Elders. An exarnple 

would be the terni "Longhouse," which has particular ceremonies and values practiced 

there. They will not explicate its rneaning because they assume you know or you ought to 

know what they mean. If you do not know what they mean, then there is an expectation 

that you will go there and leam about it. At one tirne asking direct questions about what 

one said was considered rude. One reason relates to making meaning from stories, where 

one went atvay to think about its meanings in relation to one's life. Today, Elders know 

that many Sto:lo people do not know the traditions and are willing to explain more. Some 

are used to taiking to various people about cultural ways and find ways to explain cultural 

9 meanings. 

A deeper level of story meaning fmt occurred to me during one discussion at an Elders' 

meeting about the story Mink and Miss Pifch. ' O  1 s m a r i z e  it here. Mink is a trickster 

character journeying to find a wife. He often picks beautiful women and wants to marry 

them irnmediately. Mink usuaiIy has trouble because of his quick pick. Miss Pitch is the 

new object of Mink's attention and desire. Mink tries to persuade Miss Pitch to many 

him by saying that he will look after al1 her needs. At fmt she ignores, then later tums 

down, Mink's marriage proposal because she says she is too different fiom Mink and 

'See Chapter Three where Ellen White uses metaphon that people will understand today. Also look at 
Sherman Alexi's definition about Coyote in Chapter One. 

I O  This version was toId by the Susan lirnmie. It is one of many Mink-looking-for-a wife stories. 



irnplies that their differences will not make a good mmiage. Mink will not take "no" for 

an answer and gets angry then violent with Miss Pitch when he c m  not have his way. He 

hits Miss Pitch with one arm then the other, and kicks her with one foot then the other, 

then butts her with his forehead, and gets stuck to her pitchiness, overnight. The next day, 

when the sun warms Miss Pitch, she releases Mink, knowing she has made her point. 

Mink goes away. His search continues. 

The Elders related some of their understandings fiom this story: the problems of 

intermariage, the cyclical effects of violence, and challenging reIationships because of 

major differences. Before this discussion, 1 did not like the story because of Mink's 

violence. 1 saw no humour in the story; yet the Elders said it was a hhwnourous story. My 

understanding was stuck on spousal abuse. M e r  listening to the Eiders' discussion, 1 

began to think beyond the physicai violence and to think about metaphors of cuitural and 

r a d  differences and to problems resulting frorn these differences. 1 started using this 

story in Sto:lo Site1 workshops with educators, usually reading the text version at the end 

of the workshop. 1 did this because 1 was not cornfortable or confident enough to tetI the 

story. 1 used the story to reinforce points introduced during the workshop, especially 

those where difficulties occurred when people with opposing views and attitudes 

encountered one another. 1 would hint at these rneanings by personaiking them in this 

rnanner: "Sometimes 1 feel like Miss Pitch wanting to ignore and to keep people away 

who have diRering views, or who are aggressive in wanting the recipe-list approach of 

how to teach First Nations students." Frorn these workshops, 1 realized that this story 

connected with people at an emotionai level, some shared their experiences of 



encomtering inter-personal differences. 1 graduaily became more farniliar and 

cornfortable with this story, and appreciated its humourous aspects. Mink, in his "sticky" 

predicament as a result of his disrespectfùl behaviour and selfish iliinking is hy." In 

198 1,1 took a break fiom the Sto:lo Sitel c h c u i u m  project to work as a First Nations 

studies instructor, then Coordinator, and later as Supervisor for the Native Indian Teacher 

Education Program at UBC. The concept of the power of story became more reai to me as 

1 Ieamed to tell stories in a new context. 

Living The Power of Story 
When 1 began working for NITEP, 1 used First Nations stones in classes that 1 taught and 

with educational talks that 1 gave, in a manner similar to that described in the Sto:lo Sitel 

curriculum workshop exarnple. 1 gradually gained the confidence and ability to remernber 

and tell stories without using a written text. Before 1990.1 had not trained my memory to 

retain these stories: perhaps it was the reliance upon the literate form and my lack of 

confidence in telling stories. 1 began to remember hurnourous stories, mostly about 

Coyote, and 1 consciously used my memory more and used writing less, when Listening to 

lectures, recalling phone numbers, even grocery lists. This memory building exercise 

revealed how much 1, and today's ways of living rely so heaviIy on the use of litency. 

The Coyote Eyes Story was a fun way to try and learn the balance Terry Tafoya spoke of 

in Chapter One. I'd imagine seeing the world only through the lem of the oral way and 

use of the memory and realize how unskilled 1 was and how few people live this way 

1 1  Here is an exarnple of Indian humour. I've heard many First Nations people tell stories of living through 
events that were hurtful at the "lived" time, but having survived and corne to sorne understanding of the 
experience, they are able to inject a humourous aspect to theu telling. 



today. The Elders are those most farniliar and skilIed with oraiity. They also read, but 

they recount cultural knowledge and history through oraIIy told stories. There are some 

who include vivid detaiI about events, dates, names, and places: their oral accounts would 

surpass Geertz's cal1 for thick description. Then I'd switcti to the literate lens and 

appreciate its archival function, and the opportunity to rest the memory and listening 

functions for awhile. Having the typed transcriptions of the Elders' talks and stories gave 

me a feeling of security, knowing 1 could keep going back to hem to complete a thematic 

anaiysis and to get necessary detail. Having the personal interaction with the Elders 

talking, hearing and feeling, visualizing their stories during and after the session helped 

me establish some thematic notions that were verified by their textual record. The written 

record loses the nuances of inter-personal interaction and depth of emotion and humour 

that were shared. The oral process without the written record, is subject to the listeners' 

mernories, and limited to what the listeners can recdl and Iater share with others. Used 

together, orality and literacy, find a mutually beneficid meeting place where each has a 

function that contributes to increased understanding of storytelling. 

But the stories that i realIy remembered were ones that 1 did not set out to consciously try 

to remember, and they came fiom both oral and written sources. They were ones that 

instantly and strongly connected with me either intellectually, spiritually, emotionaily, or 

physically." By physically, 1 mean that 1 reflected upon my behaviour and actions that 

needed changing or that needed to be practiced more. Sornething the characters 

" The stories in this thesis are examples. 



experienced in the story grabbed me emotionally. My imagination was challenged to 

visualize the story plot and characters and to think about the possible meanings of the 

story. It was as if the story became ernbedded in my being, in my consciousness, and in 

my Spirit. Sometimes my storytelling &ends gave me permission to use their stories or 

passed written ones on to me. 

Gradually the process of me planning which story to tell to exempli@ some meaning 

changed to one where 1 let my intuitive nature select the story to be told. instead of 

planning which story to use and fiamhg my talk around the story, i waited to get some 

feeling fiom the group or the situation, or waited until a particular story came into my 

mind and being-wanting to be told. I have heard other storytellers Say that they will not 

know exactly which story will corne out until moments before they are to speak. It is the 

storytelling situation and the needs of the people that guide the selection of story in these 

circurnstances. Knowing the stories intimately, as though they are a part of one's being, is 

essential if a storyteller is to use her/his intuitive sense for telling stories. The thoughts of 

the late Harry Robinson (1989) mean more to me now. He was told by his grandmother 

that to remember a story you must "Write it on your heart" (p.28). Knowing stories 

intimately can have beneficial effects upon story-listeners. 1 will share a storytelling 

experience to show what I mean. 

1 remember a time, February 4, 1992,I was to tell a story to a small group of third and 

fourth year NITEP students, enrolled in an educational seminar. SheiIa TeHenneppe, the 

instructor and my fiend, wanted a story that could be used for the term's seminar 



sessions. Her plan was that 1 would tell the same story at the beginning and end of the 

term. 1 went to the classroom early before anyone anived, waited and asked for guidance 

from the Creator. I had started this practice of getting a sense of the place and people and 

asking for this type of help, for selecting the story to tell. It was a beautifùl spring-like 

day, the windows were open and upon hearing the birds' songs, 1 knew which story to tell. 

This session was the fust powerful emotional healing experience 1 have had with story, 

where it look on a "Zife1'aand becarne the teacher. 

We put our chairs in a circle. Sheila introduced me then gave me a jar of home canned 

pears to symbolize the act of feeding the storyteller, a syrnbol of reciprocity, that Leslie 

Silko (1 98 1) talks about: "That's what you're supposed to do, you know, you're supposed 

to feed the storyteller good things" (p. 110). Now, the story about The Bird In The Tree 

There were two male cousins; one lived in a northern isolated part of BC.. 
and the other in the city of Vancouver. One day, the northem cousin came 
to visit his city cousin. The city fellow wanted to bring his cousin to the 
better more lively parts of Vancouver. He chose Robson Street. Robson 
Street gets quite busy with lots of people waiking dong the Street, 
shopping and Iooking around. There's lots of traffic, loud music being 
played from the car stereos. As they were waiking down Robson Street, 
the northem fellow says, '1 feel out of place here. This cernent sidewalk is 
so hard, my feet are sore from walking on it. There are so many people, 
you get bumped a lot. It's so noisy. 1 miss my home. I miss the quiet. 1 
miss the smell of the land. 1 miss the trees and mountains being close by, 
and 1 miss the birds' songs. i feel as out of place here, as that bird 1 hear 
singing in a tree at the end of the street.' The city cousin said, 'You must 
be homesick: how can you hear a bird singing in a tree at the end of the 

13 This is not a traditional First Nations story. A friend sent me a version of this story which was written but 
did not have an author. 1 have adapted it and over time and repeated tellings, made it mine. 1 Iiked it 
when 1 first read it and began to use it for sorne taUcs to have listeners think about making space in their 
busy lives to hear the beauty of  First Nations peoples' songs/words/stories which get drowned out by the 
dominant society. 



street with al1 this noise?' The northem cousin said 'Let me show you 
something. Do you have any coins?' The city fellow handed him a 
pocketfd of change. The northern cousin took it and threw the coins ont0 
the cernent. A strange thhg happened as those coins hit the sidewalk. 
There was a moment of silence. In that moment of silence. the people and 
their noise stopped. In that moment of silence, those who listened heard a 
bird singing in a tree at the end of the street. 

After telling the story, 1 asked the participants to say whatever they wanted in relation to 

the story. 1 also asked them to hold a small rock while speaking; they couid also choose 

not to hold it. 1 said for me the rock serves as a reminder of o i r  connection to the earth 

and serves as a "witness" to what is said. Our people, the Sto:lo, believe that rocks corne 

from a life form-the earth-and have life within. As each person began t e lhg  how she 

related to the story or what it meant to her, the power of the moment seemed to keep on 

building. Each personal story comected deeply on an emotionai and spirituai level with 

each person around the circle. Some cultural songs were s h e d .  Because 1 had not 

intended to use this particular story expenence as part of the research process, when 1 told 

the story, 1 did not get permission from the participants to share what they said. Because 

this storytelling experience was an important turning point that created an important 

realization, 1 asked Sheila TeHemeppe and two of the participants FIoy Pepper, an Elder 

originally fiom the Creek Indian Nation of Oklahoma, and Shirley Sterling of the 

Nlakapamux (Interior Salish) Nation, to reflect upon this experience, their perceptions 

about the power of story and this particuiar storytelling session. They readily agreed 

because they remembered the powerful effects of the experience, although its details have 

faded away, as 1 ask them to recollect an expenence that happened almost four years ago. 

As Shirley Sterling said "Sometimes 1 have a hard tirne remembenng what 1 said 



yesterday" (February 7, 1996. transcript). During the interview, she said that she 

remembered the bird imagery from the story vividly because she was reminded of her 

father's affinity for birds. Sheila who is non-Native, has worked with NITEP students for 

1 5 years. S he has gained cultural understandings fiom interactions with the students and 

other First Nations. When 1 used the term "power of story", Sbeila and Shirley identified 

this power as the story having its own life: 

.... We didn't know what was going to happen .... 1 remember [one of the 
participants] was hurting [emotionaily, spiritually] and somehow it [the 
story] took care of her and [then] al1 of us .... I'd Say [this story] had a life 
of its own (Sheila Tehemeppe, November 3, 1995, transcript). 

I've aiways had that sense that stories have their own life ... because 
sometimes when you tell a story to a hunter, the hunter will take, interpret 
that story differently than Say the basket maker. And the basket rnaker may 
remember other details. So the story takes on a life of its own and it travels 
fiom person to person and it ... takes a different shape, but there's 
something the same. Each person interprets slightiy differently and yet its 
reaiIy amazing how some stories wiII persist ...[ for years] (Shirley Sterling, 
February 1 7, 1 996, transcript). 

The way that Shirley taiks about the story, it is evident that she believes it has a "life" 

even though she is aware that story listeners will shape the story to their situations. This 

"life" is like having core values or teachings and content that keeps the story going and 

useful to people. 

Sheila also believes, and 1 agree, that the use of the circle, rock, and food, establish 

respectfui contextual signals "that Say, this is a t h e  to sit together .... The rock, the circle, 

represents a certain kind of behaviour and people in the circle know that sornething can 

be brought into the circle to do. These signals mean that things are going to go in a 



particular way ...[ they] open up a way for the story [to bel put into the circle and it goes 

fiom there" (November 3, 1995, transcript). In this particuiar storytelling experience, the 

way of sharing was open-ended. One person's relationship to the story had a powerful 

effect upon me in gaining appreciation of a story's impact upon another. 

She said that last night she was feeling very lonely. Her home was in 
northern BC and she was missing her family and was fmding it hard 
getting used to living in the city. She cailed home. Her mother answered 
and she could not taik about her sadness; she could not Say anything; she 
could only cry. Then, her rnother started to sing her some traditional 
songs. That was all she did, little else was said. At the session, the studcnt 
said she feIt better after hearing those songs. The bird's song reminded her 
of the healing effect of her mother's songsl'(fieldnote, February 5, 1992). 

Floy Pepper shares her memory (helped by reading the preceding pages) of how the rock 

that was sent around the circle took on its own power: 

... d l  right, for the first t h e  in my life 1 had to hold a rock that felt like it 
was dive .... 1 don't know where the feeling came fiorn; it was like fiom the 
story. But ...as 1 handled the rock it was...like 1 had something dive in my 
hands. I've never felt a rock that felt that way before .... It was almost as if 
it had vibes. So 1 associated [the rock] with the powefil  thing that 
happened there (January 9, 1996 transcript). 

As Floy and 1 tdked f i e r ,  she remembered the strong spirituai feeling that increased 

with each person's words andor songs: 

To me it was sort of a spirituality thing and then when Shirley sang her 
song, that really got me because I'd been through a disastrous period 
during that time. 1 thought that whole experience that aflernoon was 
really ... uplifting .... It was like something great happened .... As 1 reflect 

l i  1 share the impact of someone else's thoughts upon me, through an experience with a storytelling 
session, which 1 feel is ethical. For a long tirne, 1 didn't feel 1 could put this person's thoughts in this 
thesis, because 1 hadn't asked her permission. When 1 wrote this chapter, 1 felt that 1 couldn't leave her 
words out because she helped me appreciate the significance of this story. AIthough she is "anonymous" 
because 1 didn't get her approval, 1 remain troubled by the ethics of getting permission for using one's 
words. 



back .... 1 caa recall [those] feelings. [Shirley] ... recorded that Song for me, 
when 1 play it I stili get the same kind of feeling you know (ibid). 

The February 5, 1992 storytelling experience, made me understand what others have said 

about stories and talk associated with them, that is having the ability to soothe, to heal. In 

this session, the story and the stotytelling context enabled the participants to interact with 

the story, to Iet it help them bring out emotionai concerns so others could then help. This 

particular story has been heard by Sheila a number of times in different contexts. She 

shares an experience where the Bird In The Tree Srory, again "becarne a life of its own" 

and created "a pIace, ... a reality" to interact through story. 

[Olne day, only a couple of months ago, 1 was waiking downtown, on 
Hastings Street with a fiend and chatting. It was still w m ,  it was a nice 
day and another friend of ours came nrnning out of one of the 
buildings ... she was visibly upset ... .She was startled to see us, so we talked. 
She didn't want to Say what was wrong, but she said she wodd be okay in 
a minute, but for that moment she was not okay ....m e talked to her, to 
see if she wanted to go for a walk, go have coffee. 

This is the part 1 can't explain, but it happened. It was like that place on 
the Street, was so clear, somehow we were inside a bubble ... nothing else 
was going on, but you know how busy Hastings Street is. [This] zone has 
three people in it; it was reaIly quiet. The friend that 1 was with reached 
down on the ground and picked up a maple leaf, a fali mapie leaf. If was 
nor full. [She] gave it to the woman that was upset .... there was a littie 
tree ... standing next to us which we hadn't noticed. Our friend took [the 
leafl, it was like a treasure, something to take care of her and she left. 

Both my fiiend and 1 were thinking of your story, rotally. It was like we 
were inside the story .... It was like being an actor in the sto y... al1 of a 
sudden [there] was silence .... It was Like that same [story] space opened up. 
We could Say to each other, it was exactly like JO-ann's story ... a silence 
was created, it was a spiritual silence for me. 1 hadn't ... actudly connected 
to that part of the bird story before. 1 felt the silence. It wasn't money on 
the ground, it was a beautifid leaf, that leaf was a gi fi.... later on [we saw 
this sarne woman] at an event, and she felt much better and was 
appreciative of that beautifûl moment. 1 can't articulate it well, [but] it was 



like living out that story (original emphasis, November 3, 1995, 
hmscript). 

After the NITEP storytelling experience, I began to wonder about the possibility of the 

power in story, to heal the emotions and spirit. The Bjrd In The Tree story was not a 

traditional First Nations story; but it becarne rny story to use in a cultural way that 

enabled people to help one another, and which enabled people to interact with and 

through the story. I aiso wondered if this was one way that stories became attributed to 

particular storytellers. If so, then which cultural d e s  apply to this story? Because I am 

Sto:lo, does The Bird In The Tree story become a Sto:lo story, or am 1 appropnating 

someone else's story? Again, questions with no easy answers. The important point of my 

relating this story experience is that the power created d u ~ g  the storytelhg session 

seemed to have a relational (inter-related) movement amongst the storyteller, story- 

listeners, and storytelling situation. The interaction created a synergistic storypower that 

had emotional healing and spiritual aspects. This synergistic storypower aiso brought the 

story "to life" for some. 

An essentiai part of this story research process is to go back to the people-the teachers, 

to continue leaming and to ven@ particular understandings. On November 1992, I 

retumed "home" to the Coqualeetza Elder's Group, to seek their guidance and help with 

my story research. 



CHAPTER FIVE: GOlNG BACK TO THE ST0:LO 
ELDERS 

From 1992-96, 1 took the Elders' teachings about storytelling, wrote chapter drafts, and 

continued to engage in storywork through other curriculum projects. 1 returned to the 

Coqualeetza ELders' Council for verification sessions and revised the text according to 

their instructions. With each visit to the Elders, 1 learned more and wrote more. This 

chapter contains an analysis of what 1 learned about traditional ways of training to be a 

storyteller, learning about the cultural contexts for storyteliing, and introducing pertinent 

issues of concern to the EIders. During this four year period, my methodology changed 

from criticai ethnography to that of story research with Elders. 

Seeking Their Permission And Guidance 

The Coqualeetza Cultural Centre located at Sardis, British Columbia provides culturally 

oriented services and programs to the Sto:lo, other First Nations people, and to non- 

Natives, particularIy, teachers. The centre began in 1973. a tirne when First Nations 

peoples across Canada were involved in a cultural resurgence movement. This cultural 

movement was one response to a renewed threat of assimilation of First Nations peopfes 

based on a proposed federal government policy, the White Paper, which intended to 

obliterate any rights that Indian people had (Battiste, 1995). In 1974,I was teaching in the 

Chilliwack School District. Previously, I had been away fiom home for six years, going 

to university then teaching for two years in North Vancouver. At home, in Chilliwack, I 

participated in the Halq'emeylem language classes and cultural prograrns such as cedar 



root basket making and hide ranning. 1 enjo yed these activities because I got to know the 

Elders and other cornrnunity people who were teaching and taking the courses, and 

learned more about the Sto:lo temtory and cultural ways. 

The Elders' Group actually began in 1970. They would meet at each other's homes to 

document and tape-record the Halq'emeylem language and their cultural knowledge, 

through storytelling and talk. As the group expanded, they changed their meeting place to 

the Coqualeetza CuituraI Centre, to what the Sto:lo people cal1 the "Big House," a large 

heritage-like home, which was the doctor's residence when the Coquaieetza Complex was 

used as a hospital and tuberculosis sanatorium for First Nations people throughout British 

Columbia.' The first tirne I walked into this Big House 1 wondered what the cioctors' 

lives were like, who lived in this mansion-like atmosphere, while most Native people 

lived in crowded, much smaller, poorly constructed, modest homes. By 1973, the Sto:lo 

people had appropriated this Big House and made it "home" to many who came to l em,  

share knowledge, and fiiendship. Some of the Elders cooked food for lunch; then after 

lunch they sat and talked about the cultural ways, recorded the language, and gave advice 

to the staffabout programs. Usually there were at least 30. There was always lots of 

teasing, Iaughter, and serious talk in both English and Halq'emeylem. From 1975- l985,I 

either worked at Coquaieetza or participated in various courses and cornmittee work. My 

CoquaIeetza was a residential school For F k t  Nations children fiom 1886-1895 (Edrnesron. 1956). It was 
first operated by Methodist Missionaries then nin by the Protestant Church. Coqualeetza became a hospital 
afier the residential schooi closed. 



most mernorable leaming experiences are from the times 1 spent with the Elders and other 

Sto:lo people, through the Coquaieetza Cuitural Centre activities. 

In 1985 1 rnoved away from home, and back to Vancouver to work as Supervisor of the 

Native Indian Teacher Education Program at UBC. Since moving away, 1 have continued 

to assist the Coqualeetza staff with the Sto:lo Site1 work when requested and occasionally 

visit the Elders' Group. Since the Elders' group started, many have "passed on to the 

Spirit World," leaving a small core of about 15-20 who are either fluent Halq'emeylem 

speakers or knowledgeable about cultural traditions. The Elders' meetings are mainly 

conducted in English which shows that the Haiq'erneylem Ianguage has lost its fünctional 

use amongst o w  people? Some new Elders have joioed the group. They have either 

moved back to Sto:lo country, or have been asked to join the group, or have volunteered 

themselves. Fortunately, I still know many of the current members of the Elders' Group. 

On November 19, 1992,I met with the Elders' Council, to ask for their approvai and 

assistance with my thesis work. ApproximateIy seven Elders are appointed to the Elders' 

Council, to represent the Coqualeetza Elders. They make decisions, develop policies, and 

provide guidance to the offices of the Sto:lo Nation. Council decisions and business 

matters are always discussed at the weekIy meetings of al1 Elders. 1 felt this approval 

process was important because 1 am part of the Elders' family, and have a responsibility 

to them to respect their role and authority as teachers. It is respect and caring that guides 

' Coqualeetza offers Halq'erneylem language classes to two band schools and one pre-school in the Sto:lo 
Nation. There are language programs being offered to the adult population and various forms o f  
immersion language training for some to first become Ruent language speakers, then teachers o f  the 
Halq'emeylem Ianguage. 



my feelings and actions, not an obligatory sense of duty. The Elders said they were glad 

to see me, and noted that 1 had been away for a long t h e  (fieldnote, Nov. 19, 1992). The 

family-like relationship 1 feel toward the Elders was affumed when at one of the larger 

meetings, where al1 Elders and interested persons gather, one Elder said that 1 was "the 

Elders' granddaughter" (fieldnote, January 18, 1995). 

On November 19th, we met at the Big House, sat around a few tables, were served tea 

and coffee by the Sto:Io Site1 staff, and taiked while waiting to begin the meeting. After 

the prayer, 1 told them the purpose of my research and 1 asked them to be my guides. 

They were very encounging, readily agreed to help me, and said they were glad to see 

me doing this type of work. My field jourrial notes: 

1 recall the good warm feelings of being loved and respected by the Elders' 
Council that day. Coming home. 

They liked my work and said it was important to do; so many Elders have 
left us. We talked about the importance of stories for teaching and how 
they help us to Iive nght-to be good human beings. Such a relief not to 
be doing this important work alone; but to have guides (Nov. 23, 1992).~ 

During the session we reminisced about some of the mernorable storytellers. Of the 

people they talked about, it seemed clear that good storytellers had two definite 

qualifications: people can listen to thern for a long, long time, without getting bored and 

their stories are rernembered. The Council members with the assistance of the 

Coqualeetza Cultural Centre staagreed to meet with me on a regular basis and also 

3 1 realize that there are times that 1 am doing much of this thesis work alone, especially when putting 
thoughts into text, but at the moment of writing the journal entry, i did not feel alone. It's not only 
having the Elders' Council to guide me, but having the teachings and stories of al1 the Sto:lo Elders 
whom 1 learned from that gives me comfort and keeps me Company at those moments when 1 may feel 
alone. 



agreed to ask certain people to join us. They wanted each meeting tape-recorded so that 

their knowledge embedded in their words would "never be lost." This group is now 

accustomed to tape-recording what they Say in group gatherings, and put trust in the 

technotogy to work. 1 discussed the possibility of publishing this work, and using 

royalties for whatever purpose they chose. They suggested either an Elders' h d  or a 

student scholarship fund. We did not spend too much tirne on this topic and there was not 

much discussion on it. Upon reflection, as 1 now write, 1 feel 1 have gotten this anxious 

feeling out of my system and no longer feel a need to discuss it with others. But 1 hope to 

aiways have this kind of sensitivity in my consciousness when I do cultural publishing 

work. 1 always want to question my motives and ensure that they are guided by 

compassion for others, with a humble, deep feeling of respect for cultural 'traditions, and 

not driven by notions of setf-aggrandizement. 

ho ther  question 1 asked was about protocol: how do 1 approach people with whom 1 

would like to tdk? Their reply: "go ask them." They Say that being Elders, they have time 

to do this kind of work and they are waiting to be asked. They suggested that one of them 

couid go with me to see people whom 1 did not know, to help. Their response seems so 

simple, yet for any researcher, me included, to get this kind of cooperation and support. is 

not an easy matter. 1 have established a strong familial bond with the EIders over many 

years and also have the support of the Coqualeetza staff who liaise with the Elders and 

who heip with the research process by arranging Elders' transportation to the meetings, 

providing the meeting space and food, and are research participants. The scope of my 



research would have been hindered had 1 not had the assistance of Coqualeetza staff and 

the personal history with the Elders. 

Talking Around The Circle 

1 had four other follow-up meetings with 7- 15 people at each session; about one-third of 

the group are men, which is representative of the gender mix of the larger Elder's Group. 

Those who attended the meetings included: Mary Lou Andrew, Pat Campo, Wilfied 

Charlie, Amelia Douglas, Jim Fraser, Frank Gardner, Roseline George, Tillie Guiterrez 

AM Lindley, Frank Mailoway, Elizabeth Phillips, Roy Point, and Mary Uslick. 

Sometimes younger Sto:lo comrnunity members attended the sessions. The Sto: Io Sitel 

staff look &er the logisticai arrangements as previously described. We usudly begin the 

meetings at 10:OO a.m., talk until 12:OO noon, and continue during lunch. The Elders are 

brought home by 1:30 p.m. Our meetings are held either in the Big House or what used to 

be called the Nurses' Residence. It now houses the Sto:lo Nation education offices. The 

following fieldnote describes the physical context of the Nurses' Residence meeting 

place: 

I'm back at this two storey brick building on the Coqualeetza Cornplex. 
Coqualeetza's history: a traditional gathering place where tribes met and 
women washed clothes and blankets in the nearby stream. (Part of the 
meaning of Coqualeetza is a gathering place, a cleansing place. This is still 
a gathering place where the people talk and do cleansing metaphorically). 
It was a residential school, then a hospital, an army residence, and now a 
cultural centre and houses various Sto:lo Nation offices. 

We're meeting in what is now called the Board room. Over the years, the 
Elders' meetings have been held in this room. Sometimes the meetings 
were shifted to different buildings, but they eventually come back here. 
There used to be couches is this room; now there are only tables and 
chairs. There used to be an atrnosphere of some informality and comfort; 



now it seems format and colder. We rearrange a few tables and chairs into 
a smaller rectangular space. During the session, many of the speakers refer 
to us as being in 'this circIe here.' Even though we are not physically in a 
circle, the teachings and feelings make us talk like we are (Dec. 6, 1992). 

The reference to being in a circte symbolizes the atmosphere of respect people have for 

each other and for the purpose of the work that they do when they corne together as an 

Elder's group. Everyone in the circle is treated equally. Not everyone agrees with each 

other, but everyone agrees that anyone who wants to speak is given that opportunity. A 

speaker taiks without verbal interruption until shehe is fuiished. Each person who sits 

with the EIders. in this circte of Learning assumes a responsibility to either listen, to share, 

to teach, or to leam. During o u .  sessions, the Elders and other participants answer my 

questions with personal experience stories and they tell traditional stories as well. They 

often take turns responding when 1 ask a question and ensure that everyone gets a chance 

to speak. If a person does not choose to speak, then herlhis decision is respected. They 

respond to each other by asking questions, or by teasing each other: once in a while there 

are tense moments when someone t a k  too much or not loud enough to be heard. 

Whenever someone tdks too long, others either give that person a stem "look," or they 

avoid eye contact with herhim. If someone does not talk loud enough they ask her/hirn to 

speak up. The people who are here have sat with each other through countless hours of 

meetings, so they know each other well. They are like an extended farnily. They show 

agreement by saying "yes, that's true, what .,... says, 1 remember" and they continue with 

a supporting type of story. They also prod each other to speak more at times. When they 

disagree, they do not openly voice it, but show difference through introducing a different 

type of story, or saying "Well in my family, this is what 1 heard." When someone feels 



they are getting "off topic" they Say sornething like: "But that's beside the point; right 

now we're trying to help JO-am." 

An analysis of the information s h e d  during the Elders' meetings will be presented in 

more detail after each session is highiighted here. The first session focused on the training 

of speakers, criteria for determining a good stocyteller, and issues of respect or lack of 

respecthl practices towards either the speaker or cultural context for the oral traditions. 

The second meeting began with my questions about storytelling for children: When were 

children told stones? What kind of stories? How did one know when to tell a particular 

kind of story? Each person began to tell their personal experiences. But one man's life 

experience story emphasized the Spiritual-Sacred which he said he normally does not talk 

about. One of the Sto:lo culturai rules regarding Spirituai-Sacred experiences iç not to 

talk about thern.' When he was talking 1 did not write anything down, but the tape- 

recorder was on. Others began to tell similar kinds of stories. As they finished their story. 

each one said with strong conviction, "It is me!" Merwards, I wondered why they told 

such Stones when they should not have. When 1 got home 1 checked the cassette tape and 

found that the discussion was not recorded. 1 ponder the meaning of this apparent 

coincidence. At the beginning of the third session, I feit embarrassed telling the group 

that the tape recorder did not work. 1 mentioned that perhaps we were not supposed to 

have the talk taped because of what was said about the Spirituai. We got into a discussion 

' One may ask "why"? Our people would consider this a rude question. There are some forms of cultural 
knowIedge that can not be explained. One has to experience the Spintual-Sacred, to understand its 
significance and appreciate its power. Some believe talking about such sacred matters lessens the respect 
one has toward them, and lessens their power as a resuk 



about the dilemma of fotlowing a cultural d e  which could result in important knowledge 

becoming extinct because it is not passed onto sorneone else. We talked about possible 

ways to teach the young children and as imporiantly the parent generation, the traditional 

stories. Implied here is the ability to understand the "teachings" (values, beliefs, Iessons, 

symbolism) of the stones. At the end of this meeting, the Elders said that they did not 

have any more to say about storytelling. 1 made a cornmitment to take what they had said, 

speak to others, write d o m  what 1 had leamed, and corne back to share this leaming with 

them. 

Two years later, 1 came back with a chapter ciraft to veriS, with the Elders' Council. We 

started to meet again in Decernber, 1995. The verification process continued until 

December, 1996 (see Appendix C). 1 met with individuals, gave copies of chapter drafts 

to Coqualeetza staff, and met with the Elders' Council. Two new female council 

members joined in the taiks.1 also interviewed two Coqualeetza staff mernbers, Shirley 

Leon, the manager, and Peter Lindley, curriculum coordinator. The quotes used from the 

1992/94 sessions were approved by the appropriate individuals. In the venfication 

process, I started with a question I asked in the fim session: What makes a good 

storyteller? 

What Makes A Good StoryteIIer? 

Two mernorable storytellers, Dolly Felix and Ed Leon, who have gone to the Spirit 

World, were talked about when 1 asked who werelare good storytellers and what made 

them good. As they were identified, I could visualize both, telling their stones at the 



various gatherings, alrnost 15 years ago. Each had a way of bringing out the humour in 

the story, and each had an anirnated rnanner: Ed with actions, Dolly with the use of her 

voice. She was blind and used a wheelchair. The gified storytellers took on the persona of 

the characters in their stories. 

... the greatest storyteller was Ed Leon. He could make any littie story 
funny. Just the way he tells it, the expressions he uses, the actions. It 
wasn't just using your mouth, it was using your hands, using your body, to 
get the story out. Ed was the greatest storyteller 1 know (Frank Mailoway, 
Decemkr 3, 1992 transcript). 

Shirley Leon, tells a storytelling incident where Dolly Felix captured the attention of 75 

kindergarten children: 

[At] one of the first Chehalis Pioneer Day sessions that we participated in, 
Dolly was going to do the storytelling, and somehow the scheduling got 
mixed up and we ended up with 75 kindergarten chiidren. We were 
wondering, 'how are we going to pull this off?' There's no way we could 
get 75 kids to sit still for a story with DoIly because sbe really elaborates. 
But 1 guess ... she just had that knack. 1 think a storyteller's effective if you 
beIieve in what you're saying. When she was telling the Th 'oxwiya Story, 
it just becarne a part of her .... There wasn't a pin that couId have dropped, 
unheard, in that hall during the storytelling because she got totally 
involved with the story. And for years after, the teachers commented, what 
a miracle that was that she was able to capture their attention. 1 just think 
when people are gifted with storytelling, the stories become so much a part 
of their character and that's what really captures peoples' attention 
(Decernber 5, 1995 transcript). 

They are gone, but their stories and story spirit live on in the mernories of people who 

saw and heard them. Sorne of their stories live (but not as strongly) on the printed pages 

of storybooks and on cassette tapes. What is rnissing is the interaction with the storyteller 



who could embed the story into one's memory. Fortunately we have some Elders who are 

trying to keep storytelling alive today.' 

Becoming Stotytellers: The Role Of Mentors And Teachers 

Two Coqualeetza Elders, Tillie Guiterrez and Am Lindley, are storytellers cailed upon to 

tell stories in classrooms and they aiso tell stories at meetings and cultural gatherings. 

Both had mentors, who were their relatives, tell them stories when they were young 

children. Tillie's grandfather and someone else's grandfather brought her to a piace with 

special "rocks" and began to teach her stories about place names and Spiritual matters. 

When Tillie talks about what is important to her as a storytelIer the influence of her 

Spiritual teachings stand out: "1 start with the stones from way back. 1 always start when 

Xa:ls came6. 1 never actually stand up there by myself. 1 have to have hirn with me in 

order to be able to stand in front of people" (December 3, 1992, transcript). A m ' s  aunt 

told her stories when she was a child, told often before meal times "when there was time 

to kill" (January 14, 1993 fieldnote). From the accounts of Simon Baker, Vincent 

Stogan. and the Coqualeetza Elders. it seems that Elders who now are the experts of the 

oral traditions, had teachers, often their relatives who told them stories and prepared 

them, in their childhood, to become storytellers and speechrnakers. However, they did not 

assume these roles until later in life. Their %airing" began as a child and during their 

earlylmiddle adult years, they continued to work, mise children, be a marriage partner and 

5 In Sto:lo country, if a storyteller is asked for, then specific Elders are recommended. There are very few 
Sto:lo storytellen who are not Elders. Many people of al1 ages tell stories, but there is a distinction 
between someone who tells/knows stories and one who others consider a "storyteller." 

Xa:Is is the Sto:lo Transformer who, in our stories, changed people to things in the environment (i-e. 
rocks). Xa:ls is given much respect. The Halq'erneylern word Xa:ls signifies Spintual power and respect. 



community worker. Often, the time to engage ia the oral traditions was limited because of 

these factors. In their later adult years, the responsibility of teaching the cultural ways 

through the oral traditions became theirs. Some like Simon Baker and Vincent and Edna 

Stogan, realized that their Elders were passing away and that they were going to be the 

next EIders, so they assurned that role. Others were suddenly pushed into the role, like 

Ann LindIey who told of her realization of her storytelling "gift" and purpose in life: 

Each one of us was put here for something. Wilfied Charlie who was 
coordinating the Elders' group asked her and the late Jean Silver if they 
wanted to take a drive on this nice sunny day. They ended up in the 
Langley area. Wilfied told them that a 'white lady' was wanting them to 
te11 stones in the school. He said that he would sit with them. So they were 
'put on the spot.' It was at that point that Anne started to tell stories ~ 4 t h  
Jean. She said that she didn't know that she had these stories in her 
memory until that time: stories told to her by her aunt. During her adult 
years she was too busy raising children and did not rernember the stories. 
So that was how her purpose and gifl came to her (fieidnotes January 14, 
1993 and January 8, 1996)' 

Wilfred Charlie, who worked as the Elders' Coordinator, reinforces the responsibility of 

teaching the oral tradition and culture to young children. He also uses his own personal 

life experience to show that he had to leam how to work with and talk with Elders, in his 

later adult years. Many Sto:lo people have not had the opportunity to learn directiy fiom 

Elders because the traditional inter-generationai learning process was severed for many 

years when institutional schooling, the residential school era, was forced upon First 

Nations. It is my generation that have lost many of the cultural ways and we need to work 

vigilantly to regain them. My child's generation at least has more cunicula and cultural 

' Ann felt more comfortable not having the tape-recorder on during our talks. She told me that 1 couid use 
my rnernory and that she would tell me this story again if 1 did not get it all. 
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educational programs because of the efforts of these Elders about whom 1 write. Some of 

these Elders are gaining their rightful pIace as cuitural teachers as they tell stories to 

children in band and public schools and continue to teach those who ask: 

We were talking about the speake rs...y ou got to teach them when they're 
young, explain your subject or story or whatever you're going to tallc 
about. Skulkale [my reserve], got a little gant for culture [in 19691 1 had 
to l e m  how to speak to the Elders, to learn how to get back some of our 
culture. 

Then the Centre come in: Coqualeetza. 1 got involved. 1 was one of the 
first to be involved with the Elders .... Many tapes of the old people, that 
never went to school [were recorded with them speaking Haiq'emeylem 
and telling stories] ... culture wasn't lost. That's where we got a lot of our 
information from them ....p eople like Mary Peters, she knew everything. 

1 am still learning how to speak to the Elders. Ail them years, .... 1 had to 
get out and learn. It's not an easy job. You have to know how to get up and 
speak to people. They only speak on one subject .... that's a very important 
thing in the Sto:lo, we need public speakers, we are short of speakers. 
That's a little about my background. 1 try to teach my own children ...y ou 
have to keep a€ter them .... I'm 76 and I've been studying since 1964, that's 
where rny strength cornes from .... Your turn Frank. 

(the group teases one another and laughs)' 

Some of the inter-generational responsibility of teaching culturd knowledge has been re- 

gained, by Elders teaching young people, the oral tradition. Each one has a different 

approach, but the important point is that they had a teacher, who taught them. Perhaps 

more individual mentoring and teaching is needed to ''train" more people to become 

storytellers: 

* During the meetings, there was much laughter. This footnote is inserted to acknowledge that humour 
through teasing, joking, and telling fumy stories is a very important cuItural interaction. Humour 
indicates that the group is comfortable with and open to each other, and the researcher. if humour was 
absent from a research session, then 1 would question the validity of the "data" because the EIders may 
not have felt comfortable with the researcher and therefore did not give suficient or adequate 
information. 



... so with this little bit of knowledge that we have, Like Frank is trying to 
hand it down to the young ones in the Longhouse. Wilfi.ed's trying to hand 
his down, this is good. 1 like to tell stories because there's morals in those 
stories that give me help. Even if you don't know it all, you d l 1  tell it 
because of the moral. The skunk story that 1 t e l  has mords in it. That was 
told to me over and over, night d e r  night, you know, it was told to me so 
many tirnes it just stuck in there, 1 never had to write it down. The morals 
of that story are not to brag, or show off (TilIie Guiterrez, Decernber 3, 
1992, transcript). 

Not everyone who knows stories and knows the process for the ord traditions, become 

storytellers. However, those who have been given the "gifi" for the oral traditions, were 

mentored or taught by sorneone to Mfill tfiis role. It is critical that Sto:lo Elders continue 

to mentor and teach some of the younger generation storytelling techniques/skills. 

Training For 0rato$ 
The responses to the question of how one becomes a good storyteller, besides the 

individual mentoring process, focused on some basic oratory skills and training, such as 

speaking in a loud but not forceful voice, standing up when speaking, and stopping if 

needless repetition occurs. These skills were developed at the same time one was leaming 

about the substantive content of stories and speeches. The voice training of Longhouse 

speakers usually occurred in nature, not in the Longhouse, as Frank Malloway recounts: 

One of the things about voice training 1 was told, the old people used to 
take the young men [who were to be the Spokesrnen] down to small 
creeks, you know. The teacher would go on one side and the one in 
training on the other side and sit and talk to them. And you'd have to talk 
loud enough for him to hear then they'd go to a bigger river. 'You talk to 
me, dont you scream at me, talk to me.' That's how they did the training, 
you had to speak loud enough so that the old man could hear him. It was 
sort of a gradua1 thing. That was one of the ways that they used to train 
people (December 3, 1992, transcript). 

' The ineaning of oratory in this section rafers to the art of public speaking. 



At one time, people lived in the Longhouses, so it would not have been an appropriate 

place for this type of learning. The ~ ~ o k e s r n a n ' ~  was taught the stories, culturai 

principles, and practices because he had to know al1 these to carry out his job. Because 

the significant events went on for hours, sometimes days. the Spokesman's voice had to 

Iast, even though there were more than one Spokesman. The late Chief Richard 

Malloway, a respected leader and speaker, warned his son Frank, about the needless use 

of repetition during one's talk: 

When I first started speaking at functions, my father used to coach me. He 
used to always Say:' When you find yourself repeating things, you know, 
it's time to sit dom. You don't tell the same thing over and over. People 
wili get tired of Iistening to you and they'll tum you off. They'I1 start 
talking to somebody else.' So he says 'as soon as you catch yourself 
repeating words or phrases, it's time to sit dom '  (ibid)." 

Frank mentions how his father, his oratory teacher, also challenged hirn through 

cornpetitive means to becorne a good speaker. This exarnple shows how the teacher 

chalIenged the Iearner in a positive way: 

One of the ways my father taught me to be a good speaker, an interesting 
speaker, used to challenge me. You know, we were called to witness at a 
funetal dinner. He'd tell me 'you go first' make me speak first then I'd get 
up there and talk, walking back to my seat '1 can do better than that' he 
says (laughs) He'd get up and make a better speech than me. 1 used to 
expect this. Next time, he says go up, I'd try and make a better speech, 
short and sweet, 'oh, 1 can beat that' he says. Everytime he'd get me to 
speak first. He was always there to challenge, 'to do better than your dad. 

10 The tradition of men fdfilling che role of Spokesman is still practiced in Longhouse gatherings and at 
funenls. Women ais0 have their particular roles in these cultural gatherings and they will either get up to 
speak. or they are asked to speak. Al1 roles are respected. 

I I  1 have said that people were taught to respect the speakers by listening and not talking to others when 
someone was speaking. Richard Malloway's example of people taking to others, may seem Iike a sign 
of disrespect, and maybe it was, but the important point hem is, this was their way of giving a message to 
the speaker that they had heard, had gotten the speaker's message, and did not need to keep hearing the 
same words during the speaker's ta&. 



Speak better than your dad.' But he was hard to beat .... That was one of his 
ways to teach me to speak better, to make more interesting speeches (ibid). 

It must be remembered that these basic skills and stories were learned without the use of 

literacy; therefore, one's memory skills became highly developed. Roy Point puts it this 

way : "[qhey had mernories, miles and miles long with their stories" (December 6, 1995, 

transcript). Hearing stories over and over again was part of the storyteller's training, 

which began in their childhood, and which happened in contexts where telling stones 

seemed a naturai part of daily life. This type of story repetition is not the needless 

repetition mentioned earlier. 

StoryteIling Contexts: The Longhouse, Land, and Home 

Speaking In The Longhouse: "the old school, the old teaching place of the people" 

Frank Malloway is an Elder Spokesman called upon to speak at traditional gatherings. 

His job is to speak for the family hosting the event, talk about traditions, family history, 

and rules, and ensure that the event's activities are carried out in an organized manner. 

The oral traditions are the predominant means of communication for al1 activities that 

take place in the Sto:lo Longhouse and time is not a driving force: "there is no tirne set on 

anything that's taking place" (Frank Malloway, December 3, 1992 transcript). Literacy 

has no place here. Our Longhouses are sometirnes called Smokehouses. They are huge 

cedar pl& buildings, the largest in the Sto:lo Nation can seat 500. There are currentiy 

six Longhouses in the Sto:Io Nation. Winter Spiritual dancing is practiced by many, in 

the Smokehouses fiom November until MarchlApril. People come to these gatherings 

during the weekday evenings and weekends. Because this is a Sacred-Spiritual practice, 1 



cannot elaborate upon it. 1 chose to provide some introductory background to one of the 

Longhouse cultural lifestyles because it was mentioned during the meetings and it is an 

important context for the oral traditions. The nurnbers of people who engage in the winter 

traditions are not known, but the numbers of young adults has increased. Other cultural 

gathenngs and meetings are held in some of the Longhouses during the months that Spirit 

Dancing is not practiced. Coqualeetza has built a smaller version of a Longhouse which is 

used only for cultural education programs. 

The Sto:lo Longhouse is associated with a strong Spiritual practice that encompasses 

teachings about respect for al1 beings and living a healthy life-style. There are strict 

cultural protocols and rules about behaviour, whether one is a guest, a hosting 

farnily/community, or a speaker.I2. Frank shares his concern about people who have not 

been taught cultural protocol or the cultural rules for types of taiks and notes his teaching 

responsibility to them. Particular types of speeches and stories have an appropriate 

structure to follow in the Longhouse. 

One of the things that a lot of our people are doing [wronglin the 
Longhouse, you're cailed to witness certain work, and when you get up to 
talk, you only talk about what you're about to witness. You don't go and 
talk about something else .... That's what a lot of our young people are 
doing. One of these days 1 have to take them aside and talle to them. You 
don't talk about your achievernents in life [when you are] called to witness 
a little job. That's really disrespectful. It's like saying well your work is not 
that important. My past life is more important, 1'11 tell about it: It's a sign 
of disrespect. But they haven't been taught (December 3, 1992 tmnscnpt). 

'' I use the word 'speaker' here to mean someone who is oEcial1y asked to wimess some aspect o f  the 
cultural work. A witness, speaks, and may tell famiIy/geographical history through story, or talk of 
cultural teachings. 



One is expected to listen patiently and "pay attention" to al1 that is happening "on the 

floor." Waiking across the floor when someone is speaking or when there is "work" 

happening, is a sign of disrespect. Shirley Leon reinforces the notion that those taught the 

Longhouse traditional values behave respectfûlly toward others, and attributes the 

negative influence of mainstrearn education to those who act disrespectfuily: 

How are you going to explain the différence in training, how you respect 
people, that's what it boils d o m  to, you know, the storyteller and listener. 
1 always use the analogy if you look at the Smokehouse people, you go 
into the Longhouses, the environment there, the way they talk to each 
other. greet each other, it is so different then if you go to an education 
meeting or band or tribal meeting. Look at the environment, how different 
it is, just those two places .... Scholars will cal1 that different domains. But 
those people that got training in the Longhouse, when they corne here, you 
notice, I'm sure the Elders notice, soon as they walk in they dont wait to 
be told to help clean or serve the Elders. They'll notice some Elders might 
have tea. They notice they might need help. They just pitch in and start 
helping. They dont have to be told. Oid Choppy used to always comment 
on that at the Elders' meeting with visitors, he'd Say 'you can sure tell they 
got good teachings.' They'd sit and listen, they'd pitch in and help. They 
don't get up and walk out when someone is talking. Don? matter if it's not 
important to them. They're showing respect. It's hard to explain the 
difference. It's just like some people when they get an education they think 
they're God, you know, just because they have an education, they have no 
patience with anybody .... So different backgrounds (December 3, 1992). 

The Longhouse is a natural cultural context for carrying on the oral traditions. Many 

Sto:lo do not engage in the winter ceremonial lifestyle and may not have the same 

opportunity to leam the traditional values and teachings that Frank and Shirley have 

mentioned which are an important requirement for leaming how to listen to stories and 

make meaning fiom them. Perhaps the Longhouse will one day be considered as a place 

of cultural learning where educational prograrns and storyteiling sessions could be held 

during the spring and sumrner months, which is not contrary to traditional ways. During 



the verification sessions some of the Coqualeetza Elders referred to the Longhouse as 

"the old school; the old teaching place of the people." Another natural context for 

learning stories is the land. 

Telling Stones About and On the ~ n n d ' ~  

Some of the storytelling training was done on the land. The importance of learning stories 

From the grandparents about the land, while being on the land was reinforced. Mary Lou 

h d r e w  remembered hearing stories when doing chores and walking fiom place to place: 

"Stones were told when children were behg taught how to sew, how to do laundry .... in 

my childhood, my grandrnother, my grandfather, always had stories ...[ when] walking 

through the fields or if you went to gather fniit or food, or if you were just going fiom 

point a to point b, there was a story to be told about the area [its placename] or [a 

historical story ofJ what happened at that place." She also points out that learning through 

stories had an inter-related aspect: "Sornetimes it took a long tirne to get there. You got 

no& only history about the place, the land; you were taught [other] lessons .... You got 

social studies ... sometimes even science was thrown in, when you had to deal with herbs 

and medicines. You learned the importance of why you do something; like why you 

walked on a certain part of the pathway, so that you didn't destroy certain plants." 

(December 6, 1995, transcript and October 8, 1996 verification session). Aiong with the 

stories, the Elders gave important teachings, such as the protection of plants, through 

their tdks with the child. Place name stories have not only meanings associated with 

them, but practices and values such as the Spiritual connection with one mountain Mary 

" ï h e  term "land" includes the earth and its relations: the water. and resources of the land. 



Uslick describes. The inter-generationai responsibility of passing on this type of culturai 

knowIedge is advocated because 1 think that the searnless comection between Iand and 

people is still a cnticd teaching that Elders want continued: 

When our ancestors talk about our mountains, our rivers, our mes, and our 
laices, they got narnes for al1 these places .... The names of the mountains 
and everything kvas given by our Ancestor because it had a meaning, when 
it [the name] was given, and it should be respected .... That's how they 
teach the children about it. First of ail, they must know the name of that 
mauntain, why the old people cd1 it that. Like Tarnahi. We give our 
offering, we face it, that's where the sun cornes out. These children have to 
l e m  to respect these [teachings] and then they will teach their children 
our stories. They will know the narnes of our mountains, the 
rivers .... Those are the kind of stories that the old people tell so the 
children ... will remernber these things, what's going to be their m a  when 
they grow up (Mary Uslick. December 6. 1995, transcript). 

In these contexts, storytelling was not a public event, but one that was more 

individualized and which emphasized connections and responsibilities to the land. Again, 

values and respectful practices were intertwined with the place name stones. Another 

informa1 approach to storytelling occuned in the home. 

Telling Stories In The Home: "[The Elders] started [children] very young towards 
respect ...[ with] the stories of the animals" 

Some of the Elders recall hearing stories fiom their grandparents before going to sleep at 

night. It seems that grandparents aiso had the responsibility to teach young children 

proper behaviour. Roy Point recalls: 

The way our people were taught ... went by our old people ....[ A]t bedtime, 
when the little ones were ready to go to sleep, they had a story for 
everything that had to be taught to that young one. Usually [the story] 
came out when sornething that little one done, that needed to be 
taught ... for instance, a little boy went into stealing ... then my 
grandfather ... wodd have a story for that ....m he parents never had too 



much [to do] with the teachings, they had 10.. .provide the food. The 
grandparents provide the teachings (December 6, 1995, transcript). 

It seems that the grandparents never explicitly linked the story with the name of the 

grandchild the story was directed to, but, hdshe knew. It was not a short story episode in 

the evenings, as  Roy recalls, the stories were told "for a couple to three hours" (ibid) so 

children became accustomed to listening to stones for a long time. He also mentions that 

the grandparents "had mernories, miles and miles long with their stories" (ibid). These 

night time stoties were about animais, and the lessons not only related to behaviour but 

taught children the close relationship Sto:lo people had to animais as implied by Mary 

Uslick's statement: "...['The Elders] started [children] very young towards respect,. .. [with] 

the stories of the animals, they understand ... what they are to us people" (December 6. 

1995, transcript). 

Language issues surfaced when Jirn Fraser said that he could not speak much 

Halq'emeylem, only "easy words" (October 9, 1996 transcript). His grandfather used to 

tell nighttime stories in Haiq'emeylem, and his sister Agnes, would translate the stones 

into English for Jim. Hearing the story in two different hguages  was confushg at first. 

But he remembers that the "bad stories" were about Coyote, which fits the Trickster's 

way of teaching better behaviour and esteemed values. Jim said the radio "knocked 

stories from the Elden" (ibid) which meant that radio as new technology at that time was 

another contributing factor for stopping the practice of storytelling and using the 

Halq'emeylem language in the home. 



During the October 9, 1996 verification session the Elders' Council Wced more about the 

differences between the Halq'emeylern language and English. They said the stories lost 

their humour and some of their meaning during the translation process. What was fUnny 

in Hdq'emeylem wasn't funny in English. There are words or concepts in Halq'emeylem 

that can't be described with English words. Since 1 am not a Halq'emey lem speaker, 1 

accept what the EIders Say: "It's not fiinny anymore" (ibid). But the Elders and others 

have continued to tell stories in the English language as that is the predominant lmguage 

of the Sto:io people today. Trying to maintain the humour, integrity, and power of the 

story in the Engiish langurtge and in contemporary leamhg contexts becornes even more 

dificult, but not impossible. Learning to listen in a traditional story-way may help with 

establishing an appreciation of the English told Sto:lo stories. 

Story-listening: "We have three ears to listen wiih, two on the 
sides of our head, and one in our heart" 

Many of the Elders kept saying that it was and is important to learn how to listen. 

Roseline George said one had to "listen, watch, and not talk while the story is told" 

(December 3, 1992, transcript). Listening involved concomitantly the auditory and visual 

senses, the ernotions, the mind, and patience. I've heard Sto:lo and other First Nations 

storytellers Say that we have "three ears to Iisten nith, two on the sides of our head and 

one in our heart." This kind of listening was necessary for making meaning from the story 

because one was not explicitly told what the story memings were. Shirley Leon said "The 

old way, you had to really think, ...y ou had to figure it out, they wouldn't give you the 



answer, you had to figure it out." Ann Lindley, responds to Shirley: "Therefore, you had 

to Iisten, otherwise you'd miss it" (December 6, 1995, transcript). 

Many First Nations gatherings open with a prayer, song, or ceremony like burning 

sweetgrass or sage to symbolize cleansing the mind/body/spirit to get ready to listen in 

the mariner described above. Centering, quieting oneself, is one way to get ready to story- 

Iisten. When people have a hand d m  they wili beat it d e r  some of the speaker's words 

to show their appreciation of the thought and some wilt say "Ho!" which rneans that they 

are listening. 1 think these are examples of how one can take care of and show respect 

toward the speaker. The speakerlstoryteller appreciates these signals of listening. 

Reciprocally, the storyteller can take care of others by selecting an appropriate story to 

tell. Sometimes, one's intuitive power helps with the selection. 

"Reading The Situation ": Story lntuitiveness 

In Chapter Four I recounted my experience of becorning a storyteller and letting a story- 

intuitive approach guide the selection of story to be told. Peter Lindley, Am's son, said 

that his mother does something sirnilar: "[ahat's one thing ... she [Ann] always says, 

'Don't ever tell me what story I'm going to tell them. ['Il know when 1 get there. 1 read 

them [the students]. 1 read that teacher" (December 5, 1995, transcnpt). Am's "reading" 

of the participants and the storyteller's intuitive process corne fiom the interaction of the 

storyteller, story listeners, and the context which brought everyone together. However, it 

is the ultimate responsibility of the storyteller to know which story to tell and to know 

how rnuch to tell or explain about story meaning. Some storytellers Say nothing about 



meaning, while others give an example of a meaning, or a "moral," as some cal1 it. 1 

believe the need to explicate meaning depends upon how good the listeners are at making 

their own understandings from stories and the ability of the storytelling to determine this. 

1 think back to Vincent Stogm's words about the Elder directing one's leamhg by 

knowing how much to teach at each leaming session. Peter echoes his mother's teaching, 

which she learned fiom another Elder, about the intended effect of this kind of 

incremental teaching approach: " [ A g  dways rememkrs what Joe Lorenzetto told her, 

'Don't tell them everything, give them enough to keep hem curious al1 the the" '  

(December 5, 1995, transcript). This curïosity may make the listener wonder why a 

particular story was told, or something in the story rnay leave the listener in a perplexed 

or unsettied state. The Coyote 's Eyes story seems to end abruptly, without a tidy ending, 

which should make the listener wonder how Coyote will resolve the differences he ended 

up with." The value of respect for a sacred kind of knowledge was broken, so perhaps a 

clue to Coyote's problem is to find out how to respect certain types of knowledge and to 

teachAeam it in a culturally appropriate way. During these sessions. the Elders brought up 

some other issues related to storytelling that need resolution. 

14 Many trickster stories don't ever realiy end (King, 1990). They are like a serial. The important point is 
that the listenertreader continue to engage in and interact with aspects o f  the story. It is the process of 
thinkig about and interacting with the story that is essential, rather than giving an ending. 



Raising Some lssues 

Breaking Cultural Rules: A Dilemma 
The dilernma of practicing a cultural d e  which could result in the loss of important 

cultural knowledge was brought up by Roy Point in relation to not divulging "secret" and 

sacred knowledge: 

Some of the things 1 said weren't supposed to be brought out at dl. The old 
people used to Say 'when you see something like that, (like what 1 told), 
you're not supposed to tell anyone.' How are we going to leam our history, 
now that it's gerting lost, without teiling it? We are taught to not let go any 
of our own teachings and our own ways, rnedicines, our own teachings of 
each tribe, our own secrets. That's the way it was. Now that mowledge] is 
being lost. How to keep it dive is a really big question, because so many 
of our oIder people are gone, just a handfùi of us le fi... 1 don't know how 
we can keep it alive (January 28, 1993, transcript). 

When he speaks of not Ietting go or sharing certain types of knowledge, Roy means that 

one could not teach/learn it without king  given or having the cultural authority to do so, 

and one had to complete rigourous training which was done through individualized 

leming, and by the oral tradition. This type of knowledge had to be respected because it 

had some type of power, such as Spiritual or healing, associated with it. If not used 

properly and wisely, then negative results might result and the power contained in the 

knowledge would not work. Putting any of this knowledge into witten fonn or other 

medium was and stilf is considered an extreme violation of this cultural rule. Today, 

people are asked not to photograph or tape-record the Spiritual cultural activities that take 

place. Roy's concern is an important one that others wrestle with. The oral tradition is 

crucially needed in these circumstances. 



The Sto:lo Nation has a cultural committee whose terms of reference include establishing 

procedures for research and making decisions on matters such as using culturally 

sensitive knoweldge and material artifacts. Each situation is discussed at length and with 

much consultation with those who possess the iype of knowtedge in question. One policy 

or one set of procedures can not be appIied now, because of the complexities regarding 

individual and collective ownership/stewardship. There are also differences among Sto:lo 

communities about cultural beliefs a d  practices. 

Despite these complexities, our Elders need to teach younger Sto:lo people this 

knowledge through the oral tradition to ensure that the knowledge does not die because if 

it does, then a critical part of Sto:lo identity dies with it. Perpetuating cultural knowledge 

and at the sarne time trying to respect this cultural rule will continue to raise concems. 

The question I raised earlier surfaces and perhaps c m  guide others to a critically thought 

out action: How will the culture and the people be hurt by this action? The important 

point is that the Elders, their families, and other Sto:lo people who work in educational 

and cornrnunity development need to discuss this and other issues and corne to their 

decisions and actions: praxis based on reflection, questioning, and action. 

Reclaiming Responsibility 

More Coqualeetza Elders are reclairning their role of teaching and taking on the 

responsibility of giving direction to those who work at Coqualeetza and the Sto:lo 

Nations offices. The teachinglhelping role that Elders had is not forgotten and is being 

perpetuated by people such as Mary Uslick: 



Storytelling, a long tirne ago ... when sornething happened to a family, we 
used to go and Say to the people, go get this Elder. Go get that Elder, [to] 
teach them. Have thern there, it's their guidance. [The Elder] knows what 
to Say to the people .... The way our Ancestors teached us  ... is very 
important to remember. And that's what it [oral tradition] is to&y, to 
share with the people. What 1 know better ... that's what 1 do (December 6, 
1 995, transcript). 

The Elders' talk about the loss of some of the traditions contains sentiments of longing 

for that which has been lost, but it also contains thoughts said with conviction, that they 

cari do sornething about this concem. They are not completely powerless. Pat Campo 

said: "We've allowed it [loss of culturai ways] to happen to us, and it's got to stop, it's 

got to go back to the old ways because the old way was good (December 6, 1995, 

transcrïpt). One example of how the "old way" can continue, and which resonates with 

tradition, is told by Mary Uslick who conducts circie meetings at various communities 

within the Sto:lo Nation. Children and adults attend. She uses stories, songs, and talk in 

the circle. At one of the earlier meetings, Roseline George suggested a solution to Roy 

Point's question of how to keep the oral tradition dive: "We need to practice it 

with ...[ our] little ones to keep it alive" (January 28, 1993, transcript). Mary's use of the 

oral tradition to teach includes not only the young ones, but also the adults, who may 

become the next storytellers. 

During these meetings, it has become evident to me, and 1 think to the group, that we do 

not have too many storytellers left. However, we are fortunate to still have some active 

storytellers who go to the schools to tell stories and who continue to tell stories at cultural 

events. The school as a place for storytellig is not a naturai context, as described earlier 

by the Elders. But it is a place where our children attend. Many of our children do not 

hear Elders telling stories in cultural contexts. The Elders and the Sto:lo educators 



continue to hope that the school can be a place where children c m  hear and l e m  from 

stories; that is why they continue to go there to tell stories when they are asked. One 

suggestion that came up during these meetings is to start training new storytellers to meet 

the increasing demand for storyteling in educational contexts and to ensure a 

continuation of our oral tradition. 

Training New Storytellers 

The process of mentoring and teaching younger family rnembers, the oral traditions, has 

been practiced with our Elders, fiom their Ancestors; now, the Elder generation is 

continuing this teaching tradition. Roy Point's son, Steven, carries on the family's stories 

and takes on the Spokesman's role; Ann Lindley's son, Peter, is learning to tell stories by 

observing his rnother and working on cultural education programs for Coqualeetza; and 

Frank Malloway is mentoring many young people who are part of the Longhouse family. 

The important point is that whoever is leaming the oral tradition has mentors and 

teachers, and a familial relationship is established. The new storytellers are leaming the 

oral tradition within sociaVculturaVeducational situations: learning by doing it. Thcy are 

learning mainly from an oralIy told teaching approach, not From textbooks. 1 do not mean 

to imply that literacy has no place in learning to be a storyteller. Steven Point, Peter 

Lindley, the EIder storytellers, and myself included, may read books to learn what others 

Say about the oral traditions and find stories to use which were put into textual form. 

However, the foundation for leamhg to tell stories must be passed on from personal 

interaction with a storyteller. 1 believe it is the good storyteller who will have the major 

responsibility for keeping stories dive. 



Keeping The Stones Alive 

Shirley and Peter recollect an expenence where the Elders collectively remembered one 

of the stories, The Mischievous Cubs, which was used in the Sto:lo Sitel curriculum. This 

story had not been told for a long t h e ,  but was buried in people's mernories. Bringing 

back stories which have been "put to sleep in people's memories" (as the Elders say), is 

work that is taken senously, takes time, and is not without disagreements: 

... no one had the whole story. Eventually they got the whole story pieced 
together, but it went through a...transition of convincing each other that 
their particuiar part of the memory was valid. It didn't matter, if they 
didn't know al1 of it. Once they put it al1 together it became a whole 
story . ..A was incredible listening to the arguments and [talk about] how 
long it has been handed down. Teresa Michel was the one that started 
it .... It was about a year, illustrating and working on it .... When it was 
finished another piece of [the story] came back at one of our fmt 
gatherings with students. [Teresa] said 'Oh, 1 remember another chapter' 
(December 5,  1 995, transcript). 

Reawakening the memories which hold some of the forgotten stories, and reawakening 

the storytelling ability of the Elden and other Sto:lo people who have grown up with the 

oral traditions are necessary if the stones and the ability to make story-meaning are to 

stay alive, especially in a world dominated by literacy and other forms of media such as 

video/television/cornputer. Even though the latter may allow the use of visual images and 

sounds of the storyteller, the same questions that confiront the relationship between orality 

and literacy apply: How c m  the story be portrayed so that its power to make one think, 

feel, and reflect upon one's actions is not lost? Can the cultural context be sufficiently 

developed so that the listenerhiewer can make story-meaning? 



Roy Point said: "There's a story for every stage of life" (December 6, 1995, transcript). 

We need to get back al1 those stories and leam how to use them in educational and 

comrnunity contexts. The Coqualeetza Cultural Centre and the Elders have concentrated 

on the children's stories, some place m e  stories, and some family history stories". The 

children's stories could be used at any age level, but more attention could be given to 

stories oriented to adults, in particular parents and leaders. The Sto:lo Nation's elected 

leadership and top administrative positions are predominantly held by men. They are 

preparing for self-government and treaty negotiations with the provincial and federai 

governrnents. Many meetings are held and sometimes the Elders get mistrated by the 

actions of some leaders, and sometimes feel that they are not being seriously listened to. 

Peter tells another story about his mother's storytelling approach which forewarns 

listeners of the women's gender power which they have not used yet: 

At one of the Chiefs' meetings we were discussing this mess. ... mom stood 
up and she said 'I'm going to talk to you Iike children because you are 
[children] to me. I'm going to tell you a story that you already know but 1 
want you to listen to it.' She started tellhg the Coqualeetza Story ... but 
then she canied on to that version where ... the people were starving and the 
men went away fishing, and didn't come back. The women and children 
were starving, a little boy came back and showed them that the men did 
find food and îhat they didn't come back to share .... So the women got 
angry and changed them [the men] al1 to birds. When she was telling the 
story she said 'You remember that these are al1 wornen and if you look 
around here, the Elders here, are mostiy dl women and if they did it once, 
they can do it again!' (December 5, 1995, transcript). 

'' The Sto:lo Nation Hentage Trust with Carlson (1997) presents two categones of Sto:lo oral narratives: 
( 1 )  sxwoxwiyarn, which are "rnyth-like stories, set in the distant past." They usually explain how things 
came to be and how to "make things right for the present generation." (2) Sqwelqwel, which are '?rue 
stories or news" and they descnbe "experiences in peoples' lives" (p. 182). During rny discussions with 
the Elders, they did not narne the types of Stones but their stories fit these categones. 



When Ann said that she was going to talk to the Chiefs like children, she meant that she 

was going to tell them a story similar to how she tells stories to children. She "reads" 

them and tells a story that should rnake them think about the implications of their actions. 

A major point here is that Ann showed her respect for the Chiefs by allowing them to 

make their own meaning from the story. The story "prepared them for action" but did not 

prescribe the action. 

As 1 sat with the Elders throughout these meetings, 1 thought "this is what research should 

do: enable people to sit together and talk about the important use of their knowledge for 

education and for living a good life and to think about possibilities for overcoming 

problems experienced in their cornmunities" (fieldnote, Dec. 13. 1995). We realized that 

many of the Sto:lo traditional storytelling practices have been lost; however, some of the 

orai traditions are practiced in contexts like the Longhouse, and sorne of the stories have 

been transformed into educational curricula. We realized that there are a handful of Elder 

storytellers who are teaching with storîes, and teaching some of the younger generation, 

the techniques of the oral traditions. 1 realized that others-parents, cornmunity members, 

tribal counciYcultural workers, educators, and students who could help revitalize the oral 

traditions needed to sit with us in this Elders' circle. Hearing what the Elders said during 

these talks heIped me continue with the pupose that 1 was given by those who spoke to 

me in my dream: to create a way to understand what they said. The Elders' shared stories, 

traditionai knowledge, and guidance prepared me to work with others on a provincial 

First Nations cuniculum that had a story-based component. 



CHAPTER SIX: A CURRICULUM STORY 
With the vision of building bridges between the First Nations and 
Canadian systerns of law, this education program honours orality-a 
traditional approach to education among First Nations of British Columbia 
-and teaches concepts and practices of justice from the perspective of 
First Nations ways of knowing. 

First Nations oral traditions in various forms, including storytelling, will 
guide students as they learn traditional concepts of justice, thereby 
strengthening cuItural relations (Mission Statement, First Nations 
Journeys of Justice Curriculum, 1993, p. 1). 

If Coyote had spent tirne with the Sto:lo and Coast Salish Elders, then he would have 

learned that to see clearly fiom the eye of the oral tradition he needed to understand the 

cultural ways that stories were told and taught to children, that storytellers learned the 

stories not only from master storyteliers but by being closely comected to land, that 

stones c m  become a teacher, and that we can live life through a story. As Coyote 

continues on his joumey, he tries to use his eyes to see how First Nations stories c m  be 

transformed into educationd curriculum for children. A major challenge though, is that 

now one eye is shaped by the Canadian justice system, the courts in particular, and the 

other eye is shaped by the oral traditions of First Nations peoples. The experiences of 

those involved in a similar kind of curriculum are shared for Coyote to ponder and form a 

new curriculum story 

This chapter presents a practicai application of First Nations storywork in a provincial 

elementary level (kindergarten to grade seven) school cuniculurn, First Nations Journeys 

of Justice, which was developed under the auspices of the Law Courts Education Society 



of British Columbia (LCES). Interviews with curriculum staff, fieldnotes, reports. 

minutes of meetings, curriculum documents, and teaching material form the foundation of 

information and analysis for this chapter. This curriculum included other components 

besides First Nations stories; however, for the purposes of this study, only experiences 

related to storywork will be examined. This chapter highlights practices and issues 

stemrning fkom the p ~ c i p l e s  of respect, responsibility, reciprocity, and reverence. The 

next section focuses on the planning and development phases for years one and two. 

Later sections present expenential stories about and ethical p ~ c i p i e s  for working with 

community storytellers, examples of pedagogical principles and practices for First 

Nations stories, and significant issues about using published and archival stories, trying to 

keep the spirit of stories alive. and posing the question: [How] Cm non-Native teachers 

ethically tell First Nations stories?' 

Getting Started: The Cuniculum Planning And Developmen t 
Process Of Years One And Two 

The province-wide mandate of the LCES, a public legal education organization is to: 

... work in partnership with the B.C. court system to provide legal 
education programs, both within the B.C. education system and otherwise. 
Society programs are aimed (1) at providing Bntish Columbians with a 
greater understanding of the structure and operation of the justice system 
in general, and the court system in particular, and (2) at sensitizhg persons 
working within the justice system to the needs and concems of British 
Columbians (Law Courts Education Society, Funding Proposal, 199 1, 
p.2)- 

' The First Narions Journeys of Justice Curricufum was developed primariiy for teachers with no or very 
little knowledge of First Nations stories. Tthe staff preswned most of the teachers wouId be non-First 
Nations. The question "How can non-Native teachers ethically tell First Nations stories?" emerged 
during the storywork phases. The question "Can non-Native teachers ethically tell First Nations stories?' 
is one 1 continue to ponder, as will be shown later in this chapter, 



1 was appointed to the Board of Directors in 1989, as a First Nations representative with 

experience and interest in educational programming. In 1990, a five member First 

Nations Advisory Committee, which I chaired, was established to ensure broader 

representation of First Nations concerns and experiences with the justice system. The 

different views of justice between Abonginai cultures and the Canadian court system are 

like the two different eyes h m  Tayfoya's Coyote 's Eyes stoW2 Associate Chief Judges 

A.C. Hamilton and C.M. Sinclair (1991) conducted an Aboriginal justice inquiry into the 

administration of justice for Aboriginal people in Manitoba. They reinforce the different 

meanings of justice between Aboriginal cultures and the "dominant society": 

The dominant society tries to control actions it considers potentially or 
actually h a d l  to society as a whole, to individuals or to the wrongdoers 
themselves by interdiction, enforcement or apprehension, in order to 
prevent or punish harmfuI or deviant behaviour. The emphasis is on the 
punishment of the deviant as a means of making that person conform, or 
as a means of protecting other members of society. 

The purpose of a justice system in an Aboriginal society is to restore the 
peace and equilibrium within the community, and to reconcile the accused 
with his or her own conscience and with the individual or famiIy who has 
been wronged. This is a primary difference. It is a difference that 
significantly challenges the appropriateness of the present legal and justice 
system for Aboriginal people in the resolution of conflict, the 
reconciiiation and the maintenance of comrnunity harmony and good order 
(p.22). 

The Advisory Committee acknowledged these differences. They feIt that an 

acknowledgement of and understanding of First Nations traditional concepts ofjustice 

' See Delgamuukw v. A.G.: Rensow For Judgment (1991). This was the histonc Gitksan and 
Wet'suwet'en land claims case brought to the Suprerne Court of British Columbia. See also Ross (1992) 
Dancing wirh a Ghosr: Erploring Indian Reality. Ross, an Assistant Crown Attorney in northwestern 
Ontario presents his experiences as a narrative about the differences in Ojibway and Cree concepts of 
justice with those of the court system. 



were needed by students and teachers. They recomrnended the development of a 

province-wide elementary school curriculum which used First Nations stones, to show 

that we had concepts of justice and to develop these through storywork. The cooperation 

and involvernent of First Nations comrnunity members and organizations wits a 

hndamental p ~ c i p l e  and practice of the curriculum work. The Advisory Cornmittee 

hoped that with community involvernent and local adaptation to the curriculum, the First 

Nations children would team more about their culture, in a positive manner. They also 

wanted the curriculum to be useful to the comrnunity as a resource for M e r  developing 

their own comrnunity youth justice initiatives. The curriculum was to be for both band 

and public schools, especially those public schools with a significant First Nations 

student population. Non-First Nations students would at least get an opportunity to leam 

about First Nations forms of justice. According to a Department of Indian and Northern 

Affairs 1 WO/9 1 Annuai Report, of the l4,48 1 First Nations students attending school in 

the B.C. education region, 66% attended public schools. 2% were in five feded schools, 

25% were in 100 Band operated schools, and 7% in independent schools (1991 LCES 

Funding Proposai, p. 9). The need for law-related education with particular preventative 

relevancy to First Nations students was reinforced by the fact that in 1989-90,27% of 

youths in custody in B.C. were First Nations, aithough First Nations people comprised 

5% of British Columbia's population (ibid, p.8). 

I t  took a year before funding was secured fiom eight different funding sources. Three 

staff were hired by October 1992-one coordinator and two researchers/curricuium 

writers. The LCES Executive Director and 1 also became part of the working team. A 



Teachers' Advisory Cornmittee was also established, comprishg seven First Nations 

educators fiorn various band and urban public schools. Some had been cIassroom 

teachers and were now in positions of a culturai coordinator, curricdum developer, 

district coordinator of First Nations Education, and a district principal. One member was 

a support worker who helped teachers with First Nations curriculum and provided 

services to students, and one member was a band councillor. The curriculum tearn felt 

that an EIder for the project was essentid, to give guidance to the staff  when necessary. 

ElIen White was selected because she was a gifted storyteller, had worked in elementary 

schools, had published some of her stories, and had participated in cornrnunity justice 

initiatives. She willingly agreed to be the project Elder. The Native Advisory Cornmittee 

joined the Teacher's Advisory Cornmittee (NACTAC) for the five meetings held over the 

two year period. 

The first six rnonths of year one (October 1992 - March 1993) were devoted to the 

planning phase whch focused on collecting research literature, examining existing First 

Nations oriented cunicula, contacting various resource people for ideas, and achieving a 

consensus, through many group meetings, about the philosophical rationale, a scope and 

sequence, and possible unit themes. The task of developing school curricula for eight 

grade Ievels which included First Nations storytelling, First Nations and Canadian forms 

of justice, and cornrnunity involvement, has not been done in North America. The task 

seemed overwhelming, problematic, yet exciting. 



During the second half of year one (April 1993 - September 1993), the curriculum work 

focused on the development of the fmt drafi of the curriculum prototype (philosophy, 

scope and sequence, units, and lessons, with accompanying stories) which was verified 

with the NACTAC. In year two, the curriculum work of the first six months (October 

L993 - Mach 94) included more detailed development of the lessons and accompanying 

teaching materids, reviewing these with the NACTAC and others within the justice 

system, begiming a series of revisions based upon feedback, identifj6ng pilot schools and 

gaining their permission to pilot the curriculum. The last six months of year two, (April 

1994- September 1994) was spent with curriculum piloting, revisions, and final 

preparation for print ready copy. In-service teacher workshops at the pilot schools 

inchded sorne prepacittion for storytelling, which was further developed as a section in 

each grade level Teacher 's Guide. The pilot was completed in at least four schools 

between April - June 1994. The print material was revised, graphics and photos selected, 

and a storytelling video was developed (see Appendix A for curriculum information). The 

cumculum was published and launched on September 29, 1994. 

My responsibilities as a curriculum consultant for this project included overseeing the 

development of the philosophical approach, the scope and sequence, and assisting with 

the planning and development of the storywork approach. My involvement becarne more 

extensive from December 1992 until June 1993.1 spent four days a month on the project 

during this tirne period because 1 was on a reduced work load fiom the University of 

British Columbia. 1 met regularly with the curriculum staff and Executive Director for 

planning sessions, to review drafts of the curriculum components, and to assist with 



problem solving. My original purpose for participating in this project was as a Board 

member, contributing my service as necessary. At the beginning of the project, 1 

discussed possible connections between the curriculum work and my thesis with the 

Executive Director and curriculum SM. They agreed to help me, and left it to me to 

speciQ how. We were quickiy submerged in the curriculum work and 1 did not pursue my 

research connection because 1 did not want it to get in the way of' the curriculum work. 

There was so much work to do with planning the curriculum approach and establishing 

agreements with First Nations organizations and community storytellers, that adding my 

research agenda to these processes had the potential for not getting cornmunity support.' 1 

believed the nght time and right moment would corne. It did, d e r  the curriculum was 

developed and published. Our process of establishùig working relationships with 

comrnunity storytellers, transforming o d l y  told and archivai stories into curriculum, and 

developing story pedagogy that was culturally based had some pertinent lessons for 

others planning to develop similar curriculum. 

A major aspect of the work of The Law Courts Education Society hrts been to establish 

partnerships with various groups of people. The metaphor of building bridges was used in 

the First Nations Journeys ofJzcstice Curriculum to create links for partnerships: 

The proposed project is grounded in the beiief that a bridge can be built to 
develop cornmon understandings between First Nations and mainstream 

' This curriculum project did not originate from a particular Fim Nations comrnuniîy. Much effort went 
into getting support and establishing collaborative arrangements with various First Nations throughout 
the province. Since it was a province-wide curricuIum, geographic culturat representation was carefiilly 
planned for. Adding my "outsider" research component would have added extra work for the 
cumculum team and then requued more t h e  to develop support and trust toward my research 
dimension. The curriculum staff engaged in research for the curriculum which included a literature 
search and interviews with storytellers. 



Canadian peoples, but that the footings for that bridge on the First Nations 
side must rest on solid cultural wisdom. The proposed curriculum would 
aim at strengthening cultural values and building self-esteem as bedrock 
for broder educational developments. This objective will be 
accomplished in part through involving the community in the development 
of the curricula, and through attention paid to the 'interconnectedness' of 
al1 aspects of the learning process (LCES Funding Proposai, 199 1, p.8). 

Creating Opportunifies For Communify Involvement 

The curriculum approach was built upon the principles of local control and community 

involvement âdvocated by the 1992 national Indian Control of Indian Education Policy, 

adopted by the federd govemment, and which has influenced First Nations education 

throughout  anad da.^ From 1992 -1994, a curricdum team of five people worked with 

approximately 100 storytellers, educators, cultural centres, and tribal councils, 

justicekourt personnel, and funders to document and develop a justice curriculum which 

combined First Nations traditional and life experience stories with information about the 

Canadian justiceicourt system, for kindergarten to grade seven. Twelve First Nations 

organizations, bands, and tribal councils throughout B.C., wrote letters of support and 

indicated a willingness to participate in this curriculum project during the fundraising 

period. At least 60 First Nations people either shared their stories or were consulted about 

storywork. The SM members met with individuals and groups thcoughout the province. 

Bridging A Cham 

The curriculum team developed the philosophical approach based on an examination of 

the source of laws, the policy of lndian Control of lndian Education, and the concept of 

For more discussion on the effects of  the Indian Control of Indian Education Policy see Kirkness and 
Bowrnan (1992) and Battiste and Bannan (1995). 



wholism. We were determined to start the curriculum fiom First Nations perspectives and 

then look for parallels fiom the Canadian justice system. In exarnining the source of laws 

from both sides, it would appear that a chasm exists: 

Why do they seem to be so far apart? .... Rather than having justice as part 
of the internai structure of the community, as in First Nations societies, 
communities in northern European culture created external structures to 
cary out the work that needed to be done in the area ofjustice. Thus, the 
system of justice is externd to the community, rather than infernal. This is 
the mode1 that was imported to Canada (LCES Teacher's Guide, 1994, 
pp. 14- 15). 

The external notion of justice is explained as follows: "[Tlhe Canadian legal system has 

been separated fkom the rest of normal, everyday living, and much of how it works 

cannot be understood by the average person ... we need a lawyer to represent us in a court 

of law, someone who understands how the system works" (ibid, p. 14). in contrast, in 

some First Nations societies, traditional law is intemal, known and embedded in cultural 

ways through stories and ceremonies such as feasting/potiatching where "rights" to 

temtones or narnes may be given, exercised, and witnessed by the guests. Even though 

many First Nations follow their own cultural traditions as well as the laws of Canada, 

there is growing dissatisfaction with the justicekourt system when First Nations 

traditional knowledge is denied as evidence: 

Western concepts of objectivity and fact make oral histories suspect and 
unreliable in the court's eyes. As demonstrated in the recent judgment of 
former British Columbia Supreme Court Chief Justice Allan McEachem 
(1991) in Delgam Uukw v. HRMTQ, Canadian legal institutions are 
fundamentally Eurocentric, allowing for little difference in cultural 
worldviews (Pryce, 1992, p.35). 



Finding similarities between the concepts ofjustice common to First Nations and the 

Canadian justice system was one approach used in the First Nations Journeys of Justice 

Curriculum in attempting to bridge the chasm. Four major concepts were agreed upon: 

being safe, being responsible, being fair, and getting dong. Amving at a consensus on 

these four common justice concepts did not occur untiI the curriculum was a h o s t  ready 

to be published. 

The curriculum team and NACTAC members first identified ten justice concepts that had 

important applications to First Nations: sharing, reciprocity, cooperation, respect, rights, 

the importance of caregivers, harmony, interdependence, honour, and balance. The group 

wanted the stories to exernpIi@ these concepts. In fact these concepts were verified 

during the meetings as individuals would often tell traditionai or life experience stories 

related to what they believed justice was traditionally, and what it shouid be. The ten 

concepts were embedded in the stories subsequently selected for the cunicuium and were 

developed in the lesson activities. But some of the non-FUst Nations justice educators felt 

strongly about collapsing the categories of concepts, explicitly showing their sequential 

developrnent throughout the grade level units, and showing how they were incorporated 

in a "practical and useable" curriculum format (LCES Teacher's Guide, 1994, p. 1). 

During the June-August 1994 revision process, the four concepts noted above were 

agreed upon, after much discussion, by the curriculum staff and the NACTAC. These ten 

concepts were noted on each page of the scope and sequence, so that they wouid not be 

totally forgotten. First Nations artists designed logos which not only depicted the four 

concepts, but their meanhg also encompassed the original ten concepts (also see 



Appendix B for Iogos and descriptions of the four concepts). Identifiing and introducing 

common concepts of justice between First Nations and the Canadian justicekourt system 

was the workableS starting place for elementary level school cuniculum. The principle of 

community involvement was also the workable starting place for the development of 

story pedagogy. 

Going To The People And Their Stories 

In the stafîpianning sessions, trickster, origin, historicai, naming, territorial, and life 

experience stories were identified as some story types needed for particdar unit themes. 

Also stories which had First Nations teachings related to working together, ensuring 

sdety and security as a basic need and right, relationships with nature, and settling 

conflict were discussed with community storytellers (LCES Curriculum Prototype, 

Scope and Sequence, April to June 1993 Activity Report, p. 16-36). The important aspect 

of selecting stories was th2t the storytellers would be the ones to fmt identify the story 

they felt was appropriate and that they wanted used in the curriculum. The staff wanted a 

framework for discussing the purpose and area of need for stories to facilitate the work of 

identifjhg stories that the storytellers could share. A constant constraint plaguing the 

project was one of time limitations. Three of the curriculum tearn worked intensiveiy and 

individualiy with storytellers and educators from at least ten cultural Nations to acquire 

appropriate stories for the curricuium. Each person agreed to work in specific regional 

areas of the province. Narnes of storytellers or people who worked in cultural education 

5 The tenn "workable" is used cautiously. The differences between Aboriginal concepts ofjustice and those 
used in the Canadian courts will not be resolved through this introductory curriculum for children. 
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were suggested by NACTAC members and by staff. Each of the three staffmembers 

contacted the storytellers or their liaison heipers or their tribal councils/organizations to 

identify local protocol procedures and make arrangements for a visit during June 1993. 

Letters were sent requesting participants' permission. Sometimes the staff member visited 

a comrnunity and attended an Elders' meeting arranged by a local contact person to 

request participation. M e r  an explanation of the curriculum project, many individual 

storytellers gave their consent to participate. This was one important step in gaining 

acceptance to the world of the storytellers, but there were various obstacles to overcome 

in getting support and establishing a working relationship with ~ tor~ te l le rs .~  

Gaining Acceptance: The Trials 

Even though a link to Elders was made through a comrnunity educator, they often 

questioned the staffrnember who was an outsider to the comrnunity. This staff member 

felt that her motives and the intentions of the LCES were being assessed: 

The next day was going to be easy because it was al1 set out through the 
Elders' coordinator. He was very instrumental in helping me out, he 
explained to me who I'd be talking to, and the Elders had [alreadyj talked 
amongst themselves, there's a few of hem, so in terms of cultural protocol, 
1 was talking to people and allowing them to tell me ...[ these] are [the] 
Elders you may tak to. However, when 1 came to this Elders' meeting 
there were other members of the comrnunity that were there and 1 had to 
be accountable to them. 

It was a good experience for me because it was like saying 'I'm Blackfoot 
[fiom Alberta], 1 work for the Law courts, this information is for the 
people in British Columbia and not for the people out there, on the other 
side of the mountain [where I'rn from].' So it was like, 1 was 

Sonle of the "quotes" presented in this chapter are lengthy, and are really experiential stones of the 
cumculurn staff. 



being ...q uestioned critically by the people which was a good experience 
for me. me Coordinator] said I had handled that very well. 

JO-am: You have to prove yourself. 

[curriculum worker]: Yes, prove myself, and thinking many times, 1 
wanted to tuni and flee and maybe just go hopping out the window; not 
have to show my face but 1 survived that, that was a good experience 
(Interview, July 3, 1995). 

In another regional area, the arrangements were made with a cornmunity liaison person 

and the staff member made the trip to the community to find the liaison person not there 

and the Elders' group refusing to see the staffmember. The following experience 

exernplifies problems of gaining trust and cooperation: 

I went up to (a coastal community) and I had made arrangements through 
a culturd education worker ... a fiiend of mine .... They have an Elders' 
group up there and she was going to introduce me to the Elders' group and 
ask their permission to hear some stories and perhaps use some of them. I 
flew there and rented a car ... at the last minute she wasn't there, she was 
out of town. She had left word that 1 should ask another teacher up there. 
to take me over to the Elders and 1 had thought everything had been pre- 
m g e d  so we went to the Elders and explained what the project was and 
they said, 'No, we don't want to talk to her.' .... So 1 sot? of panicked. 1 
didn't know what to do (Interview, July 1 1, 1995). 

Did the Elders Say "no" because they did not know or trust this person? My work with the 

Sto:lo and Coast Salish Elders indicates that the researcher needed to have an accepted 

comrnunity liaison link her to the Elders; the Coqualeetza Cultural Centre staff were rny 

strong cornmunity links. The limited time scheduled for working with comrnunity Elders 

and storytellers prevented any form of relationship building during this visit. However, 

the curriculum worker had lived in the comrnunity and had established fiiendships with 

another comrnunity person who helped her: 



I tived in this community for three months so 1 knew quite a few people 
there. 1 didn't feel like a total stranger, as least 1 knew some people there, 
so it was more cornfortable. What 1 did was 1 asked some friends if they 
knew of anybody who might be willing to tak to me and one friend of 
mine said he knew a couple of.., ELders, who would probably be willing to 
tak to me .... My fiiend ... said: ' WouId you be willing to taik to her? They 
said, 'Sure.' 

1 went in and they ... didn't te11 me what people refer to as legends or 
myths. They told me more about their own life experiences, how things 
were when they were kids growing up, how things were hmdled in the 
community, when there wasn't a concept of crime. It's more like anti- 
social behaviour, if sorneone was not acting properly, how that would be 
handed in the community. Su rather than telling me stories they told me 
more life experience stories which are still stories (ibid). 

This person's experience aIso rerninds me of the way that Simon Baker, Vincent Stogan, 

Ellen White, and the Sto:lo Elders teach others about culture through personal life 

experience stories. They know the person asking the questions does not have the 

knowlcdge needed to understand the topic of inquiry. It rnight seem that they are not 

directly answering or cooperating, even though they have agreed to help the person who 

ash. But they are answering and directing the iearning process by providing life 

experience stories which contain values, background or contextual information, and 

issues one must know in order to make meaning through storywork. Creating time tc 

Listen and having patience to learn what storytellers are sharing and teaching are 

Establishing Rela tionships 
Noella Little Mustache speaks about the tensions of time pressure for getting stones in 

contrast to being patient, listening, and establishing a beginning fi-iendship with Elder 

stotytellers. She mentions trust or faith in waiting for the "right tirne" for getting the 



story. Her words resonate with my need to wait for the right moment with the right 

person. I've heard many Elders also Say these words. It does not mean to have blind faith 

that the right person and right story will just come to you. You have to be ready and 

culturally "worthy"; you have to understand the fundamental vdues of respect, reverence, 

responsibility, and reciprocity in relation to First Nations orality. 

1 guess the most important [responsibility] 1 felt was when you came into 
the comrnunity you would like to come away with a story. 1 remember the 
boss saying something like, 'You know you got so many days up there, are 
you going to get O w story?' So I'rn looking at this as a task and i'm 
phoning and I'rn phoning and I'rn looking at constructing my days, I'rn aiso 
looking at being aione in an area that I'rn not famiIiar with but I'rn also 
trusting myself and saying that if it is meant to be 1 will meet someone 
who is willing to share, if it's not meant to be then 1 have to accept that 
because that's the way things are at home, the way of Iife. And there's a 
right time for everyttiing. There is a right time period. 

1 guess the key responsibility was honouring the Elder and being 
focused .... 1 found that the criticai part was talking to them at their place. 
The other responsibility was a follow-up with the Elders, it's like the 
Elders did not [stay] a stranger to me, they became my &end. And I felt 
they shared part of me. I passed something ont0 the project but 1 also felt 
sorne of those teachings stayed with me. And it was a gifi. 

Noella felt the tensions again between time constraints and frtting into the storyteller's 

pace of life (context). However. there did not seem to be any tension experienced by the 

storyteller, who directed the place and Pace of discussion. This same Elder storyteller also 

reinforces the importance of prayer before the work begins. 

1 just came at lunch t h e  and there was a gentleman cooking ... chili and 
fÏied bread, so 1 was invited. Fi, the storyteller] was involved with her 
students, ihey were making birch bark baskets, her grandchildren were 
coming and going. When it came time to be interviewed 1 waited for [Ml 
until she was ready. I waited. 1 had al1 my bags sitting there and my tape 
recorder and 1 would have liked to have said to her, ' We should start at 
this time' but 1 had to wait for her, 'til she was ready. We started the 



interview but then &er awhile she said, 'Let's go to this other building' 
her extended family was corning and going. 

We went to the other building and t h ' s  when she said, '1 should pray 
before we start.' .... M o s t  of the Elders that 1 intewiewed started with a 
prayer and ended with a prayer and it kept me feeling that 1 was at the 
right place at the right tirne. mhere was that feeling that the Creator 
brought us here together to give thanks [for what] we have eaten and dso 
[to] give thanks that al1 First Nations people are still here. 1 felt very 
speciai. They themselves were gified and i was in that sacred environment. 
So Fi] sat there after the prayer and she was busy sewing. She sewed and 
she taiked. 

Giving Direction 

Sometimes the conversation between the storyteller and curriculum worker introduced 

philosophica1 teaclungs that were subsequently used for the unit lessons: 

We talked a lot about residential schools and then she [the storyteller] said, 
'1 need to taik about the circle of life.' She stated that everythtng was the 
circle of life and said this has to be the foundation of your curriculum. She 
didn't Say curriculum, but the work you have been taking about. And this 
circle of life is where she talks about the salmon. The life cycle of the 
salmon, she used that as a syrnbol, that the salmon when they go out, Iike 
us going out in life, leamhg and that life cycle will have to end ... and 
young children are born .... We finish, we've had our purpose in life but 
other people wiIl carry that on. [Her] story of the sockeye gave me a tot of 
caring for the family, a lot of responsibility that we have ... there's a pafh in 
which people have to follow. She taiked about the male saimon helping 
the female and the eggs [being] made and there's a partnership, there's 
cooperation, and it's like she was saying that in our world we also have to 
have that (Transcript, July 3, 1995). 

This type of direction was very helpful to the curriculum researchers, since they ofien 

were not farniliar with the cultural ways of the individual storytellers. Much of this 

contextual information was included in the curriculum lessons. The cooperation and 

direction received from the many First Nations groups and individuals attests to their 



cornmitment to improve educational curricula with their cultural knowledge. The 

principle of respectful partnerships established by the LCES helped create the opportunity 

for people to work together. 

Anne Goodfellow shares other dilernmas about grammatical correctness, problems when 

a storyteller decides a story is not ready to be published and denies its inclusion, and 

tensions over collective ownership of stones. There is no simple solution. 

....[ Tlhis is always a dilemma with me is, how do you present an oral story 
in a written form? These stories were al1 collected in English, which 
for ... a lot of Elders, English is not their mother tongue. When they are 
speaking, their English is not good grammatically, my English is not good 
grarnmatically when 1 am speaking either, but even more so because it's 
not their mother tongue. One of the dilernmas that 1 always have is, how 
much do I correct in the written form? What 1 usually do is write it up 
exactly as it [was] given to me and then show it to the person who has 
given it to me and 1 explain that we can either leave it like this-if this is 
what you want or if you like, we can tidy it up, it's up to you. I think that's 
a choice that should be given to the individual storyteller and that was 
interesting because most of the older storytellers said ... 'Just leave it the 
way it is, don't fix it up because this is my story and this is the way 1 told 
it,' and they were quite happy to leave it with grammatical mistakes. 

With [B, a storyteller], it was exactly the opposite, ... 1 sent him the copy of 
exactly how he told it. He said, This is horrible, this isn't good gramrnar, 1 
don't want it written like this.' So 1 said, well you know some of the other 
people wanted it written like this because that was how they told it. He 
said, 'No, no 1 want it fixed up.' So he gave me permission to fix them up 
(Transcript, July 1 1, 1995). 

Fixing up a story to look "better" on paper may corne fiom the influences of school based 

literacy as noted in the comments above. Fixing up a story may also change the "tone" of 

the story, as some Elders Say. The principle of doing what the storyteller wants with 

hisher story may raise concerns about changing the form of the oral tradition. However, 



we felt that it was important to "walk our talk." We found u t  the storytellers took much 

care and were explicit about the representation of their stories. If they fett that the story 

was not ready7 to be put into texnial form and published, or more importantiy, that it 

should not be used in school curriculum, then they withdrew it. 

I got permission to use most of the stories but in the end, there were ... a 
couple of stories that after he had told them to me he wasn't cornfortable 
with it. He said, 'No, they are not ready. 1 donit want you to use them.' 
And, so they weren't used. So that's another thing, just because somebody 
t e k  you a story and even though they have signed a form and you got 
them on tape you still have to check the final form [to see] if it's okay to 
publish it as it is (ibid). 

Each dilernma had to be worked out as it arose. Tfiere were many that we had not 

mticipated. Ownership of stories and authority to tell stories are complex rnatters with 

not only individual/farnily/cornmunity considerations but political ones as well. 

We also got a cal1 fiorn one of the tribal councils because we hadn't 
checked with them first and that's one thing that 1 learned is that even 
though individuals own stories, you also have to go through the proper 
protocol, with band council, tribal councils, whatever the political 
organization is because some of the stories are owned colkctively and not 
just by individuals, so there are lots of things that you have to think about 
in ... doing stories (Anne Goodfellow, Transcript, July 1 1, 1995). 

Establishing a collaborative working relationship with cornmunity storytellers takes time 

and ski11 to understand and agree on cultural and political protoco1, which of course 

varies amongst First Nations. Maintaining a respectfd and trusting relationship requires 

patience, open communication, the will to respond, and ability to negotiate satisfactory 

solutions as implied in Anne's experiences. To help teachers and others begin to form 

Not being "ready" may include not having al1 the appropriate permissions from those who have authority 
to let a story be published, if the story is a collective one. 



respectful relationships with First Nations community members, a video and Teacher's 

Guide introduced sorne considerations and examples of story pedagogy. 

lntroduchg Storytelling Through Video 

The Introduction to Smyrelling video shows three storytetlers who conû-ibuted to the 

curriculum, telling stories and talking with me about aspects of storywork. Teachers may 

use some of the questions posed, information shared, and issues raised as beginning 

points for dialogue with First Nations storytellers and/or community members. The 

purposes of this video were: (1) to provide more information about particular stories used 

in the c ~ c u l u r n ,  (2) to share considerations about teaching approaches and cultural 

protocol for First Nations stories, and (3) to act as a catalyst for teachers and comrnunity 

mernben wanting to engage in First Nations storywork (Storyguide, pp.37-38).8 

Elien White, Jeff McNeil-Bobb, and Frank Brown talked wi th me about their stories. 

their philosophy about storywork, made suggestions about using these stories in the 

classroorn, and told a story or MO. Our conversations were put into written transcript 

format, 1 edited them, and sent them to each person to change and approve before the 

final video edits were cornpleted. This video along with each grade level teacher's guide 

should give the teacher introductory information about the nature of First Nations stories, 

beginning pedagogy for storywork, and ideas for coltaborative work with local 

cornmunity educatorç/storytellers. Ellen White's pedagogical ideas are presented in 

Chapter Seven. Frank Brown's life experience story and views will be highlighted in a 

8 The Law Courts Education Society gave me permission to use extensive quotes from the Sto~ytelling 
Video and Teachen' Guides. 
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Iater chapter section, leaving space for Jeff McNeil-Bobb's views here. Jeff is fkom the 

Sto:lo Nation and has worked as a teacher, artist, curriculum developer, culturaVlanguage 

coordinator, and band councillor. 1 have known Jeff for 12 years, first as a MTEP student 

then as a teacher at the Seabird Island Band School at Agassiz, B.C. Jeff was ais0 a 

member of the NACTAC. 1 chose to portray his philosophical views about the nature of 

stories and an example of his use of story metaphor to present the questionable issue of 

explicating meaning to children, to show that there are differences of opinion about 

aspects of storywork. 

When 1 asked where the story he contributed came tiom, he recailed learning some stories 

From his grandfather which were told as story "segments." Jeff put these segments into 

one story for the cuniculurn project. This use of story demonstrates the way that a 

younger generation of storytellers may change the traditional way of using stories to suit 

a different learning context. Of particular interest, is his staternent about gaining 

understandings in his adult years: 

... there was always parts of the day when 1 would be hurt, woetill, and be 
curled up somewhere. And he [my grandfather] would come over and ask, 
' What is wrong?' Generally out of those things, something [a story] would 
come out. Back then, each one of them was in a segment of its own, but in 
reflection. I'm now just beginning to understand some things he said. 

Stories told to young children, in circurnstances such as Jeff s, or to some of the Sto:lo 

Elders who listened to stories at bedtime may have had the purposes of soothing emotions 

or teaching about behaviour, at the tirne of storytelling. The sarne stories heard over and 

over again became embedded in one's being, staying there until reflection in one's later 



years brings adult understandings and sometimes enables one to becorne a storyteller. 

Making meaning fiom a particdar story can happen at various phases of human 

development; the meaning may change over t h e .  Stories, then, have a way of "living," 

of k i n g  perpetuated by the IistenerAearner's way of making meaning and also from 

storytellers who have an important responsibility in the way they tell stories. EIlen White 

said, "Our lives are stories .... Storytellers have to be very responsible. They are setting the 

pace of breathing. A story is, and has, breath. Storytellen l e m  to let that happep9 

(LCES Teacher's Guide, pp.49-50). 

Jeff shares his belief about what a story is. There is a resonance of thought about the 

relationship of breath and story which Ellen White spoke about. 

To me a story is life. It's life; it's part of breathing. You know you are 
breathing in and out ... stones [are] going in and out ... stories [are] buzzing 
al1 around. We c m  take one. There is certain things you can do with it. 
Some people, once they know the process, they'll start filling up their 
pockets and fil1 up their bags and eventuaily they can't move and they 
become like water and filter into the ground. Or you can listen to them and 
share that experience or you cm tell it. Or you can experience it for awhile 
and then just let it go again. Stories are like that. They are al1 over. 

Jeff believes that listeners should make their own meaning without any guidance from the 

storyteller. I've found that some storytellers have this approach and others will give some 

direction. Perhaps it becomes individual choice, perhaps cultural protocol and d e s  may 

apply, and sometimes the context of the listeners' and the storytelIing situation guide the 

discussion. He tells a story to make his point. 

- - - - - - - - -- 

' 1 believe Ellen is talking about the power of story to "be the teacher," a teaching she discussed in chapter 
four. A synergistic action happens between the storyteller and story, but it is the storyteller who gives 
breath, life to the story. 



If we create a little scenario here. You are wdking down this path, it's a 
dirt path. It's got a littie stick Iying there in the middle. Now there is the 
type of people that wouid go and kick the stick out of the way. Then 
there's the people who would just step over it. There's another type of 
people that will walk around the stick. Or another type of person that will 
pick up the stick and put it on the side of the road so nobody will kick it or 
step on it. So it's d l  the idea that the stick was a story, and we went back 
to it. There [are] people that will kick the stories, and there [are] people 
who will wak  around it. They see that it is there. But they don? want to 
experience it so they walk around it. And there [are] some that will waik 
by and don't care and just squash it to the dirt. There [are] others who will 
gently pick it up and put it to the side because they know and appreciate 
what it is. 

And if we take that stick and give it to a child, or the child comes by, he'll 
pick it up and it will be a poker; it will be a pointer; it will be an airplane; 
it wili be al1 kinds of things. Then an adult comes by and says ' M a t  are 
you doing with that stick?' And once they name it as a stick, it loses the 
gist of what was going through the child's imagination. 1 guess that's what 
happens with quite a few stories too. 

From listening to and reading what storytellers Say about making meaning from story, the 

traditional ways favour no or very linte direct guidance fiom the storyteller. The effects 

of colonization, assimilation, and acculturation, predorninantly through schooling have 

left rnany people unable to story-listen and make story-meaning, unless directly guided. 

The talks of the Sto:lo Elders in Chapter Five and Little Wagon's story in Chapter Two 

illustrate this inability. 

Many First Nations use theK personal life experiences as teaching stories in a manner 

sirnilar to that used for traditional stories. These storytellers help to carry on the orai 

traditional values of educational reciprocity. Frank Brown, of the Heilsuk Nation, 

Waglisla (Bella Bella) B.C., produced a video about his life experience story, The Voyage 

of Rediscovery, for educational purposes. 



Learning From Life Experience Stories 

In grade three, The Frank Brown Sfory, is sirnply wrinen to state that he got into trouble 

as a youth for robbery and assault, was banished to a deserted island by a judge who 

followed the community's recommendation for this action, and there learned to look 

within himself, and to care for himseif. The love of extended family and community 

members is a strong theme. The notion of looking within resonates with Ellen White's 

teaching about going within, going to the core of oneself. Frank Brown gave the LCES 

permission to use segments of the video, The Voyage To Rediscovery, and talked with me 

about the value of iife experience story. Our talk was recorded for the Teacher S 

Storyrelling Video. In grade six, The Frank Brown Story is presented in more detail and 

the lesson includes his video. The iesson reinforces responsibility for one's actions and 

introduces reasoning embedded in traditional forms of First Nations justice, which often 

works better than the penalties imposed by the court system. 

Frank was approached by a Native Arnerican video producer to tell his story through this 

medium. Frank turned him down at first because he was uncornfortable with the idea but 

later agreed because of its educational benefit. However, he ensured controi over the 

video representation of his story because he fek accountable to his cornmunity to 

accurately retlect the seamless connection he has to it and because he felt strongly about 

First Nations people owning their stories and portraying them respectfully: 

You hear Elders Say, '1 want to share this [life story] with you so that you 
don? have to go through what 1 went through. 1 [agreed to have my story 
portrayed through video] under [the] condition that 1 would have a Say of 



how my story be told because I'm accountable to my people, 1 look to use 
an analogy of taking a picture of a wave,...a wave is a part of an ocean and 
I'm just one wave, but one wave is a reflection of al1 the waves in the 
ocean because they are at the same height and the same width going across 
the ocean depending on the tides and wind. It was really important for me 
to be ... an accurate reflection of where 1 came h m .  Because 1 don't detach 
myself from my community and my responsibility to my people to 
represent not only myself, but my comrnunity accurately (LCES 
Storytelling Video, 1994). 

Being on the island, alone for eight months when he was a teenager, Frank leamed to take 

responsibility for his basic physical survival (aithough some food was brought to him), to 

accept himself by acknowIedging then conflonting his past, his self-pity, his anger, and 

later accepting accornplishment with humility. Ten years later, he was able to 

conceptualize the cycIe of thinking and action that he undenvent: identifiing a problem, 

acknowledging it, confronting aspects of it, and working tfirough the problem to gain a 

sense of accomplishment combined with reflection, which can start the cycle anew. He 

also created a mask dance with these four phases and held a w a s b g  off feast with his 

farnily and community to publicly share his learning. Frank sometirnes conducts 

workshops for youth about the teachings of his life experience story. He shares his story 

with compassion and from the vaiue of reciprocity: 

...y ou just have to believe in yourself and always ask for help fiom the 
Creator and fiom people that are there to help .... That's why I'm 
sharing ... even though I was the little bugger that 1 was, there was 
somebody that cared for me. And they said this kid has potential, that's 
why I'm sharing, ... it's my way of giving something back to my society, to 
society in general. Because there was compassion for me, 1 want to show 
compassion ... the stories are very important. ... 1 don't want kids to go 
through what 1 went through, because [it] wasn't very nice. 1 would like 
them to have a better opportunity to think it through .... Beïng locked up is 
not fun, being aione isn't fun (ibid). 



Frank Brown's life experience story became a teaching one for him and now others. His 

way of rnaking meaning from it can benefit youth because of the mmy lessons/teachings 

it contains. Story combined with mask dance, Song, and a community witnessing feast, 

are contained in a video, and now curriculum. These educationai materiais serve to 

document history and present a lesson in traditionai justice which is internai to Frank's 

cornmunit-. Frank's story also shows the educationaVsocial value of a life experience 

story. The LCES curriculum staff developed some pedagogical approaches to help 

teachers and students-the majority of whom wouldn't know how to)-begin to story- 

listen and make story-meaning with both traditional and life experience stories. 

Teaching Through Stow Some Common Approaches 

Throughout the unit lessons, specific teaching/learning activities are presented for each 

story, which reflect some traditionai approaches descnbed by Elders in previous chapters 

and which also relate to justice concepts. However, some teaching activities can be used 

with any story, and are cailed "common approaches" (LCES Teacher's Guide, Storyguide 

Section. pp.38-39). They include telling stories with no explanation, using a talking circle 

for discussion, role playing and having fun with the story, and story repetition. Telling 

stories with no discussion is explained: 

When you have finished the first part of the story, tell the children that 
they will hear the rest of it later. Also tell them that you will not be 
discussing the story right away. Explain that in First Nations cultures, long 
ago, storytellers often told stories and the listeners would not ask questions 
or talk about the story. They would think about the story and what it meant 
to them. Often stories were told at night, and children would listen while 
they fell asleep. Some Elders Say that we would think about the story in 
our dreams. So, you will be discussing it later when they have had time to 



think about it, and 'sleep on it' (LCES Grade One Teacher's Guide, 1994, 
p.7 1). 

It would be a rare occurrence to have pedagogy without questions/answers between the 

teacher and students. The talking circte concept used by rnany First Nations today, is a 

cultural way to encompass a teacherktudent discussion format farniliar to classroom 

teachers. 

A talking circle rnay be used to discuss aspects or to share individual 
understandings of the stury. Sitting in a circle is syrnbolic of the notion 
that al1 are equal and that what is said is respected. Some basic questions 
may be asked in relation to the concepts of the unit Iesson, but the purpose 
of these questions is not to check comprehension. It is expected that 
children and adults rnay not understand ail of a story. That is al1 right. 
With discussion and active engagement in the story's aspects, 
understandings may increase (LCES Teacher's Guide, Storyguide Section, 
1994, p.38). 

Each lesson lists the type of questions the teacher can ask. They serve as guidelines for 

discussion, not to be adhered to pedantically. Throughout the grade levels lots of role 

playing is recommended. Traditionaliy, some stories were theatricaily presented at large 

gatherings and often Song and dance accompanied the stories. Empathy with the 

characters and their situations, and personaily relating to stories is facilitated through 

various forms of role play. Sornetimes the teacher directs the role play, other times the 

students choose parts to act out, in Iater grades they collectively write scripted roIe plays 

as a continuation of a story. Many of the stories were used in more than one grade Ievef. 

The concepts for these stories are sequentidly developed so that the students gain an 

increased understanding of a concept, such as responsibility, over a few grade Ievels. 



Ellen White's story, The Creator and the  ler ri", is used to show learning by story 

repetition. 

Repeating A Story 

This story [The Creator and the Flea] is part of the Law of the Universe, a 
rnuch longer story. In stories, the place of beginning c m  change, 
depending on the purpose of the story. A story never really ends. Flea had 
to know al1 of hirnself, to know he had a part to play. That is a Law of the 
Universe (LCES Kindergarten Teacher's Guide, 1994, p. 68). 

Ellen White agreed to lend her story, The Creator and the Flea, to the 1,CES for use as a 

foundational story to introduce and begin developing the culturai concept of wholism, by 

learning about aspects of the physical realrn. Ellen told this story during a discussion with 

the curriculum staff and gave direction for the type of teaching to be developed in the 

lessons: "The story tells us to connect with ourselves, to challenge ourselves, to love 

ourselves, and to understand every part of our body. In this way, the body will r e m  this 

love .... That's the lesson fiom the Creator" (LCES Storytelling Video). 

The story The Creator and the Flea is used in four grade levels: kindergarten, grades one, 

two. and four. In kindergarten, the story begins a unit and is told in segments", over two 

lessons. The story activities which include guided discussion, rhyrne, role play, and 

10 The Creator and Flea story is placed at the end of this chapter because it is used to exempli9 story 
pedagogy. It is not an Appendix. Some stories begin as community ones, not owned by anyone. Families 
may take on the responsibility to tell these stories. Over t h e ,  the stories become attnbuted to particular 
individuals in a family. Ellen White's family gave her the responsibility to continue telling this story 
version. Ellen White uses the publishing terrn of "copyright" to show that she has cultural responsibility 
for this story. 

II Other stories which are lengthy are told in segments, over two or more lessons, depending on the age 
level of the students and length of the story. A number of storytellers have mentioned that they heard 
stories told in this manner when they were Young. 1 think that stories told to any age group of listeners 
not accustorned to hearing First Nations stories should be short. or told in segments. A segment could be 
like a complete short story. I've found that longer, more involved stories require an experienced story- 
listening mind. The curriculum can only introduce beginning story-listening skills. 



drawinglpainting, take a total of six lessons to complete. With Flea, the chiIdren are 

guided to leam about, take care of, and appreciate their physical self. Individual 

responsibility for one's own learning is then reinforced as the main story teaching for 

grade one. Sirnilar types of teaching activities used in kindergarten are used in this grade 

level and completed in four lessons. They also share "self-discoveries" about the physical 

things they could not do in kindergarten but can now that they are in grade one. They 

participate more with storytelling by joining in the telling of the story with the teacher. In 

grade two the story is "used as a basis for making 'Me Doils' ... They will 'put themsetves 

together,' just as Flea does in the story. With this activity, the students will get to know 

the important fùnctions of their body parts, and will create someone [themselves] worthy 

of care and respect" (p.86). The students are guided through discussion to suggest ways 

that they can take care of their bodies, their selves, so they are hedthy and safe. In the 

third lesson, their thinking is then extended to examine inter-relationships with caregivers 

in their lives. The Creator and the Snail are used as  exampies of caregivers to the Flea. In 

grade four, the concept of taking responsibility for oneself is again repeated through the 

story and used to examine ownership of one's feelings and actions. The story is a bridge 

to introducing conflict resolution. Imagery exercises, guided discussion, and role play are 

the teaching activities for two lessons. 

The story pedagogy suggested in the LCES elementary school level curriculum is at an 

introductory level. The premise that the curriculum staff worked with is that the teachers 

and students know nothing or very little about story-listening and making story-rneaning. 

The curriculum developers ûied to incorporate traditional aspects of storywork, such as 



learning in segments, allowing opportunÎty for the listener to make herfhis own meaning, 

having fun with story, and providing opportunities for the listener to engage in and with 

the story through role play and discussion. Even though these stories were used for 

learning with young children, they c m  have application for adults. To show this, two 

curriculum workers talked about stories which had signifiant personal impact. 

Applying Storywork To Adults 

This first example shows the deep felt and well thought out reflective understandings 

related to wholismlwellness, persona1 responsibility, self-respect, patience, and personal 

empowerment that one of the curriculum staff received fiom the Creator and the Flea. 

This person interacted with the story in the manner described earlier by Greg Sarris: 

The Creator and the FIea is a wonderfùl heahg  story, it's very much 
needed everywhere. When 1 fmt  heard it-1 was able to relate to some of 
it, [but] it was nly second contact [when] I heard Ellen give the story at 
UBC, boy oh boy, it ... really touched my heart . . .A said to myself, will 1 
ever be that Flea? Throughout the project I was the Flea leaming about 
myself working with people ... that story is like my guidance, rnaybe my 
philosophy in life right now because 1 very rnuch believe that there is a 
Creator out there ....[I 'ml working towards becoming whole, it takes time, 
it won? be just overnight, but there are other things that I also have to 
work through and those are some of the healing things. 

1 feel that anyone can relate to this story at whatever stage of life they're at. 
1 feel that there is a common thread for everyone to [find] in this sto ry... 
whether it's healing, ... or a hardship they've gone through, or even the joy 
of accomplishing something in life .... Nhatever  we're going through, we 
value afterwards, so you come away as a stronger person .... (This story] 
couid be an outline for your life .... for me it's one of overcoming obstacles, 
being my own worst enemy; ... like the Flea was his own worst enemy. But 
overcorning that and feeling good, is like empowerment. I also felt that the 
Creator and the Flea gave me ... a vision in life, [where] you also have to 
have good thoughts, have good relationships, have good experiences in 
life because those are the things that are going to keep you going. Not to 



dwell on the negative things because that's what the flea was doing and the 
poor flea was killing himself and he would have died. 

[I]n Ellen's [oral telling of the ] story, she says, 'and don't look back,' 
meaning that ... the FIea should not get himself back in this situation, the 
Flea should have lemed already and 1 look back at it and say, 'Gosh, that 
Flea is redly me,' ... when am 1 going to get through these feelings and 1 
think, ... 1 really have to be patient, 1 guess 1 am lookùig for imrnediate 
answers and I'm very impatient like our friend the flea 

1 guess [the Flea] could live in each and everyone of us. There's that part 
of us that ... could easily fd l  to the other side and not bother about being 
whole, not bother about being well, but tunz out to be selfish and not 
follow what 1 would cd1 the First Nations way, which is to share, to have 
respect for yourself, which is where it's going to start, and then goes 
outwards. Listening, maving] hurnility, giving thanks, and always 
working towards that weliness or being appreciative of what is around 
you. " 

Another person also taked about a story that had a strong emotional impact which he/she 

is not able to understand yet. The storyteller's way of telling was also visually and aurally 

powerful. 1 can reIate to the unexpected impact a story has. It somehow speaks to one's 

imer being. 

.... Ir was the one about Kwakwabolas .... 1 remember when he [the 
storyteller] first told it. When I was transcribing it ... every time 1 read that 
story 1 wouid cry ....[Il t's about a young boy who's abused by his family 
and he goes out into the woods ... CH]e discovers al1 these things about life 
through this dream he had; here 1 am getting tears in rny eyes just thinking 
about it now. But I don? know what it is, it's just a powerful story. It's 
about life and about individual Ieaming ....[ Tlhis boy was almost an outcast 
From his fmily and society and he learned d l  these things through 
dreams. Then he went back to share it with other people. [That] was the 
reason [this story] was so powerfùi for me .... 1 have aiso seen the dance 
that goes dong with [the story] .... 1 didn't know the story before [but] 
when 1 heard the story 1 reaiized what al1 these parts of the dance were. It's 
a very powerful story for me. Maybe 1 can relate it to my own life or 
something. 

- - - - - - - 

" The transcript date is not given to respect the staff rnembers' anonymity. 
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.... Maybe it was the way it was told too. It's so visual. 1 can visualize it in 
my mind so much. 1 think that's the p w e r  of it too. The way the [story 
was] told, even the tone of voice ... was very low and deep, sort of serious 
and pensive. It seemed very powerful to me ...A haven't figured it out but it 
has this strong effect on me. 

Some traditionai stories have such a powerfui impact upon people that they become a 

philosophical guide for change and those who are ready unfold story meanings in relation 

to their personal lives. Sometimes the traditional story becomes part of one's life 

experience story, to be shared with others when appropriate, as noted in the first example. 

Sometimes the power of story is felt strongly, waiting for the listener to engage in its 

meaning, as in the second example. These two staff members came to the project with 

limited experience in relation to First Nations storywork as curriculum. Guided by the 

challenge to be respectfid to stories and to the people, they and the other members of the 

curriculum project strived to establish some ethicai principles. 

Establishing Ethical Principles 

We tdked a lot about the ethics of working with First Nations storytellers. In B.C., there 

are 38 distinct First Nations language dialects and 197 bands (BC Hydro, Aboriginal 

Relations, "Facts On Aboriginal People). Despite the large numbers of First Nation 

cultural cornrnunities that we worked with, our main concern was to establish principles 

for working respectfülly and responsibly with each First Nation, community, and 

storyteller. The following principles emerged and gained clarity and form during the 

curriculum phases: 



Permission 

1. The permission of either the Tribal Couacil, Cultural Centre, or First Nations 

organization involved in education in the culturai territories we entered was asked for 

through phone cails, letters, and personal visits. Amongst many First Nations, a 

traditionai practice of respect was to ask permission to enter someone's territory. This 

tradition is still practiced in varying degrees and in contexts such as large meetings and 

culturai gatherings. 

Protocol 

2. The staff were to be sensitive to cultural protocof with each person they worked with. 

Some engaged in spiritual practice such as prayer before beginning the work. Sometimes 

a comrnunity organization had a liaison responsibility with particutar Elder storytellers 

and had forma1 procedures to follow such as the Sto:lo Coqdeetza EIders. Noella Little 

Mustache, the curriculum coordinator, talked about being scnitinized by the Coqualeetza 

staff'before being allowed to talk to the Elders. The purpose of this scnitiny was to see if 

the request was appropriate for the Elders' group because they get numerous requests 

from individuals for cultural information and participation in educational projects. This 

procedure is one way of screening out those who may be a mismatch to the purposes of 

the Elders' group. The staffget a feel for the sincerity and ethics of the person or 

organization making the request, but the Elders ultirnately decide upon the scope of their 

involvement. 

I worked with [two] Sto:lo Elders and [I felt] they couid both see right 
through me. 1 talked with [their Coordinator] a lot about [the project]. It's 
like you have to get checked out by others before you are ailowed near the 



Elders' place, if you are not checked out ...y ou're not allowed near the 
EIders ' place (Transcript, July 3, 1 995). 

Verifkation 

3. GuideIines were established about working with storyteI1ers such as providing 

honoraria to them, giving a copy of the tape and transcript to the individuals, and 

veriQing the text and story lesson plan with them. Giving honoraria to Elders can create 

problems to the individual concerned and to the Elders' group. The Sto:lo tradition is to 

share knowledge, without the expectation of being paid because cultural knowledge 

cornes from the Ancestors and is usually part of the collective knowledge of the Nation. 

A perception of inequity arises if Elders are not paid or paid very Little for their expertise 

in cornparison to staff and especialiy "outsider" consultants. The Coqualeetza Elders 

group and the Sto:Io Nation oflices have worked out an agreeable method for honoraria 

arnounts and gifts. The Elders are "ihanked" not "paid" for their cultural sharing. 

Problems aIso arose when the verification process was not consistently carried out. A 

NACTAC member pointed out errors about the cultural information in her Nation's 

stories. If these stories were printed with the errors, the LCES would have been publicly 

hurniliated and obligated to make amends by paying for the errors at the launch. Concerns 

were also brought up from storytellers who said that some of the textual Ianguage of the 

stories was too "fancy" and changed the "tone" of the story. They felt that their stories 

had to have "plain language" yet be open enough for "students [to] expand their 

minds ... and be creative" (LCES Meeting Minutes, June 24, 1994). After this meeting, the 

curricuIum staff tried to ensure verification of the textual representation with each 



storyteller and asked her/him to show approval of the story's text by s i m g  each page. 

Signing each page may seem like an extreme measwe, but the LCES wanted to respond 

to the concerns of the Advisory Cornmittee members who felt strongly about having the 

storyteller and LCES be accountable for the accuracy of the story's textuai representation. 

But getting signed permission brought forward another rnatter of distrust for some of the 

cumculum staff. 

Anne Goodfellow surnmarizes the LCES curriculum protocol used with storytellers and 

emphasizes the importance of deveIoping appropriate contexts for the l e d g  strategies 

in consultation with the storyteller. She dso mentions the issue of distrust that informed 

consent forms may raise. Working out protocols, and these issues are critical aspects of 

the relationship with the storytellers. 

....[ The] first tirne we checked with the storyteIlers about their stones it 
was [to see] if the stories were okay; we did it in stages, 'How is this; is 
this how you want your story presented?' Then in the second stage we sent 
them the materials related to their particular story and [showed] this is 
how your story is going to be used in the curriculum and these are the 
types of concepts that we are trying to put across to the children. Then we 
would get their permission to use it like that. And no one said 'no.' They 
were al1 used appropriately according to the storytelling. But [there] is 
another part of the process that has to be followed because you can't ... take 
a story and use it out of context and Say, 'wefl you gave me permission to 
use it, but, [the storyteller may say] 1 didn't give you permission to use it 
that way.' So that's another thing you have to remember, the context that 
you are going to be using the stories in lis very critical] .... They need to be 
used in an appropriate marner. 

One of the other things too, is sometimes people feel [uncornfortabie 
signing the consent] form [for the interview] ... some people don't really 
like to do that, they become suspicious when they have to sign a form. 
They feel like they would be signing away their nghts to their own stories 
and you have to be very clear, even though it is written on the form you 
have to be very clear with them that you're only going to be using their 



story with their permission and that they will get copies of everything .... It 
has to be handled very tactfully so that people understand exactly what 
they are signing (Trariscript, July 1 1,1995). 

Copyright 

4. The storytekr maintaineci copyright to hisher story. The story is "loaned" to the Law 

Courts Education Society for this curriculum project. This principle was officially 

adopted at the June 24, 1994 NACTAC meeting when Ellen White brought a letter she 

had written recommending the storyteller maintain copyright of hermis story, and that the 

storytelIer be able to use the story for other purposes. We had difficulties with one of her 

stories that she wanted used in the cuniculum. A publishing Company planned to publish 

one of her stones that she wanted the LCES to use and placed various conditions upon its 

use. even though EIlen held copyright to the story. Eventually, agreeable arrangements 

were worked out between Ellen, the publishing Company, and LCES. The concept of 

lending the story for curriculum use resonated with members' cultural practices of giving 

others permission to use their stories, songs, and dances. In retum, the owners expect 

acknowledgment of their cultural property, which is a form of reciprocity. This 

acknowledgment is based on respect for temtoriai and cultural origin. Copyright is a 

problematic t e m  to use because it is governed by the market-diiven business of 

publishing. First Nations who publish stories are caught in the complexity of copyright 

issues regarding culturai intellectual property. 1 think that sometimes storyteilers use 

copyright to protect the story fiom king appropnated by outsiders or those who do not 

respect cultural protocol for knowledge. The LCES honoured the storytellers' cultural 

authority regarding their stories and did not have the ability to deai with any other 



cop-vright issues. There were other major issues about using published and archivai 

stories, keeping the spirit of the story alive, and questionhg if and how non-Native 

teachers can etfiically tell First Nations stories, that needed attention. 

Raising Issues 

1. Using Published And Archival Stones 

Some stones were used from printed sources, archival and other. We sought permission 

from the authors and publishers. Many of the First Nations comrnunities have published 

their stories for educational use (e.g., Sto:lo, Okanagau, Tsimshian, Coast Saiish, 

Shuswap). The use of published material may aileviate some of the concern from teachers 

about the appropriation issue of First Nations stories, and help dispell the concern that 

there is no material available to use. If First Nations people were involved with the 

publication of the book, it should show this through authorship, copyright, or 

introductory cemarks which describe the extent of participation. First Nations 

involvement does not guarantee accurate and respectfu1 representations. However, it does 

guarantee that nt least First Nations had some power to direct the textual representation of 

their stories and their culturai knowledge. Storytellers who approach their work and story 

representation in other media with respect toward the story, with responsibility to share it 

accurateIy and in a culturaily appropriate manner, with the teachings of cultural 

reciprocity, and with reverence may provide others with quality storywork. Their stories 

are the ones that teachers should Iook for and use. 



Archivai material, especially stories written by outsider professionals such as linguists 

and anthropologists, has raised concerns of misinterpretation and appropriation. M e r  

carefd consideration, we chose to include some archivai source stories to "tickle" 

people's memories and because tirne limitations prevented the implementation of the 

storywork process described earlier. Many s t o k  have been "put to sleep" in people's 

rnernories. Talking about stories and presenting text versions helped to reawaken some 

story memories. One of the storytellers, Beau Dick, found such a story about his ancestral 

n m e  in a book. The story also told about the power of bis name which he was not aware 

of. 

Personally, 1 ttunk that this is a really important story of the way my 
ancestor was. It's interesting because 1 found that story in a book. When 1 
saw it, I was really excited about it because that's rny narne. After 1 read it, 
1 went to my uncle and told him about it. He also remembered some things 
about the story of Ga'akstalas, but he couldn't remember the whole story 
(LCES Grade Six Teacher's Guide, 1994, p. 147). 

First Nations comrnunity educators and storytellers might work together to bnng 

particular stones that have been lost from people's memories, or taken frorn them, back to 

2. Keeping The Spirit Of The Story Alive 

Noella, the project coordinator, goes on to talk about her feelings now that the curriculum 

is finished and in published format. The cogent need to keep the power-the "spirit"-of 

the story dive surfaces because for her the printed text seems to take the Iife out of the 

story. 



JO-ann: Are you happy with how [M's] story is used and put in the 
Teacher's guide? 

N: No, the story has...lost something. 1 feel a story has a spirit. 1 [felt this 
when Il sat down with [the Elders]. [It was iike] 1 was the first one to feel 
that tear or that joy. 1 just feel on paper that [the story] is so flat. It's so flat 
and it doesn't have any Iife to it. p]t doesn't have the spirit and you need 
that spirit in order for it to have an effect. There are wonderfüi teachers out 
there [but] they have to be guided, but 1 also feel that there are people in 
the community who could lead them and share another special story for 
them. It's like [needing to bringj the curricdum to life (Transcript, July 3, 
1995). 

Being with and hearing the Elder tell a story gave Noella a strong appreciation and 

reverence for the story. The reverence and responsibility the EIder had toward the work of 

storytelling was also passed on to Noella: 

I'd want to give reverence to the story like the way it was passed on to me. 
1 came away with a feeling that f was in a sacred place. m o w  it's my 
responsibility to pass that on to other people, but with the sarne reverence 
(ibid). 

When questioned further about the textual representation of a particular story, Noella 

feels the storyteller is pleased with the text because it can help fulfill the storyteller's 

purpose for and responsibility of passing on her knowledge. 

JO-ann:Do you think FI]  is happy with how her story is [textually 
presented] in the curriculum? 

N: 1 would Say she is because she said it's to be shared; ifs for the 
children. And above d l ,  the meaning that cornes out of it, she wants that 
passed on. It validates ail her teaching and learning as well because it was 
shared with other people; now it's going to keep going. It's giving life to 
al1 the people behind her (ibid). 

The criticai question of how to either keep the story spint dive or make it :ive from the 

printed page remains. People keep the spirit of the story dive by telling it to others and 



by interacting throughhith the story. People inter-relating with each other through story 

bring the story to life as they relate story meaning to their lives. The written 

representation of a story may keep it Eorn king  completely lost through the passage of 

time, but the story is not the same as when it is orally told. The story on the page cannot 

replace the magic and power of the inter-personal interaction between the storyteller and 

listeners. A skilled storyteIler telling stories to listeners is the best way to keep the spirit 

of the stories alive. Developing school curiculum with stories poses the next serious 

question. 

3. [Howl Can Non-First Nations Teachers Ethically Tell First Nations Stories? 

The need for teachers' contextual information about First Nations stories, suggestions for 

establishing working relationships with the community storytellers, and suggestions for 

s t o ~  pedagogy was continually reinforced at the curriculum team discussions, the 

NACTAC meetings, and during the curriculum piIoting experiences. The above question 

applies to al1 teachers (non-First Nations and First Nations). Subsequently, the 

introductory Storyguide: Beginning The Journey section for the Teacher 's Guidebook and 

a Teacher S Sroryteliïng Video were developed to give examples of pedagogy for the unit 

learned. The Storyguide introduced information about types of First Nations stories; an 

explanation of the term storywork and its approach; a few comrnon approaches to using 

stories in the curricdum; some Iearning characteristics of storytelling such as listening 

and repetition; student leaming skilIs that are enhanced through storytelling such as 

memory, research, reading, oral communication, writing, social skills, and imagination; 

and suggestions to the teacher for developing their storytelling skills and confidence 



(pp.35-58). The Teacher 's Sroryrelling Video introduced important aspects of stoqwork 

such as inquiring about culturai protocol, how three people leamed to become 

storytellers, and making story-rneaning and the role of metaphor. The conversational 

aspect of the video was to give teachers and community rnembers ideas for beginning 

dialogue with each other about storywork. The storyguide, video, and grade level 

teacher's guides contain culturai teachings fiom storytellers about story philosophy, 

principles, and pedagogy. Anne Goodfellow shares her perspective of how she and the 

curricuiurn group approached this question, based on the pnnciple of local 

SC hooYcommunity decision: 

...[ Slome people feel very strongly that non-First Nations teachers 
shouldn't be telling these stories in a classroom, and that is fuie. [That 
decision] should be made on a school-to-school basis. If a band school 
doesn't wmt or feel cornfortable having their non-First Nations [teachers 
tell stories], then they could have a designated person corne in and [tell 
stories] (Transcript, July 1 1, 1995). 

First Nations communities have local education authorities and some are establishing 

cornmittees that make decisions about methods of docurnenting cultural knowledge, 

which aspects of cultural knowledge are to be irnplemented in schooling, and selecting 

personnel1 who will teach or develop curriculum. Making these kinds of decisions is 

difficult and may be influenced by pressures fiom farnily, political groups, or religious 

affiliations. UItimately, the community people know who has the knowiedge and skills to 

tell and teach First Nations stories in the band school. 

Anne reinforces the need to have contextuai appropnateness for the story pedagogy. 



When we received permission to w these Stones it was with the 
understanding that they're going to be used in schools and not just First 
Nations schools, ... we have permission to use these stories for educationd 
purposes and as long as they are used in an appropriate manner, then it is 
up to the individual schools to decide. They could get the Elders &om the 
community to corne in and tell the stones and then the teacher couid do 
the exercises around that (ibid). 

What is appropriate and who determines cultural appropriateness are questions that 

continue to surface. As the curriculum work proceeded, 1 kept thinking about these 

questions and another that Suzanne de Castell, a thesis cornmittee member, asked me: 

Should non-Native teachers tell First Nations stories? How c m  they? As 1 revised this 

chapter, 1 wondered if the Sloryguide, Teachers ' lessom. Storytefling Video, and the 

planned teacher in-service workshops would reaily help teachea, particularly nonoNative 

teachers, begin to use the stories in a culttuaily appropriate and respectful way. At least, 

these materials developed for teachen give some fundamental ethical principles and 

suggest procedures for working with First Nations community members. But they are 

only a humble beginning. 

A lack of cultural sensitivity and not undestanding how to make meaninglgain 

knowledge from First Nations stories create problems of appropriation and disrespect. On 

February 16, L996,I attended an educational conference workshop where a First Nations 

community had collaborated with a public school district to develop a teaching unit based 

on some of their stones. A non-Native teacher and a First Nations educator took turns 

sharing their teaching matend and expenences. During the session, an enthusiastic non- 

Native woman rhetorically asked if she couid tell a First Nations story that she had heard 

recently. My fieldnote journal notes my gut wrenching reaction. 



She didn't know anything about First Nations stories, but said she wanted 
to leam more. Acniaily, her way of telling the story was entertaining. But 
my stomach churned, listening to her, and watching her. Suzanne's 
question hit home: How could a non-Native teacher [ethically] tell Native 
stories? What bothered me was that she didn't know any cdturai protocol: 
Whose story was it? Who gave ber permission to tell this story? What First 
Nations culture did this story corne fiom? She reminded me of a Coyote 
showing off some new found knowledge without understanding or 
respecting its significance. It seemed Iike her storyteiling was more for her 
pleasure than for the benefit of others. She was appropriahg this story! 

If non-Native teachers and First Nations teachers are to use/tell First Nations stories 

ethically, then they must begin a cdturai sensitivity learning process which includes 

gaining knowledge about storytelling protocol and learning how to make 

meaningknowledge from First Nations stories. This learning process must be guided by 

local First Nations educators who possess the appropriate cultural knowledge and who are 

vigilant about keeping sensitive and sacred knowledge where they belong. Ideally, good 

First Nations storytellers should be hired to tell stories and collaboratively work with the 

classroom teachers on story pedagogy. The question, how will the culture and the people 

be httrr by rhis work, is both ethicai and epistemological in nature. It needs to asked over 

and over again as people engage in First Nations storywork. Conversely, the question, 

how d l  rhe culture andpeople be helped by rhis work, adds a proactive and positive 

approach to this difEïcult task. Others may question the inability of the public school 

system to accept the principles of respect and ceverence that 1 have put forward, and the 

inability of non-First Nations to really understand First Nations ways of knowing through 

story. Public schools are limited in how they can address First Nations stones and culture 

and we need to accept that fact. However, First Nations people have worked very hard to 



find a place for o u .  culture in the school curriculum and they will continue to work hard 

to make that place better, for al1 children, and for First Nations children in particulm. 

The First Narions Journeys of Justice Curriculum is one attempt to re-introduce First 

Nations c d  traditions into schooling contexts with better educational intentions than the 

earlier simplistic use of stories found in basal readers. The former provides learning 

opportunities that emphasize using imagination, thinking that extends beyond basic 

reading skills/comprehension questions, and leamhg concepts fiom stories that are 

complex. Just as First Nations have learned to use literacy as a "tool" for comrnunicating 

and perpetuating oral tradition, First Nations are also using schooling as a tool for the 

same purposes. First Nations are now dernanding more involvement and control 

regarding al1 aspects of First Nations educcition. The public school districts in B.C. 

receive "targeted" funding fiom the provincial governent  specificaliy for First Nations 

education, a condition of the tùnding is proof of locai First Nations comrnunity 

partnerships with local schooI districts. With more local involvement, the study of First 

Nations cultures, particularly through stories, may begin an irnproved process of story 

appreciation and story leamhg. However, First Nations comrnunities should demand that 

First Nations people be hired to work with school districts on curriculum matters. 

Giving Back: A Summary 

Storyteliing honours and respects the individual and the group. Many 
Elders teach that one shodd not simply accept the outward rneaning of a 
story as an absolute given. A story ofien has many levels of meaning to it 
that are revealed to the listener at different stages of life, when the t h e  is 
right (LCES Teacher's Guide, 1994, p. 40). 



The curriculum deveLopers, First Nations community storytellers, and educators who 

worked together to cornpiete the First Nations Jowneys OfJusrice Curriculum, talked 

about the principles of respect, responsibility, reciprocity, and reverence in relation to 

how they thougfit and feit about stones and how they approached their tasks of 

storywork. The distinctiveness of each p ~ c i p l e  fades somewhat as each inter-relates 

with another. At other times their differences create a beautiful synergy and they take on 

a distinct form-like a design on a cedar basket. 

The principle of respectfuI relationships was developed and carried out by the Law 

Courts Education Society's curricuIum staff in consultation with the Native Advisory and 

Teachers' Advisory Cornmittees. Respect was shown through a nurnber of ways: (1 ) the 

curriculum staff either worked with local comrnunity liaison people to contact storytellers 

or when more appropriate they asked storytellers directly for their consent to participate 

in the projeci; (2) the curriculum staff then travelled to the home territories of the 

storytellers to tape stories, conversations, and to ask advice about the contextual use of 

their stories; (3) the storytellers whose stories were selected were given written 

transcripts, a copy of the taped session, and ciraft copies of the story and accompany 

lesson to edit as they wished; and (4) the storytellers approved the printed text of the 

story and maintained copyright to their stories, Some chose to withdraw their stories. 

Storytellers also demonstrated respect to the curriculum staff and to the children who will 

be exposed to their stories by sharing cultural knowledge to enhance meaning and 

carefully portraying a story to the child's level of understanding. Practising respect in this 

manner is also a cultural responsibility. 



Responsibility included ensuring accuracy of content and cultural appropriateness of 

pedagogy. Some traditional story approaches to learning such as contextual listening, 

repetition, presenting story in segments, leaving story for individual thinking and 

c o ~ e c t i o n  were developed throughout the unit lessons. Consistently following through 

with the ethical processes described earlier was a constant challenge. The large numbers 

of people involved, geographical diversity, time limitations. and cultural differences 

created various problems. The comrnunity storytellers also took on traditional teachiog 

responsibilities toward their stories which meant that the curriculum staff had to be 

sensitive and responsive to their directions. 

Storytellers showed reverence through prayer, songs, and the ethical ways they 

approached the work with the curriculum staff. Prayer or Song helps to create a meeting 

place for the mind, body, and spirit to interact. Silence creates a respectful space for 

reverence. If one does not understand or agree with the concept of reverence, then she/he 

may just pass by this "stick" and not touch it. 

Practising respect and responsibility in relationships with people and toward storywork 

led to a traditional concept of reciprocity. Amongst many First Nations cultures, one is 

taught to pass on what shehe has learned to those who are interested. This passing on of 

knowledge is a way of perpetuating it. Those who worked with the LCES group did so 

because they feit responsible for keeping their stones dive for the future generations. A 

major issue regarding reciprocity is that changes to cultural ways of making meaning 

through story may have epistemological implications. Because leamers may know 



nothing about First Nations stories, a certain amount of explication regarding cultural 

context and the story is necessary. Where does one draw the line between explication to 

lessen confusion and disrespecting the story and learner by telling them what to think? 

Elder Tillie Gutierrez of the Sto:lo Nation said: "You are helping them [children] seek out 

meaning and reason that lies within al1 things, to sense their own power and to develop 

the will to do what is right. If a young person has a problem, often times the elder gives 

them a story. The story does not give them ail the answers. It shows them the way" 

(LCES Teacher's Guide, 1994, p.8). 

The community storytellers tried to show the curriculum staff the way through their 

stories. The curriculum staff shared their experiential stories and views with me; now 1 

share them with you, although 1 have selected aspects of their talk for representation. 1 

tried to be respecthl in the portrayai of the LCES's storywork experiences by 

documenting them accurately and in suficient detail. 1 ernphasized the need for 

developing respecthl relationships with First Nations storytellers. These types of 

relationships often become friendships. Going out to the field to "talk story" takes t h e ,  

patience, openness, and the d l  to keep taiking with one another in order to learn how to 

story-listen and make story-rneaning; none of this is unproblematic. 

THE CREATOR AND THE FLEA 

AS TOLD BY ELLEN WHITE 
NANAIMO ELDER 



This story is about the Creator and rhe Flea. and the lesson we receivepom them. 

The story begins. The Creator was so great, he was a very special person. He 

could take a hurnan form, with long flowing hair and holding a long staff. He had five 

souls. If he was needed somewhere else, al1 he had to do was clutch his chest and bring 

his right hand forward, and there in his hand wodd be a soft M e  bal1 of £la, like 

feathers, and he would blow it away. That was his extra soul, so he could appear 

whenever he was needed. 

This one time he was attending a gathenng in the hills with al1 his other people, 

but they were animais. The larger animals were heIping the smaller ones. And they were 

going to gather food for the coming event, for everyone who needed food. 

While he was speaking, turning his head about, he heard crying: "Huh, huh," and 

whimpering: "Sob, sob." It was sad, very very sad. It was his right ear that was hearing it. 

For you see, his two ears could hear diffèrent things. His right ear could tunc into things a 

long way away, good for long distance hearing. His lefi ear heard things up real close. So 

he turned a little bit to tune his right ear in. Very clearly there he heard that very sad 

sobbing, just so sad. 

So he said, "1 am still needed here, but 1 must appear there dso, where the sadness 

cornes from." And he clutched his chest, and he drew his hand out, and he blew, and there 

was this little flufT It was gone, reappearing miles away on the hillside, and there was 

water way down below. 



And al1 these anirnals were running. They were going hunting for food for the 

evening meai. The larger ones were helping the smaller ones, the smailer ones begging 

for rides, and the bigger ones saying, "Come ride on my back. I am big enough. Come 

little brother, little sister." The bigger ones were directing their little brothers and sisters, 

the animais that were going into the water, such as seal, lady seai and otter. Otter was 

very good at diving deep for the sea urchins. Some were going for the mussels that clung 

to the rocks and were bringing them up. If any little pieces broke they would eat them, 

yes, they cannot waste any. But al1 the rest of the food they gathered was taken to the 

gathering place, where it was al1 shared out equaily. Some animais brought dong roots 

that they had dug for their vegetables, and some were getting meat. 

The Creator was very happy to frnd that they were ail still using one cornmon 

sound, one dialect. one language, you might Say, and yet they were aiso using the 

unsounded communication. They were looking at each other and sending messages to 

each other through the air. And the air was so smart, it carried their thoughts from one 

brain to another. They were nodding, laughing, tdking, but these little white lights of 

communication were travelling and flashing back and forth. 

But when the Creator turned around a Little bit, and tuned in the sadness, it came 

in very, very clearly, very close to him: "Sob, sob, hhh-sob, sob." So he followed the 

sound, and when he got there, he saw Snail Lady sitting there in front of this pitifûl sight. 



Snail Lady was saying, "Oh, my dear brother, 1 Iove you so very much. 1 am big 

enough. 1 want to carry you. Why don't you get on my back?" She was taiking to this 

pitifid little Flea. 

He was so srnall, but he was dragging these Iittle legs. He replied, in a scared, 

sorry little voice, "Stay away tiom me! Don't you come close to me. Every time you 

come close to me, your slirne gets al1 over these things 1 am dragging, just look at them. 

And look at my feet! They are bleeding again, and the bones are showing." 

But he was touching his knees. He thought they were his feet. It was his knees 

that were bleeding and the bones were actually stickhg out. Those long things he was 

camying along on the ground were his legs, and his feet. But he wasn't using them. He 

didn't know they belonged to him, and he said, "1 even tried to get nd of them, but 1 

can't." The poor thing just kept dragging these things along. 

The Creator went closer to Snail Lady and FIea and said, "Oh rny son, what have 1 

done. what haven't 1 done?" looking straight at little Flea. "We must try and work 

together so that you can becorne whole. My son, you don't know al1 of you." 

But little Flea squealed, "1 know me, but who are they?" he said, looking at his 

legs and feet. The Creator said, "That's al1 right, my son. We will learn as we go along, 

we \vil1 l e m .  Each part of you beiongs to one side. And al1 the parts when put together 

are yours." 



Very gentIy the Creator sent Snail Lady away saying, "Go follow the others, my 

daughter. Tell them your littie brother wiIl be there with them soon." 

But Flea replied, "Oh no, 1 will not. I am going to stay here. 1 want to die, that is 

what 1 want to do. 1 want to stay here and die." So he looked at the Creator and whined, 

"You Say you are my father, but you are just standing there. Why don't you take me to 

that water, and hold me under until 1 am dead, because I want to die!" And he kept 

repeating, "1 want to die, 1 want to die!" 

But the Creator stood firm, and clearly told Flea, "My son, 1 don? take life, 1 

create life. 1 help Iife be whole. We must start now. We'll start by doing something about 

you voice. We'll use that bush over there." 

And in a pitifüi little voice, Flea asked, "What's wrong wiîh my voice? This is the 

way 1 speak al1 the time. There's nothing wrong with it!" 

"No, my son," said the Creator, "thatfs your feeling 'poor me' voice, your '1 want 

to die' voice, that's what it is. And your eyes, they need working on too." 

"These are my eyes," complained Flea. "They're al1 right. 1 can see." 

"No, those are your crying eyes. You nave cried so much, that you can't see as 

well as you could." 



Flea looked up at the Creator, who looked so large to hirn. "You keep calling me 

your son, and you're not my father. You're too big and ugly. If 1 had a father, he wouldn't 

look like you." 

And the Creator said to him, "1 am your father, fiom far away. 1 am the father that 

helps to build, and 1 bring the message of the Universe that you are going to be very, very 

strong, and you are going to be a teacher to others. Now, crawl over to that bush, and pick 

some of the little buds and leaves. Chew on them and you'll mb the good juices on your 

eyes." 

So Flea started to crawl over to the bush. Then he stopped. "Why don? you get it 

for me? You're just standing over there ordering me about. What are you good for 

anyway?" "If 1 got them, then it would be for me. But it isn't for me, my son, it is for 

you." 

So Flea crawled over there, dragging those Iong legs, taIking to hirnself saying, 

"Now he cornes here ordering me, telling me to go over here, and here 1 am. I'rn just 

dying. Why doesn't he do it?" He's chattering and thinking al1 the way over. 

But the Creator knows everything litde Flea is thinking about. When Flea got to 

the bush, he picked buds and leaves and began chewing. Suddenly, the saliva liquid in his 

mouth started flowing because of the saltiness and bittemess of the little bush. Then, just 

as the Creator told him, he chewed a Iittle bit and spat the juices into his hands. Then he 

rubbed his hands over his eyes, and his eyes started feeling instantiy so much better. 



"Now, my son," said the Creator, "put sorne in your ears." Flea had as much pus 

in his ears as he had in his eyes. It was just dripping fiom dl the sand, and everything 

going in there and infecting it. And ail the wetness from his crying had gone into his little 

ears. So he put some of the medicine in there, and in a moment his ears felt better. 

"Father, it feels better." 

"That is good, my son. We have to work together. We don't want to stop the good 

energy flowing now, we won't break it. Now rub your hands together." And littie Flea 

rubbed and rubbed his hands together, up and dom,  around and around, until h i s  hands 

were sparkiing with energy. "Now," said the Creator, "go over to that plantain and 

carehlty pick some." So, still tallung to himself, complaining, Flea dragged himself over. 

He picked sorne pIantain, but he even moaned about that poor plant. 

"Look at this thing! It's so ugly and dirty, and al1 covered in sand and everything, 

bugs crawling ..." 

"Shrike it then, shake it well." 

So Flea did that, and surprise, off dropped the sand, and even the bugs scattered 

away. Then he put the whole plant in his mouth, so rnuch that his Iittle cheeks were just 

puffed out. And he chewed and chewed again, swallowing some. But he had a lot of juice 

in his mouth. 

"Spit it on your hands now," suggested the Creator. So al1 this mangled pulp-like 

mush, he spat it on his hands and rubbed and rubbed. 



"Put it on your boues. Those are your little knees, not your feet. Those long things 

you've been dragging are your legs. Way over there are your feet, Because you are so 

small, if you used them the way they are meant to be used, you would be hopping up and 

down, up and down, and you'd never be lefi behind. You'd be gone with your relatives." 

So Flea started chewing, spat it on his hands, both little hands equally. and he 

started rubbing that plantain medicine on his sore knees. And it felt sooo good. 

"It's stopped bleeding!" he exclaimed. His voice was dready so much better, and 

stronger. "Father, look! The blood has stopped! It looks so good now!" 

Next the Creator said, "1 want you to speak to them, my son. Yes, those are your 

legs. Stick them stmight out and way over there." So the Flea sat up with his legs 

stretched straight out on the ground. "Now close your eyes, and look at them. Look at 

them! " 

"1 can't even see them." 

"You 41 ,"  said the Creator. "You will, when you really want to." 

Then Flea started to get to know his Iittle feet. He looked at his knees, then his 

legs. looking al1 the way down to his linIe feet. He started to get to know them. He 

touched his heels and his little toes and he could feel them. "1 can feel them, Fathe- 1 can 

feel them." He got really excited. 

"Good, so speak to them." 



Fiea kept rubbing his legs, and then his knees and bands, rnaking more and more 

energy. He closed his eyes and started to speak to his feet. "1 want you to be so strong. 1 

want you to hold me up. Please, hold me up. 1 don't want to be crawling aii the tirne. 1 

want to wdk. Be part of me, ptease, be part of me." So he tned to stand up and he could 

all right, but after just a little while a-toppling over he goes. "1 can't do it, Father," Flea 

whispered. 

"You will," came back the reply. 

"But I can feel my legs, 1 cm," said Flea, "and my feet too." 

"Yes, my son," said the Creator soffly. "Try it again. 1 think you're not speaking to 

them quite right." 

So Flea started again, energizing al1 the t h e .  "1 want you to be a part of me. 

Please. be part of me." He really spoke cleady to his feet and legs. Then al1 of a sudden, 

with red energy he sang out, "Nut just part of me, Father, me, d l  of me, me, me, me!" 

And the instant he said that, it brought him back to the beginning, when the 

Creator had said, "You don't know ail of you." But now Flea was whole, just like he had 

completed a whole circle of discovering himself. He was whole now. He jumped up. "1 

am me, Father, me, 1 am al1 of me." And he jumped up and started to bounce. "Thank 

you, Father, thank you." Flea was so gratefùl.'3 

I l  Printcd with permission h m  Ellen White and the Law Courts Education Society. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN:COMING BACK 
The complexity of planning a d  developing aspects of an Aboriginal story-based 

curriculum was examined in the previous chapter. Implementing this type of curriculum 

may present educational challenges to the teacher and the Aboriginal community as 

shown by the next two curriculum experiences told by Greg Sarris (1993) and Lorna 

Azak (1992).' The teachers in these settings would have benefitted from some guidance 

and direction from a skilled storyteller-educator like ElIen White. Her story-teachings are 

shared in this last chapter to serve as a surnmary of the storywork principles of respect, 

responsibility, reciprocity, reverence. wholism, inter-relatedness, and synergy. I end my 

thesis and chapter by coming back to one 1 s t  Coyote story and to a Sto:lo way of "giving 

back and giving away." 

Greg Sarris (1993) shares a classroom story of a well meaning non-Indian teacher, Molly 

Bishop who tried to incorporate Indian values into her teaching because a reservation 

schoolboard member recornmended it. Molly Bishop wanted to use culturally relevant 

materials and chose the story Slug Woman, to use with her kindergarten-grade eight 

Indian students. She found this story in a printed pamphlet, produced by non-Indian 

' These two cumculum experiences will highlight some implications for cwriculum and instruction about 
students' attitudes towards traditional stories and the tensions benveen mainstream schooling pedagogy 
and oral tradition pedagogy. This section relates to educational implications for those who are looking 
for a discussion about implications. 



Educators working for a local Indian education centre. 1 apologetically summarize the 

~ i u g  Wornan ~ t o r ~ . ~  

Slug Woman, a short, small, long-haired woman wanders around carrying a baby basket 

adorned with abalone shelIs, in the front of her body, No one is sure if there is a baby 

inside. A young couple has a baby son. The young man leaves home to go hunting, 

breaking an ancient law forbidding young men to go out until after the fourth dawn, f i e r  

the birth of a newborn. He does not believe in this tradition. He has an encounter with 

Slug Wornan, and ends up in a hollow tree with her. He begins to feel afraid and tries to 

escape. The young man nuis  away, but Slug Wornan runs as fast as him. When he reaches 

home, he cannot stay because Slug Woman says that he belongs to her now. She brings 

the young man back to the hollow tree, whereupon he becomes very sick and begins to 

burn inside. She says: "Wlien you don't believe ... these things happen to you. This is why 

you can't go home." The young man dies. 

The baby son grows up and overhears a story about his father. He tries to search for some 

dues about his father and finds the hollow tree and an abalone shell frorn Slug Woman's 

basket. The mother tells her son about his father's death and warns him: "Remernber this 

well ... as the sickness may be visited upon you when your wife has a baby. Don't go 

wandering around in the woods and do like your father did. Don't hunt deer, don't gather 

slugs and don't fish." The son believed this law and obeyed it. "His children grew up to 

' The story is not represented in its entirety, as Sams (1993) published it because he criticizes the textual 
presentation as not being true to a Kasha Porno way of telling Shg Woman stories. It would have been 
better if he had included an authentic version. However, he was not examining the validity of the story, 
but making a point about unwitting pedagogical use of a story. A story summary is given here to 
introduce the story and to have a context in which to place the discussion that follows. 



be good. They had children who obeyed the laws of the Indian way. The farnily lived at 

Timer's Edge for many generations" @p. 18 1-83). 

The teacher had a dismal response fiom the students afler they read the story and in her 

telephone conversation to Greg Sarris said: "Most of the students hated the story.,..We 

couldn't even discuss it." They said: "There's no such thing as Slug Woman .... That's al1 

devil worship .A don't want to read about no savages .... It's just like a cartoon. Not real. 

Something like Peanuts" (p. 173). 

At first Sarris recounts feeling anger toward the students for not respecting the oral 

tradition. But as  he thought about their responses in relation to their cultural, historical, 

and institutional schooling contexts, he could understand their reactions. He questioned 

the textual story representation which was very different from the oral accounts he and 

these students heard. The language of the story was "flat" and told in a voice of an 

anonymous storyteller, very much like the voice/language of basal readers: "The story 

was about them [the students' culture] in a way that was not them" (p. 192). He aiso 

questioned the influence of the teacher's lack of cultural knowledge and her reading 

pedagogy, which gave her authority over the students. Sarris infers that the students may 

have been angry and were rebelling against her authority: 

Presented in the classroom context, the story tells the students what an 
Indian is (Le., a person in a loincloth who eats slugs and has d e s  about 
the birth of babies and hunting) and that if they are not like this indian 
they 'will be punished.' The story's authority is associated with Bishop, so 
perhaps in a variety of ways the students may have been chailenging and 
denouncing Bishop at the same time they were masking their connections 
with Slug Woman. No, we won't obey you. No, we won't be savages. No, 



we know nothing about Slug Woman. And that was the end of Slug 
Woman in the classroom. That was the end of the Slug Woman story 
(p. 193). 

Clearly the students should not be blamed for their negative responses to (mis)perceived 

"cu l td ly  relevant" curriculum materials. Perhaps the students were silenced, or 

angered, or embarassed like S e s  and 1 and countless other Aboriginal students were 

when our cuitures were presented by "outsider" authority figures in ways that were 

sterotypical, disrespectiiil, or that were "others" perceptions of "indian." These students' 

responses indicate that we need to b ~ g  back storytelling in ways that respectlülly and 

responsibily resonate with the cultural community of the students. For Sarris and his 

relatives, Slug Woman is an important story and is alive: "For my aunts and me the story 

about Slug Woman had significance. For us Slug Waman is alive. She is seen and talked 

about in the stories we tell to understand the events of our lives" (p. 174). 

[n contrast to this negative classroom experience regarding students' responses to an 

American Indian story, a B.C. First Nations graduate student, Lorna Azak (1992) had 

more positive results with a First Nations literature unit with her class of 26 grade five 

Nisga'a Fint Nation students.) Lorna was teaching this class while completing a Master's 

education project. She used a variety of First Nations stories written by First Nations and 

non-First Nations authors. A local Nisga'a storyteller also came to her classroom to tell 

stories on one occcasion. Students completed pre and post tests, wrote journal responses 

to the stories, and engaged in conventional leaming activities such as completing 

The Nisga'a Nation is located in northem British Columbia, north of the city of Terrace. The Nisga'a 
school district was the first and to date only British Columbia public school district run by First Nations. 
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language charts, class discussions, and art. The three main questions that guided chart and 

discussion activities included: (1) "Our ideas about the story, (2) What we learned, and 

(3) .... IlIustrations" (p.37). The post unit responses indicated that the students learned 

"lessons or mords of the stories, respect for animais, elders, and other people, and how 

some things came to be" (p.41). The students listed the followuig criteria of a good story 

to listen to: 

-is when the teller changes his voice in ail different tones 

-is told with expression and action [12 noted this] 

-is if he rnight change the story and see what we Say 

4s  if he says N'eesda [which rneans 'cany on we are listening], and puts 
more detail in it 

4 s  if it sounds like it is real 

4 s  if the storyteller has lots of excitement and speaks loud (p.44). 

The students questioned the supematural or "realist" elements in First Nations stories in 

written form (similar to Molly Bishop's class), more fiequently than with oraIly told 

stories. Azak suggests that hearing stories fiom a well respected storyteller results in 

making the orally told story more credible, more real and that chiIdren in her class 

preferred the "naturai and human factor of storytelling" (p.56). Azak's example reinforces 

the need to have Iocai First Nations storytellers in the classroom. Other preferred 

learning activi ties included listening to the teac her read stories, wri ting about the stories 



in their journds, and drawing story characters, the Nisga'a crests, and petroglyps. In 

contrast, students didn't like vocabuiary building exercises and dictionary work (p.45). 

Loma Azak's concerns about the students' responses to First Nations stories centered 

around their unfarniliarity with making meaning fiom stones and understanding that 

"stories in the orai tradition have different levels of meaning and purposes" (p.56). She 

admits that %is distinction, unfortunately was not an extensive focus of this literature 

unit" (p.56). Upon reflection, Azak places the responsibility upon herself, as the teacher 

to increase her understanding of the nature and purposes of F h t  Nations stories, and in 

particular Nisga'a stories, for teaching and learning. Some of the teaching/learning 

aproaches that Lorna Azak used are ones that 1 have previously criticized. She also 

mentions the tensions she experienced between mainstream schooling pedagogy and First 

Nations story approaches. 

1 decided that 1 still have very much to fearn about our stories, and that 
most irnportantly, our stories are very complex and cannot be treated 
lightly, and are perhaps not easy to teach with the sme methods as most 
childrens' literaturc .... the challenge we face as teachers in the public 
school system, that of trying to maintain a balance between First Nations 
teaching methods, and methods that we are aIso constantly reminded to 
use by education authorities. 1 was reminded that the skiIls taught in basic 
reading lessons, when used in conjunction with First Nations stones, 
should not overpower the stories so that the skills become the important 
aspect of the lesson, rather than the teachings in the stories (p.77). 

Elder storytellers, like Ellen White wodd have been helpfui mentors to Loma Azak and 

Molly Bishop, to guide their understanding about the power of stories and to help them 

l e m  cultural ways to make meaning from stories. Ellen's methods of learning stories and 



leaming to go into the "core" of a nory are valuable story teachings and involves an inter- 

related approach. 

Learning Stories: An Inter-Related Approach 

My talks with Ellen White reiterated the process of intirnately knowing the story 

including knowing the story's content, but dso extending to inter-relating with the story 

to make meaning. When Ellen was asked how she leamed to tell stones she recdled the 

use of repetition4 where she had to repeat the story during food gathering activities. The 

children told stories "back" to the teachers to not oniy master the content of the story, but 

to show their understanding of it: 

Weil ... sometimes they were on that story for ... a whole tide, and a whole 
tide is about ten days ... It's a whole tide and every time we corne in from 
digging clams, ... we are still on the same story. We tired of it and they 
would always Say: "Okay, tell it to me back. If you can tell it to me back 
as clearly; if I can understand what you are saying, ... then you know the 
story. I f you don't, then it means that you don't have the understanding 
(July 9, 1993 transcnpt). 

Dnwing parts of the story created a link to the childrens' visualization and imagination 

skills. I t  was a beginning step to making meaning from stories: 

They used to tell us to make a picture [and] ... a picture frame in our minds 
and see right in there .... That's traditional, we draw in the sand, Granny 
always used to draw in the sand ... they [the students] c m  visualize, [they] 
have a very keen imagination ...y ou [are] tickling the imagination (October 
25, 1993 transcript). 

' This form of repetition is different from the "needless" repetition discussed by Frank Malloway in 
Chapter Five. He talked about repeating words in one's speech, to a gathering of people. Needless 
repetition according to Frank, does not add clarity or strength to one's talk; it tums listenen "off." 



In response to the question of how teachers c m  l e m  stories, Ellen recommends more 

than just reading and mernorizhg the story. She believes that they first need to know the 

story using the method as she described above, then get immersed in the story: "If they 

just read it, they're just going to read it fiom page one to page two ... without any input 

fiom them .... They [should] start to read it, read a page at a t h e  and [corne to know] the 

story and [visualize] it, look between the lines, and go into the story themselves" (ibid). 

She gives an example of working with a teacher: "He had to learn how to go into the 

story. He had to let go of reading word by word. He had to draw a picture like that frarne 

and do the whole sentence all at one t h e ,  instead of just going word by word" (ibid). Her 

description ofvisualizing parts of the story and having the listener get involved with the 

story by "going into the story" is similar to Sarris' notion of storyhtory-listener inter- 

relatedness, but takes it M e r .  

By visualizing, the storyteiler is making the listener or learner use their imagination. 

"You're making hem work ... to become one: [the] story and your thought and the 

visualization ,... this is [the same as] the picture in the sand granny used to draw. It was 

very important, [for us to] see" (ibid). In response the curriculum worker 1 was with said, 

"I've always thought when 1 work with stories and I try and tell teachers that the story 

isn't telling the children what to think or feel, but it's giving them the space to think and 

feel, I'm hearing you saying some of that." ELlen responds: "You're making them work 

for what they are doing" (ibid). 



Ellen emphasizes again in response to teacher preparation that the fkst phase is to go 

within oneself: "[Ilt's also the fmt  phase of training or going inside your own self. It 

says, 'if you don't go inside your own self, you will never leam what you want to be 

learning ...y ou [must] open yourself and go inside and comrnunicate with yourself' (July 

27, 1993 transcript). To go within oneself, to get self-understandings, one (including 

storytellers and children) rnust become humble: "...it's teaching the child then to be 

humble. To be humble is when you get right into the core of what you're trying to get 

across to them. That was part of the training of zeroing in. You have to be humble to get 

in there" (October 25, 1993 transcript). 1 have heard Elders fiom the Coast Salish Nations 

Say that to be humble, one must practise respect and reverence. 

Ellen also beiieves that it is important to coach the teacher, that is, work with her/him 

individually which is similar to her traditional training. Today, more than ever, teachers 

need traditionally trained storytellers to help guide them to learning stories and using 

them with respecthl pedagogy. 

Teaching Children Through Storywork: "We're going to lift al1 
the litfle corners of if. " 

This is why 1 like this work that we're going to try and zero in to make 
them see, and have them know that if they visualize a lot, their 
inquisitiveness starts ovenvorking, imaginations and stuff like that, 
because it's what Indian s t o k  are - to awaken the imagination - to 
awaken the depth of your very sou1 (Ellen White, July 27, 1993 transcript). 

Ellen uses a blanket metaphor to symbolize t h e  to think, talk, and make meaning fiom 

the story. The blanket is a signal to the students that they are going to go "within 



themselves" to think. She suggests telling the story a few tirnes before having the children 

talk about it: 

... they have to know that one &y we're going to.. .look at it [the storyl. 
We're going to lift ail the little corners of it .... To bring in their interest 
[say] ... we're going to talk about the story. We're going to lift this end, and 
lie it and peek under there to see what is going on in there, ... how about the 
crying underneath there [in reference to part of a story] (July 27, 1993 
tramcri p t ). 

If children need help in thinking about the story, then questions may help them. Ellen 

introduces another way of engaging childrens' imagination: 

always ask the students as we are going dong, 'Do you think this could be 
usefd in our thoughts? Can we use some of it ... as it is? Does it expand our 
thinking? Does it expand our magical thoughts? Because each and every 
one of us hunts rnagical al1 the time in out thoughts (July 9, 1993 
transcript). 

If a child's response seems wrong or way off track, Ellen says it is al1 right to tell them 

and then to get them on track. She uses the circle anaiogy: "You got them right in a circle 

like, and they don? usuaily stray" (October 25, 1993 transcript). The circle is the story 

context which creates a healthy atmosphere for inter-reiated and synergistic sharing of 

ideas and thinking 

In response to my question about how children can l e m  to make meaning fiom stories 

Ellen's reply is similar to that of Vincent Stogan and Ann Lindley who talked about 

giving the leamers just enough to ensure understanding and to pique curiosity to lem 

more. This is also a developmental approach. However, she introduces the issue of 

student vulnerability: 



This is where we c d  it- shallow stories. We go to the shallow stories and 
the stories that we can understand today .... We were dealing with 
something that could never possibly happen in our tirne. But yet it still has 
a very good teaching, that we can use for youth today. So we give hem 
just enough of a bIock [of a story] to understand. 

[Wlhen you are young you are very vuinerable, when you are young you 
are very imaginative, you imagine things so much-you fantasize- and 1 
think that's why the old people gave them just a short block of story at a 
time (July 9, 1993 transcript). 

When Ellen talked about the vulnerability of children, 1 remembered hearing the Sto:lo 

Elders Say the same thing when the Sto:lo Sitel curriculum team continually and 

unsuccessfilly tried to get stories for a plant unit for the grade four levei. At first they 

said they could not remernber any, then much later they said that they could not give us 

any because the ones that had good plant teachings were not appropriate for children to 

hear. They were inappropriate because they thought the information and messages of the 

story would h m  them mentally, emotionally, or spirituaily. To prepare students to Iisten 

to a story and to ease this student vulnerability issue, Ellen first sang a Song then 

introduced a story to a senior high school summer youth group in the following way: 

Stories were very important to the Native people. Stones go back perhaps 
thousands of years ago. We always ask why were these stories made and 
what we reccived with, we had to be taught. It was the only way that the 
old people c m  teach us. The story we are about to hear is part of these 
stories that are told to M e  bit older people. 

Remember again too, there are always explanations, the lecture, in the 
beginning of the story instead of at the end. And we Say: 'Why do they use 
animals?' .... They said, 'If 1 was to mention a name and point at one of you 
1 might be injuring you [and] the whole universe' (July 28, 1993 
transcript). 



The following interaction between ElIen and me reinforces the responsibility of the 

storyteller-teacher to protect the children and ensure that they can comprehend a story 

that is told to them: 

.... 1 think that it is the teacher's business, shall we say, to r d l y  watch 
what, how much they give to the students. When we tell [a story] to little 
kids it is just one very small section ...A becornes a very light and short 
story .... They said: ' You can't scare them.' 

There are times when i am going a little bit [ M e r  than I should] and 1 
can always tell. 1 start to get choked or [feel] something in my 
b o a t  ... That's the tirne to cany on in a different phase. You will know 
how to do that. 

JO-am: Because you pick up frorn the people that that is as far as you can 
go- 

Ellen: Right! As far as you are going to go. They said it is your body 
energy that is tel1ing you that. Your trained body ener gy... because if you 
keep carrying on you [would really] scare ... the student. 

JO-am: That makes the storyteller's job really important because they are 
really the teacher [and should not cause h m  to the snident]. 

Ellen: Absolutely! (July 9, 1993 transcript). 

in one session ElIen dso said: "The story was told in a way so that the story became a 

teachef' (July 27, 1993 transcript). Having the story take on the role of the teacher 

resonates with my learning about the power of some stories. They can help one l e m ,  

heal, take action. and then reflect upon that action. However, if these stories are learned 

within conte- where the principles of respect, responsibility, reiciprocity, and reverence 

are not practised, then their power diminishes, or goes "to sleep" mû1 awakened by those 



who can use the story-power appropriately. The importance of teaching the younger 

generation the "right" or "proper" way of First Nations storywork is echoed in Ellen's 

words: 

It isn't going to end and die at the student; this is what you're wishing for, 
you're hoping for. You're hoping that student is going to ... turn around and 
give it to somebody else, give it in a proper way, a proper phrase, proper 
instructions, and a proper way of embedding deep within their mincis-how 
to do this- how to make that other person feel. 

It'll also feel that nothing of the...power of îhis story is ... lost. Or else it's 
going to be just a story. The power of the story is gone ifyou are not 
reaching it the right way. i r  will be jusr a nice M e  story, like rhe white 
man calls a fairy tale, a myth, and that 3 al1 it 's going ro be (emphasis 
added, July 27, 1993 transcript). 

Looking to First Nations traditional principIes will help preserve the cultural power of 

stones and ensure that story pedagogy is educationally sound and beneficial. Coyote has 

one more opportunity to leam this. 

"Coming Back To Coyote" 

Coyote still has lis mismatched eyes, and he is \vandering around. He is 
still feeling sony for himself. Coyote has not learned to work the two new 
eyes together. He is travelling alone, feeling so sorry for himself, moaning 
away, and inside his own thoughts. He is not watching where he is going. 
And he is corning to a steep canyon. He keeps walking-not watching 
where he is going, and steps over the edge. The canyon is so deep, that 
when he hits the bottom, his body is splattered al1 over the canyon walls 
and ground! 

A little while later, that Rabbit cornes dong and sees Coyote's pieces. 
Rabbit shakes his head and decides that he cm help Coyote one more 
time. He jumps over Coyote's pieces four tirnes and d e r  the fourth tirne, 
Coyote becomes whole again. He thanks Rabbit for the help, and 
continues on his journey. 



A version of this Interior Saiish "community" story wsis told by Robert Matthew, of the 

Secwepemc Nation. Robert said that th i s  story is a shorter re-telling of a version that is 

much longer. He believes that adaptations are ailowed with this type of community story 

because it does not belong to any particular farnily or specific cornmunity. In taiking 

about the power of story, Robert said: "The storyteller gives some 'cues' about elements 

of life, c o ~ e c t i o n  to land and comrnunity, to the storylistener. I f  you're ready, you'll get 

it. If not, then it will be just a story" (personal communication). Another t h e  Robert told 

me that he thought the Rabbit was like an Indian doctor who used culture to heal, to help 

make people heaithy in a wholistic way-spiritually, emotionally, physicaily, and 

intellectuaily. First Nations' history of colonization has lefi rnany of our peoples and our 

cultures weak and hgmented. Cultural knowledge, traditions, and healing have lessened 

the detrimental effects of colonization. Cultural knowledge and traditions have also 

helped First Nations resist assimilation. 1 believe that First Nations Stones are at the core 

of our cultures. They have the power to make us think, feel, and be good human beings. 

They have the power to bring storied life back to us. 

Thomas King (1 987) believes that: "Contemporary Native litenture abounds with 

characters who are crushed and broken by circurnstances and disasters, but very few of 

them pensh. Whatever the darnage, contemporary characters, like their traditonal trickster 

relations, rise fiom their own wreckage to begin again" (p.8). Contemporary First Nations 

storytellers and Elder storytellers are like the rabbit helping Trickster and us become 

whole again, through the work of story. Janice Acoose (1993) reinforces this same point: 

"Many Indigenous writers maintain Trickster survives incredibly challenging experiences 



only to live and begin again. Just as the traditional Trickster culture herolfixer-upper 

s w i v e d  great odds, contemporary Indigenous writers [and storytellers] are wîting [and 

telling] their cultures back into stability and thereby assuring survivai" (p.39). 

What happened to Coyote's eyes Ui his renewed transformation? At one time, listeners 

would not ask this question if they had traditional story teachings. They would know that 

another story would corne their way, if and when they needed to know some answer to 

this question. Storylisteners would aiso know that only they could answer this question, 

and maybe they might reaiize that the question to be examined at this time is: "How does 

Coyote learn to use his eyes and make them work together?" Another time, tbe question 

may change to: "Will Coyote ever get back his onginai eyes?'In a recent conversation 

(March 11, 1997) with Robert Matthew, he said that as Coyote continues on his journey 

with the mismatched eyes, he overhears some birds telling each other about a Party they 

are going to. At this Party, Crow is going to let them play with Coyote's eyes. Coyote 

begins to scheme his way to the party to try and get back his original eyes. 

Lorna Azak's reaction to the story about Coyote "coming back" shows the inter-reIated 

and synergistic process between herself as the teacherllearner and the story. She does not 

ask what Coyote's eyes looked like. She is not constrained by trying to make literal 

meaning. She places herself in the story. Her meaning aiso resonates with the principle of 

reciprocity: 

This story relates wel1 to the feelings of rnany teachers who try to use First 
Nations literature, but when they reaiize how difficult it is, or realize that 
they may have approached it fkom the wrong angle, and who may begin to 
feel sorry for themselves, and wander around until they hit a wall and fa11 



to pieces. What we need to remember is that there is a wise friend out 
there who will help up put things back into perspective, if we listen to 
what they have to say, and l e m  fiom it .... This story seemed so simple, yet 
so direct and profound .... What stnick me the most was how truIy personal 
a First Nations story can be ... a good story can reach into your heart, mind 
and soul, and really make you think hard about yourself in reiationship to 
the world (pp.78-79). 

My thesis has presented story possibilities to the question: "How does Coyote l e m  to use 

his eyes and make them work together?" The beginning chapters introduced Tricksters' 

tensions about perceptions between story implicitness and academic explicitness. 

Traditional and life experience stories were shared to show the process of leaming to 

make meaning From them. Some stories showed their structure and "power." Lift: 

experience stories about learning from Elders in a research context and learning through 

storywork are my ways of giving back. 

The principles of respect, responsibility, reciprocity, reverence, wholism, inter- 

relatedness, and synergy helped me get to the "core" of making meaning with and 

through stories. These principles may be a beginning theory of Sto:Io and Coast Salish 

storywork. 1 suggest that these principles must be understood and practised if Sto:lo and 

perhaps other First Nations m i e s  are ti, be meaningful used in an educational context.' 

To end my thesis and this chapter, 1 needed to "come back" to the traditional teachings of 

the Elders 

5 1 do not want CO generalize to al1 First Nations. 1 present these principles for other First Nations people to 
examine to see if they can be of any use to them for storywork. 



Coming Back To The Elders: A GiveAway 

To be an elder, you first have to be accepted, listened to, and not laughed 
at. You have to be a good speaker .... You aiways know where it's 
bowledge] going to be in your memory, in your mind....They aiways 
mention a basket (Elder Ellen White, 1994, p. 107). 

The drearn6 of going to the Elders and listening to "what they said" has corne to life over 

the past four years through my research jouniey into the world of First Nations 

storytelling. 1 did not know at that t h e  what they were telling me, but now I know. 

During the research process I went to the Elders. Some were Elders from the Sto:lo and 

Coast Salish Nations that I knew; others i came to know. Al1 1 came to love and respect. 

A respectful, reciprocd, responsible, and reverent relationship was established with each 

Elder and even though time and geography creates distance, the close relationship stays 

intact. 1 take responsibility to keep coming back to the ~lders', just as Greg Sarris (1 994) 

did in his fearning with Elder Mabel McKay. She was a Porno basketweaver and 

medicine wornan who wove baskets according to Dreams she had. Mabel McKay's 

relatives told Greg Sarris that she had told them he would enter their lives: 

- - 

See Chapter One. 

' In the Fall of 1996, 1 discussed the seven storywork pnnciples with the Coqualeetza Elders and staff. 
They generally agreed with the principles, but had some concems about the English tenns: reciprocity 
and synergy. Some had the notion that reciprocity only rneant something like 'you scratch rny back and 
1'11 scratch yours." a tenn which they amibute to mainmeam econornics. Ann Lindley told me to tell it 
(the principles) to her "in grade two." The group's comrnents made me think about the English terms and 
the difficulty of the connotated meaning they bring from other contexts. As we began to talk about these 
pnnciples in the context of storywork, the Elders were asked to think of Halq'emeylem ways of naming 
these terms. The validity of the t e m  would then be examined through the Hal'qemeylem language. The 
characteristics of these terms also are considered part of the naming process. An exarnple is the term 
"reverence." Arnelia Douglas suggested "Xa:ls xexe" which means showing immense respect towards 
the Spintual. Because of my time limitations for completing my Ph.D program, 1 cannot complete this 
validation task for my thesis. The validation task will continue and will form another story to be shared 
another time. 



Mabel said you would come here. Seven or ten years ago. A while ago. 
When you weren't around here. Before you knew us. She desdbed you, 
told us you would come and to take you in. It was her prophecy, her 
Drearn. That's why Anita and 1 looked at you so closely when we first met 
you. 1s he the one? we asked each other. Then 1 asked Aunt Mabel and she 
said yes (p. 164). 

Simis then realizes why Mabel kept telling him the sarne stories over and over again 

when he was preparing to write a book about her life story. The inter-relationship 

between him and Mabel created a synergy of story threads that became a basket: 

Things came together. It wasn't just her story she had wanted me to know. 
While trying to help her, while trying to trace her story, 1 traced my own. 1 
had pretty much sensed this. But it was more than that even. It was a 
blessing, a miracle. Hers was a life that gave, a life only in the Dream. 1 
had never known her any othet way. How else could I write her book? 
How else but fiom the Dream, what 1 knew from her? Her story, the story, 
our story. Like the tiny basket in my shirt pocket, different threads, sedge 
and redbud, woven over one willow rod into a design that went round and 
round, endless (pp. 164- 1 65). 

Before Mabel McKay passed away, Greg Sarris wanted to know why she had chosen 

him. Her reply reinforced the value of coming back in order to maintain a 

teachingAeming relationship: "Why'd you do so much for me? Why me?' She looked 

me in the eye and said, plain as day, 'Because you kepr coming back" ( emphasis added, 

p. 165). Mabel also directed Greg Sarris' learning in her own way, despite his initial need 

to use an academic theme approach, which she readily dismissed: 

Mabel, people want to know about things in your life in a way they can 
understand. You know, how you got to be who you are. There has to be a 
theme. 

'1 don't know about no theme.' 

1 squirmed in my seat ....' A theme is a point that connects al1 the dots, ties 
up al1 the stories ...' 



'That's h y .  Tying up al1 the stories. Why somebody want to do that?' 

'When you write a book there has to be a story or idea, a theme ...' 

'Well, theme I don't know nothing about. That's somebody else's d e .  
You just do the best way you know how. What you know from me' (p.5). 

Sarris (1993) tells what and how he learned from Mabel McKay. He and 1 have also 

learned to appreciate her way and not "somebody else's d e " :  "Don't ask me what it 

means the sto ry.... Life will teach you about it in the way it teaches you about life" 

(p. 194). 

The stories presented in my thesis have taught me more about life and through the 

experience of doing story research and stotywork, 1 have learned more about making 

meaning fiom story. 1 resisted doing an expositive thesis surnmary of the seven storywork 

principles. Each chapter has contained stories, others' viewdexperiences, and my 

viewdexperiences about them. Each principle has a separateness which is like a long flat 

piece ofcedar bark used for weaving a basket. As each piece is woven together, it may 

loose its separateness and become the in-between space that creates the background for a 

beautifd design. As the basketmaker continues, she weaves the same pieces together, 

transforming them into distinctive designs. In the Sto:lo Nation and Coast Salish Nations, 

people used to know who created the baskets through the designs. Each basketmaker had 

designs that were her signature and each design had symbolic meaning. Also, baskets had 

specific f ic t ions  such as storing items; serving as water and berry containers, and 

sornetimes used as a cooking container. 1 take Elder Ellen White's lead by using the 

metaphor of a basket and 1 present a "storybasket" in which to place my thesis learning. 



The stoqbasket that 1 and Coyore have learned to make cornes h m  Iiving stones and 

making rneaning fiom them based on interactions with others, in particular Elders. My 

hrst storybasket that started fiom a Dream is not perfect, There are flaws. The next one 

may be easier or better because 1 have leamed some principles and methods that 1 did not 

know when 1 started this one. 1 need to keep coming back to the Sto:Io and Coast Salish 

Elders to l e m  more and to have them check my "storybasket" to see if 1 am doing it in 

the "right" way. In Sto:lo tradition, a basketrnaker gives her first basket away to someone 

who may find it usefid. 1 give this storybasket to you. 
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APPENDICES 



APPENDIX A 

SIS1UT.E: THE SCALES OF JUSTICE 
by Gordon Hiü, K ~ i u ' w a k w  

The Sisi&(a Kwrrkkaia w d  roughly pronomced SEE-see-yoalth) LF a 
mythologicalfigure of p a r  power. Ir is a two-headed sea serpeni. iratiitionolly 
&pic& wiih two h e d  e~fendingj?om a cerurai bot& and h e d  S M w m  
said to pard the enhances IO the homes of nrpa>mhaol beings, anà wpr so 
ured PS a rnon;FparparnCed on t h e f i m  of bighauiesfirprotedi4n 

The Sisid is a fiaing w b o l  for the conapt ofjuscice, and in particuiar the scalts ofjustice 
whîch have ban iocorporatcd into this design. The featha, the symbol central to the circle. is 
also anotba imporfaru symhl of Uuth and j-cc Sisid isaiways prcscnad in balance, tbc 
cwo aamding hatds of qua1 lcngth and sirt; the d e s  of justice are also balaeced, 
rrprrsating tpuality. Equality also mams balance, and onc of the main t e d h g s  dut First 
Nations have providai to the worid is that without ùaiauœ, tbat is MI harmony fOt rhe eartb, 
for its p p l c s ,  or for society. 'Ihe Sisiuttis also a very p o d  aeanae. and must be aatcd 
with rtspen This is symbolic of the pwer  ofjustice, and the respect that must bc shown for 
justice Finally, the body of Sisiutkis covercd in scales for its protection; justice is also meant 
tosaveandpromsociay. 



WHY A FIRST NAlïONS JUSIYCE CURRICULUM? 

In order to su* in the twentietn 
cenkiry, we must mdly corne to grips 
with the White man's culture and wim 
White man's ways. We must stop 
iamenting the past The White man 
has menygoodthings. Bom)(N. 
Master and apply his techrolagies. 
D i r  and define the hamionies 
behneen the two general Cultures. 
between the basic values of the lndian 
Way and thwe of Western C i i i n  
-and. Mmby forge a new and 
çtronger sense of iderrMyerrMy To be fully 
Indian today, we must becorne biüqual 
and biailtural. We have never had to 
do thii before. But, in so &hg. we will 
su- as lndian People. üue to Our 
past We have ahvays sunrived. Our 
history telis us sa 

(Louis mer, Cree. Alberta.) 

The tcachu, even though having adult d e s  
and responst'bitieq is also a shtdent. 
indeed, for an mquiry pmcws to work the 
teacher needs to sa his or ha 
rcsponsibility as being a CO-leamer. A 
ccaain humblmess, likc water, is a usefiil 
thing; a sense of aploration into possibly 
new and m h d i a r  temtory, a wiüingncsa 
to sce things in a ncw iight, to make new 
cormeaions. Thex qualtiior are au 
esçeotial responxs to the words of Eldu 
Louis Cria and the other Eldas and 
teaders you are about to hear. In this 

.- opening WC have attempted to recnate the 
thougùts, hlings and spirit t h  have taken 
us through the rrstarch for this curriculum. 

lt 

in the spirit of the focus on oral kaditions 
in this curriculum, we suggcst you read tht 
foiiowing dialogue aloud and nnd youftclf 
involvcd in this joumey. 

DIALOGZlE W ï ï H  THE ANCE!XORS 

ï h e  young peopie, ail tea&ers and 
cunicuium developas, walked with the 
w k  ones, the wise onts of many voices 
and many faces. Theü work had takm 
them on a journey with a purpose, one that 
r e q W  much searching, again ancl again, 
rc-searching. nicy were looking for 
questions, looking for answas. 

My people's memory maches iMo the 
beginning of al1 things. If the veiy ald 
wifl remember the vev yaung will 
l i n .  

The wise ones h e w  fiam masy y m  of 
listcning what lay in the youag people's 
hearts. Yet it was important to htar the 
thoughts out toud, k r  the wind to heu. 

"Weartstnigglingtodcvclopwhatwed 
a ClllTiCUIirm, a tool for tcaching the yoimg 
about the Iaws of what o h  scans like twc 
worids." 



For thausands of years I have spoken 
the language of the land and Iiiened to 
its many Mices. I took what I ne- 
and found them was plenty for 
everyone. The rivem were dear and 
thid<withlife. theairwaspmtand 
gave way to the thrsshing of countless 
wings. On land a prohsbn of 
creatures abounded l walked talt and 
pmud loiowlng the n#ourcefulnes8 of 
my people, feeling the resourcefulness 
of ail beings. I meesored the day by 
the sun's joumsy across aie sky. The 
passing of the year was Wd by the 
retum of üm Salmon or the birds pairhg 
offtonest Betweanthefirstcampfim 
and the last of each day I seafched for 
food. made shelter. dothing, weapons, 
and atways found time for prayer. 

(Chief Oan George.) 

"So. First Nations pcoplcs lived as part of 
al1 mation, in hamony with the land air 
and waters. They leamcd lessons h m  
nature. How werr these ltssons passai on 
through cime, h m  gencration to 
generation?" the young people asktd. 

Our peoples lived with the guiahce of 
chief. We knew to whom we belonged we 
hnew al1 our reluriom. We kirw out 
mes ,  we lived our power. 

The young teachcrs stoppai and gaPd into 
a pool of watcr. Reflections grrctcd than. 
"We have hcard you say many things." 

"Each person m u s  know whue thcy 
belong, their place in the world And it is 
through encountcrs, actu%i Living 
experiences, with the land, with animai.9 

For many yeats our na no no^ grew strong. 
Like k e  cedms iheir mots were strong 
d iw and rooted in the earth 

in the course of my r i m e  I have r i  
in 1 ' 0  distinct cuiiuras. I was bom into 
a ailhire tha! i i i  in communal 
houses. My grandfamer's house was 
eighty fm long. In houses like these, 
thraughout tb tribe, peap(e learned to 
T i  wiîh one arother; leamed to 
respect the rîghts af one arother. And 
alildren siwed the thooghts of the 
aduR world and fond tfiemselves 
sumnded by aum and cousins who 
bved them and did not thmaten tham 
My t W r  was bom in such a house 
and learned from infancy how to love 
peopte and be at home with them. 

(Chief ûan George.) 

This means ~II, that people looked after 
ont mtha and n d e d  each other to 
nnvivc They knew who they war and 
what was expected of than. Each person 
had a mIc and a rtsponsibility." ïhcy 
thought about how important that was in 
thcir work togaher. 

Eadr pason had a way of bwwing their 
place W n  the chde of ri&. Each person 
Ieamd that he or she haà many gijhjiorn 
the G.Cator and rhar one musf maki? the 
mosr of t h e  &s for the good of the whole 
Naton We l e m  fiom the Creator that u 
commun@ is o d y  m mong ar ifs weakest 



"You spcak of a w h d  of  Iife and of the 
whole Nation We an tcying to dcvclop a 
holistic curriculum." 

Yes. Eoch act of marion has rnany pans 
ro if. We kiow rhis. The Creerorpur us al1 
here ~ogerkr on one e h  nor on numy 
tiny emrhs. just o m  And in each rhing that 
we do rhere me nuzny rhoughu anà 
Jeelings. And rhis is very impommr: rhere 
crm be m a q  choices abour out actions. 

"So, we havt W o m  to cfioosc what we 
do." 

This is whyashwrmrs wemurrliveby 
~ W S .  M i  ~OWS 10 makr Ki  k . 7  ~ W S  fhat 
help us serve otu higher pirrpose. We 
m m e i  ar how the creohrres Iive together, 
how the emth hm a balance. &ch 
creature lives out its lifc's pwpose in 
accord mlh the Credor 's wiiL Thcre is 
liftle choice for a rree or a benr. niey rnun 
Iive andgrow w frhin rhe Iaws of ~ l u r r .  So 
must W. b u  we have to l e m  these laws 
for omefves. We hofd wiPhUt w the g$s 
ofal2 nature. We um be fik a free mid 
roof ourselver to the graad. and we c m  
sour in o w  thought andfeelings I i h  rite 
rnigh~iest of eagles. But îfwe me only 
eagle-lik we me of no use in our roles on 
emth. and ifwe me only roored t h  we 
cmmorfly ro our highesr challenges. We 
murt h I o p  411 our gijk ln(b is oip true 
nature. 

"This is what WC mean by holinn then. 
S&g the whok wbccI of life withing 
o u r S t l ~ ~ ~ . "  

And seeing ome1yes within the whole 
whed of life; recognizing khship with ik 
Imrri, animais, people and spVir 

"That sounds likt quite a task, a lot of hard 
work." 

Yes, if Lr a l#time'r work and beyond a 
lijètime. You see. everyrhing worb wirhin 
cùcles, men rime. Pasr andfichue c m  
meer in each presenr moment. Thar is why 
we honour our ancestors in many wrrys, foi 
there is m e r  truiy a &ah. only a change 
ofenergy. This we krow. To tu rhe 
munberfour is v . y  important- The four 
seasans, four directions, foirr fornilies of 
nature, four nations of rhe salmon people. 
four races of humankind And the four 
e!ements of humPn wh0Ienes.s; fhe hwnan 
doing, fëeiing rithking, anà being. 

The young tcachers puPlcd about this in 
the context of crtating a law curriculum. 
Thcy asked: "But arc laws not creations 
only of mental thought? in our Cacacüan 
Icgal systan, laws may just secm to bc 
thought up and writfcn down How can 
laws aad law-making be spintuai. physica 
or ~n0t ional2~ 

Each of these aspects conMbutes to 
the whoiesomeness of the next. if yoi 
are happy and healthy in p u r  physic; 
self, yw c8n love ywrself. People 
wem taught to keep in shape. eat the 
rigM foods. and respect thair bodies, 
not hurbing them in any way. The 
people knew that Uds gave the best 
chance for the rest of your w M  to 
worlc ûecausethenativepeoplekne 
this. every one of M i r  rihtals, aistom 
andtradltionscanphmWeach 
o h r  and were enlranced by thii 
hdiapproachtoüfe. 

( u d e i C 4 i r i i c m O T ~  
George.BMard Noml 
V . . )  



" Whcrt did these practicts orighmtc and 
how wttt thcy dcvtloped?" 

Oirecüons for these pracücas m e  
from the Cmmr and from the human 
leaders and teaEtrers. and the pmdhs 
were al1 simgle. The simpliaty 
preventeâ a myriad of c o m p i i i n s  
within the body and spirit. ActMn'es 
induded ninning, fasting, meditation. 
singing, danang. sweatladge 
partïcjpa!fon, pipe cefernonies, and 
cold water baths. One bied to stay in 
balance with the environmerit by rising 
when the sun came up, working and 
playing in the day, and resîing wtien 
the sun went down. 

(L8onanj Gearge-) 

The tachers thought out loud: "And so 
thcse prescribed practices gave an ordcr to 
individual and community iifé, and of 
course evtn today wc speak of law and 
ordertogetfier. So it scems that the nist 
nted for understanding and practising laws 
is for a hcaithy body. WC know as tcachas 
how our whok ability to learn rests upoa a 
hdthy body. It is most evicht in youug 
chiidrtn that their physicai naturt takes 
thcm into wcperiences to think and fui and 
cc flect upon" 

. -- - - - - - -- -. -. . . . ---. -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

The tried and true rihtals of the past 
assisteâ in maiiitaining heaith, They 
hetlped us to express out pain, sorrow, 
anger, or whatever. Whm we sing. we 
eannot heip but sing with what we are 

behg. lt witl be expressad and. once 
expresssd, it wül nat M e n  us 
any longer and we witl be fekmd of 
thatnegative. Weareriotmeantb 
hoiâ dl our feeluigs inside; we have a 
great need to express in order ta Say 
Wie. (L8anard-J 

The young ttachers temcrnbcrtd back to 
tirncs, cacti in thcir own way, whcn thcy 
had participai in rituais and activities in 
which they had had ba land feelings, and 
the body feit strong and hcalthy. 'Inose 
wcrt the times chat the powcrs of th inhg 
wtrt stmngest And thcy kncw, as tcachcrs 
and parents, that thcm was a certain path of 
devclopment that childhn take. They first 
leam through movcment and througb the 
body, and most pain and joy is fclt bodily. 
Then, chiidrcn begin to rtcognizc hurt and 
happy feelings, and in latcr childhood tûey 
cm more easily separate thansclvcs h m  
thcir own feelings and think about othtrs, 
about consequencts, and about situations 
outsi& thcir own cxpericnces. 

Ifone is healthy pkysicalIy mrd emotionally 
one also te& to be in good heaith 
mentally. The mind is wrlimited bt 
poten~ài 



PhIlosophlcal Rstlonale 

and Iiiening over long periads of time 
before yw start to com5ousty mceive 
ttie massages fmm mis level. The h l y  
people said the answers to lie are in 
the second and third levels of our 
mincis, and they spent the of 
their l i  trying to mach those leveb 
because it is believed that îhk iS whel'e 
Godtalkstous. 

( L m  Eeorge-) 

--- 

"So, this thcn mtans that the mhd., body 
and emotions wm al in the savice of this 
lcvcl of mystay, of the spirit. And if the 
laws comc h m  the howlcdge o f  the 
Creator, tbtn a spirituai aspect to the 
curriculum is very important" 

Wrthaut spiritudi ümre really isn'î 
anythlng else. To me. spirihiali 
means befieving in who yw are. what 
you are. and practising everything th& 
you've b e n  taugM hy your elders- 
how Io fish. how to hunt how to 
presawe those fiih, how to pick the 
berfies. use the bemes and ttadiional 
food% Thars al1 part of spirituality, 
because if you dont have s p i M i  
then yau dont have VKwe îhings. 
Whout spirituaiity what do p u  have? 
Y w  are an empty sheU. You're aiiie, 
but you're-almos! Iike a vegetable. 
You're rnoving. your heaR iS ticking. 
but you're not realiy doing anything that 
ispaftofyou Butifywhavemat 
wirihral'i, than you understand why 
youdo the~youdoeve iyday .  

(Past Chref CoundUff R ~ b y  
Dimstan, Ma'ke'pamioC 
L W . . )  

The young teachers sudddy felt v a y  
thanldul. This walk with the v o i m  of the 
anceston. and those Who undastood. had 
brought them closcr to updcrstanding the 
way forward and tht meaning o f  this 
cunicuium. Thcu insight into the reasons 
for the work providcd the will to @UCC 
the best possible work. 

And this is of course what you are 
doing for the chfldren. You am helpiy 
h m  seek out m . n g  and reason 
that lies m i n  ail thingç, to çense theil 
omi power and to develop the will t0 d 
what is rigM If a young person has a 
problem. often ames the elder gives 
mem a story. The story does not give 
îhem al1 h answers. Il shows them 
the way. A stoiy has many levels t0 
think about Eadi peMn who bars z 
srory feels and üWs for themsehres. 
In the old days &ries were tdd many 
times over. That's how the people 
learned to Iisten The -ries are oftel 
teachingç that tell about the way to I i i  
The stories teach haw to survive as 
human beings and how to resped 
share and care for one another. 

Ol nme G m . m  
StotIo. ChiUhvedr) 

The cinricuium dcvelopers d e d  happa 
"WC am hoping that out work, in same 
small way, will help people not only to 
undcrstand thcmsclveq but also tnidastru 
and live harmooiousiy in the cbanging 
world they are growing into." 



In a collective sdety Um sôuclure of 
the saciety is basad on h. We have 
greaî love for out chlldfen. for Our 
grandparents. In this sdety there is 
na toleranai for selfishness. 
boastfulmiss.deceitorvanity,but~ 
is a genemus arnwnt d togiveMS8. 
Holistic h d n g  thrives on the 
generosity of the rnind, baby. spirit and 
edons. These four components 
must ail woik in each is 
dependent on the other. Love is in the 
centre of this m e r M i .  It feds only 
positiveness to al1 four. It is ready 10 
forg~e ail ilb, it is ready tu plant nm 
liie through forgivtmess, and it is ever 
so patient in acquiring and maintainhg 
balance in a person. It may take time. 
but healing will come if the individuai is 
ready to e m b m  it The face of the 
Creator is painted on every le& it is 
camd in mry mck and stone. it is 
Our privilege to [wk for hiç W. 

~ h t s a f ~  
-Marshall wmacl. Nova 
SCOb'a) 

~0ywngpeop~myQrandparents 
always sald. ' Y o d  do al1 rigM if your 
hands are bath M to ove- 
Onehandcwid befilledwith 
kiawledge al the White man and iha 
0 t h  could be fiUad with the knowledge 
o f y w r m  Yaicwldstuctyihe 
aneestors. but without a deep feeiing of 
commwiieetlonwithawmiitwouldbe 
su* laaming and surlece talking. 
Orwrtywhavegoneirnoy#rrWfand 
hava leamt very deepb, awechb it 
andrelatetaitveiyweU.eveiyrtilngMll 
corne veiy easiiy. They ahvays said 
triatifyouhaveîbetodsofywr 
ancestors and you have the tods of the 
Whie man. hia speecti. his knowledge, 
hii ways. his cowts, his govemment, 
you'n be able to deal with a lot of things 
at hi leva. When your hands are both 
full w i ü ~  aie I<nowledge of both sides, 
you'U gnm up tu be a great speeker. 
great organàer, grea! dom, and a 

of your people. 

(E&w Project Eider. 
- S I  

A curriculum such as ours is commonly 
rcfemd to as a law-related curriculum. At 
the hem of a holistic MZicuium is titc 
study of the individuaI. the individuai's 
gradually expanding sphaes into otha 

world Knowledgc of seE othas, and 
nature, as this knowlcdgc relates to law, is 
essentialIy con& with the juxtaposition 
and balancing of individuai rights, roles, 
anà responsibilities. 

domains, such as family, commmity, and 
nation, and the dynamics of dationdips 
betwtm the individual and thesc oîha 
domains. Both wditional and modern 
cducational practias demand that a F i  
Nations approach iuclude individual and 
coiiective relationships with the d 

ifourgoai is to promote hcalthy 
individuais, then WC m u t  cd- the 
whole pason. W e  must a h  d y  and 
dtvtlop un- abaut the wholc 
pcrson. in bath the process of Icarning and 
the content of that ltarning, wc mut take a 
h o l i c  paspcctive. 



OUR PHYSICAL SELF 

We arc born into a physical world with the 
gih of our physical senses. It is plain to 
set that a growing child explores the world 
in a 'whole body' W o n .  The work of the 
child is play. The more a child can 
expaiaicc and gain understanding in a 
physical way, the more rcadily he or she 
can develop ways of thinlo'ng and fœling 
about the world For a young chiid, the 
naturai and what WC might tam the 
supematurui, or tht spkÏfuaI, are wt so 
separate in this way we an not only 
concemed with physical devclopment for 
its own sakç but also with what is of t a  
calleci pwhomoror dewlopment. Just as 
the Elders state that a child Immç h m  
encorntas, cducators such as Piaget, 
Steiner and Monmsori bcticvt that the 
child leam by acting on, witûin, and fium 
his or h a  aivironmtnt This p b s c  might 
KNC as  the kcy for undastanding the 
domain of psychomotor developmcnt 

One basis of tIiis curriculum is rhc 
understanding tbat childrcn move primarily 
in orda to expiore, comprchend, and adapt 
to theu world, thacby graduaiiy incrcasing 
control over thtmsclvts and th& 
environment This k particularly relevant 
to law-rclattd education, for it is through 
physicai activity that childm discover why 
and how things work or don? WOIL They 
discovu h u g h  concretc acpaience that 
Iaws me embeddrd in theù &iy activities 
and environmena. Thmfore, particularly 
in the primary grades. many concepts are 
acpfored b u g h  expaienccs in and out of 
the classroom, and wiU extend 
undastanding into famiiy and community 
activitics. Undemanding the d e s  
invalvsd in such things as cooking and 

crafts, games, -g 
appmpriately, playing music, writing a 

story. riding a bike, shopping, participaàng 
in cultural cacmonics and traditions, 
intnacting with Elders, Emds, M y  and 
strangas, campin& building a fire. and 
gathering and growing fboàstdk are al1 
part of understanding laws. 

in addition to d i .  expaiene, many 
activities involve mie plays and 
simulations. These art forms of acting out 
siNations, charactas, and emotions. in the 
higher grades, snidtnts wiü takc part in 
both xripted and non-scriptcd mock mals. 

OUR EMOTIONAL SELF 

As statcd above by Chief Lconard George. 
we aii have a primary human instinct to 
express our falings. F k t  Nations p p l c s  
have aiways had the bclief that an 
appropriate q d o n  of motions ad& to 
the quaiity of lifc for individuais and 
communitis. This cuniculum provides 
many opportmitics for tcachus w explore 
with their students the expression and 
nanirr of falings. The emphasis is on the 
cxperience of emotions within real. day-to- 
&y situations. The studmts wiU have 
many chances to react to situations that 
they may fïnd thmiselves in. The 
importance of rrcognizing ùle impact and 
consequcnces of unotions will ltad w the 
ability to agcss oneçeif appropriately . 
The validation and integraiion of the 
s n i d d  own ciiltraal practicts values and 
environmats will hdp M d  th& sense of 
self-worth and self+stmn The curriculum 
also fonises on the idcas of uniqu~ntss and 
ciiffices. The concepts and practias of 
caring, shming mrd respect for self, 
othcrs, and nannt are fundarueniai to a 
furthe tmderstanding of law-rrlated 
CO- and padces. Traditional Fim 
Nations values, such as helpiq one 



Childrtn arc no c i i f f i t  h m  adults in 
tcsponding morc and c;ircfiiily 
to hkgs they idcnhfjr with, and things that 
a p p d  to thtir ûmaîc sense of aesthetics. 
Thtreforc, this curricuium sû-ivcs to 
involve chiidrni in a senst of C O - d o n  
and owntrship, and in providing artistic 
and plcasiag activities. 

Oral traditions play a cnrcizil role in 
nurturing the motional strtngth and 
balance of a chiid. Tbrough the active 
process of M g ,  îhe studtnts rtspond 
with the fidi sptctrum of human motions, 
dcveloping cmpathy and understadhg. 
This exnotional involvtment, with endies 
possibilities for charactcrs and evcnts, 
broadens their horizons. Hearing stories 
h m  theu own cultures and others 
stmgthens the respect for différent 
heritages. 

OUR TEINKING SELF 

The abiiity to thhk citarly, to asscss al1 
aspects of a situation., to wcigh the pros and 
cons, to fonn judgtments, and to makt 
appropriate dccisions, are just some of the 
mentai skills necded by an individual to 
ta&e an active role in socicty. ûur evcr 
morc complcx, information-bascd socicties 
rcquirt a myriad of skiLis involving 
decoding, mcmory, extrapolation, 
sequcncing, and a host of othcr mental 
firnctions. 

Traditional Lifc has always honourcd clarity 
of thought, and the suprb oratory skiiis 
displaycd h m  time immemorial arc ample 
evidence of this- Howcvcr, tbis tmphasis 
on oratory cioes not corne h m  one-sidcd 
intclltct. Eldas o h  cxprcss the 
relationship bctwœn speech and ccrunony 

in a spiritual way, such as thinking with rhe 
hem. indced, th- ah many stories that 
Uuminarr the follies of one-ûack tûinkhg. 

Tncksta chmctm such as Ravcn and 
Coyote often provide good examples of too 
much t b k h g  for one's own good Thek 
t r i d r y t ) i i n h ' n n o f & n ~ !  

Yct the ocpericnce of know1cdge is our 
trcasrncd birthright This curricuium 
consciously scts out to provide stuâents 
with not only the knowlcdge of law, but 
with the ongoing d v a l  slnlls 
charactcnstic of thtir forefathas. 
Suggtsted d v i t i t s  provide wi& scope for 
cornparin& -lVting, -ning, 
pradicting, and applying studtnts' mental 
f'acuitics to b t h  rcai life situations, and d 
Me simulations. 

OUR SPIRITUAL SELF 

impiicit in F i  Nations Iaws is the 
acceptana of a Creator, which is 
acknowledged by the Assembly o f  F i  
Nations as part of its pmtocol statemmt: 

We the û r i g i ~ i  peoples of this 
tand kmw the Crearor put us here. 
The Crearor gave us Laws t h  
govem all our relarionships to live 
in hamony wirh nanrre and 
mcatAjnd The Laws of the Creator 
&fied our righrs and 
resportrib iiities. 

In this d c u i u m ,  WC have chosen to 
designate the Creator as 'hç' using a 
gcnder-neutral pronoun. The Creator was 
also r c f d  to as 'he' by E l h  in the 
stories WC collectcd Howcvcr, if you ftel 
uncornfortable 4th this in your classroom, 
by ai i  mcans use 'Ac,' or any othcr suitable 
designaiion you know of. 



Piilosophical Ratfonde 

First Nations peoples have always knowu 
that al1 l i  ineluding human WC, is mort 
than the nrm of its parts. ' h y  have always 
aclmawlcdgtd in thcll thdthg. fctluig, 
and doing that thcm Y a statt of king thal 
gives mmning and order to iife. 

This curriculum honom our rpiriiuol 
M m e .  The goal is to provi& 
oppominities for d e n t s  to, as Ruby 
Dunstan statcs, "understand wtiy you do the 
things you do every day." The hoListi~ 
snidy of the ideas and practiccs of Iaw is an 
ideal contcxt for students and teachc~~ to 
explore important questions of life. The 
scarch for the rawn and mcaning that lie 
behind nahiral and dhrral phenornena can 
bt a vcry practical one. 

A cornmon fundamental of spiriruai 
knowledge is the d t y  of 
inttneloredness, mcaning îhat lifè is a wtb 
of connections. Ilnis bas always ban 
lmown by F i  Nations peoples. 
Tmditional laws g m  out of this 
undcrstanding. Thus, individuals 
acknowlcdged the rigbts of, and theu 
rrspansibility towsrds animais peopk, the 
land, and kin. 

Tt is difncuit to taik about physical, 
cmotional. mental, and spinnial aspects and 
activitics as sepamte entities. for in pmctke 
thcy are intemlated in tbe whole pcrson, as 
wcU as within the commuaity. This 
curriculum foliows a child's gmwing 
through a sense of dependence, h u g h  
intcrdtpendcnœ. to the d& for 
indepeadcnce. 

ï h e  invol~~l lmt  of d srpccts of the 
family and community that impact on a 
child's Lift Y important to Iht process of 
Ieaming, Thnefo~, WC aiwiwge a 
pamcRhip approach betwœn home, 
scbool, and the wider cammrniity. 

DEYELOPING THE SKILLS OF 
INTERRELATEDNESS 

Contzmporary tceching mahods have oAcn 
ody f d  on rhe facts. ïherc has bacn a 
bias towards intciiectual SkiilS. and this has 
continucd to fostcr mechanistic 
worldvinvs. 

A ûaditional, holistic ducation foners 
intemlatcdnss. Studcrits arc cncouraged 
to observe, liste* undpracrire. 

In aii wditional socicties, stoxytdhg has 
beai used to enhance thesc skiiis. Stories 
act as a bridge becwcai the a d ' s  
cxperimct and absuact concepts. It is the 
metnphoric nature of storis tfiat produca 
the mponsc of, "Ah, ifs Iikc thdm 
Metaphon pl= the conœpt wïthin the 
realm of concrcte cxpcricnce, the ml 
wodd of the & c l  In this cumculum, 
metaphors can bc examples h m  the child's 
lifê or raage of knowledge. h an 
intcmIatad approach. midents are 
cacouragcd to acnialiP: their own 
metaphors by bringing lifc +triees i n t~  
the classroom. 

One objective is to facilitate tht skilhit i i ~ d  
holistic use of stoiy in the child's lifç 
a widc range of story typcs. A good S O ~ ,  

told in a living way, caa be a v q  
powerfiii, c o m t e  expaiaice for the child. 

A metaphoricai way of w d i n g  is hoiiso'c. 
It constaniiy f i x w s  on rrcognizhg and 
-g patterns and g d  
principlcs &ch give mcaning to *C 

W. Each ncw Mit, concept or theme is 
m Ionga. viewtd as an isolated set of 
i u f o d o n ,  but an oppommity to make 
COI~KI&OM 



SOURCE OF LA WS 

The ownership of territory is a mamage 
of the Chief and the land Each Ctiief 
has an anarrtor who enawntered and 
aduiowledgedthelileofthehnd. 
From such encouMers come pomir. 
T b  iand, the plants. the animats and 
the m e  al1 have spi* al1 rnust 
be show respect. That is the m i s  d 
our law. 

The major agenOes of soaal cornrd 
are marais, religion. and law. In the 
beginning of law. these are not 
diiemnüaîed. Even in so advancd a 
civili ion as that of the Greek city- 
-te, the same w o d  is used to mean 
nligious rit8s. ethical custom. the 
tradioonal course of adlisting relatiMs, 
the tegislation of the Qty. and al1 these 
lwked on as a &le. as we should 
say, icduding al1 Wse sgencieç of 
scüai control under one term which we 
now transbte law. 

This curricdum Iooks at the saurcc of Iaws 
and how these laws becorne part of human 
society. ln F i  Nations, many laws arc 
deriveci h m  human imaaction with the 
natural mvironmenc notions of mpca 
value, and rcspoasiïility. for example, may 
be seta as deriving h m  FimNations 
rrsourct management. The qwte h m  the 
Gitksan and Wa'suwct'eo Chi& above 
provides an inçight into how laws arc 
dcrived h m  the land; the one h m  Rosca 
Pound shows one source of Canadian laws 

h m  a thne when iaw in the Westem seme 
was much more opcnly cciatcd to othcr 
aspec!s of Society. 

Laws h m  any society arc basai upon 
needs perccived by that particular society. 
Because of.this. the ceason for a iaw shouid 
be apparent to anyone coming h m  that 
society. If it is not apparenh eithcr the iaw 
is out-dattd and no longer relates to cumnt 
imdcmandiags. or the pcrson ençountaing 
the iaw does not undmtand the aspect of 
socicty to wtiich the iaw appiies. Beig 
fàmüiar with "The Law," whethcr it is 
derivesi h m  F i  Nations or the Canadian 
lcgal system, quirrs an understanding of 
the source of the lm, which wiU in ttnn 
aiiow an individual to grasp the reason for 
nich laws. 

in fhk curriculum, lawsare not simply 
raught: through activities included in the 
différent teaching units, an understanding 
of law will stem h m  cxperiencc. cithcr 
real or sirnuiami, of the application of 
laws. Laws nced to bc undcmood, and that 
uadmümdhg wiU come h m  the 
acknowicdgement of a netd for the law 
because of ceaain cirnimstanccs. For 
aample. many B.C. F i i  Nations use 
fcasting and curmony to vaiîvalidate rights to, 
among otha things, hunting htories. 
Thcsc ri&& are announcd to al1 prcscnt to 
validate them, so that those ciajming rights 
wül have wi- to thtir o~mership. in 
Canadian taw, if one wishes to buy a house 
or tract of land, the bouse is pmhasa i  and 
a detd is givai to the new owner, 
validating his or her right to own the house 
and the land upon which it m. 'Ihe deed 
is IÜFc a wiîness in a Fesst. Both of these 
lcgal iramadons have a specific nccd-to 
prove ownaship. niese two cxamples 



corne h m  différent lcgal systems. 
Demonsnating the similaritics and 
distinctions betwecn, and vaiidity of both 
orai and wrirtcn documentation is an 
important pan of this undtr~tanding. The 
juxtaposition of thcse different fonns of 
documentation strcngthtns the studcnts' 
knowledge of both. 

One must also rmiember although it 
appears that the c ~ c u l u m  maices a 
distinction o d y  k w c n  F i i  Nations and 
Canadian systcms of law, it is very 
imporiant to understand thai among F i i  
Nations th- arc many different forms of 
traditionaI govemmait. For example, some 
First NaSons, esptcially dong the British 
Columbia mas& had highiy srratifid 
societics with a systcm of hertditary 
chicftainship. Othcr societics had linle or 
no social stratincation, and some Lcaûcrs 
might be chosen for a particular skill that 
thcy had, for exampic in burithg or 
spirituai domains. Thm w a e  a h  various 
o t h a  types of traditional systcms of 
governent that fall somewhcrc betwccn 

these two examples. Because of thcse 
differenccs, every socicty has difftfnlt 
fonns of protocol, noms, and ways of 
initiaring social interaction Ont 
curric~l~nn a o t  covcr the entire ngion 
of British Columbia, and so each 
community is tncoufaged to investigatt 
within its own arca the forms thai 
traditional govcmment took. Rcstarch into 
these couid p v i &  thc basis for major 
projtcts at the i n t c r m ~  levcls. 

Camdian laws arc also dcrivcd k m  a long 
history, king a a h h a î i o n  and continwus 
nform of iaws h m  ancicnt Babylon, The 
Tcn Comdmcnts,  G d  and Roman 
law, and British iaw. Wtthin this long 
history th- h m  been many changes. 

Sornc laws arc roottd in an era in which 
tfiere was little scparation bctwcen Church 
and S m  somcthing that wc takt for 
granted now. For example, the Iaw against 
Sunday shopping, which no longer d s t s  in 
British Columbia but dots in many 0th- 
provinces, goes bdc  to the Bible whac it 
is stattd thar the Sabbath is a &y of rest 
This law is bascd on a vcry old JrrdEo- 
Chtistian cthic. 

So WC can see that, aithou& at hrst giance 
notions of justice h m  thc point of vitw of 
Fïrst Nations and the Canadian ltgal 
systems setm miles apart, thae d l y  arr 
many parallcis bctwtcn thcm. Why do 
tbcy seem to be so far apm? One muon 
might bc that the Canadian legal systcm 
has becn stparatcd h m  the rrst of normai, 
cvqday living, and much of how it works 
cannot bc undtrstood by the average 
person, As txcmplifiod by the opening 
quote of Roscoe Pound, law has becorne so 
far removtd h m  evcxyday living that we 
nced a lawya to rcprescnt us in a court of 
law, somtonc w b  understands how the 
system works. On the otha han& among 
F i  Nations traditionai Laws runain a part 
of everyday fift. According to Judge 
Douglas Campbell, the differt~l~t between 
F h t  Nations and northem E m p a n  
systcms of justice can be iiiustrattd 
graphidy: 



Rathcr than having justice as part o f  the 
interna1 structure o f  the community. as in 
First Nations socicties. communities in 
northcrn European culture cnated odanal 
smicnacstocarryoutthtworkthatncedtd 
to be doue in the arra of justice. 'I~us, the 
systcm o f  justice is extenial to the 
community, ratha than i n r e d .  This is 
the modd that was importai to Canada 
Respect musc be shown for both systcms, 
and our ta& the thtme o f  the curriculum. 
is to build bridges o f  undmtanding 
bctwetn the two. 

An attcmpt is made to explore these 
diffenncts in the cumculm in order to 
bridge this perceived guif betwcm the ~ W O  

systcms. This WU show that, rathcr thau 
king at odds with cach othcr, the two 
systcms can C& in hatmony because o f  
s h d  basic valus of faimess, 
rrsponsibility, safety, and  oper ration. in a 

mrc pmctical stnse, tht curriculum can 
play a part in the empowament ail people - 
Fust Nations and non-F i  Nations 
students and comrnuuitics - to Survive in an 
eva-changing wodd by bcwming familiar 
with both systems, and rraIuing the valut 
o f  and nmilanties bctween bath. 

I'd advise young people to complete 
lheir eduation in this system that 
we'm facing now and to speak to wr 
elders. That urwld make a solid 
lwndation for them, and ü m  they 
cwld mach out a litlie bit further. Tirey 
mxild have mir mots, whidi am solid, 
deep. and strong as well as a White 
education. I think that is whaî I wouid 
tell ywng people. 

(mk?iAlan W h .  HHaida. 

quality educaiion as defined by the 
Firçt Nation. 

We must reciaim Our nght to direct the 
education of Our diildren. Based on 
Wo education prindples recognized in 
Canadian -ety. Parental 
Responsibilii and Local Control of 
Education. I n d i i  parents seek 
participation and partnership with the 
Federal Government, wttase legal 
responsibilii for lndian education is set 
by the treaties and oie lndian Act 

Fi& Nations dedase their jurisdiction 
wer the educaîbn of their people. 
Each First Nation will define a 
philosophy of educaîion that is 
wlturally appropriate for their awn 
people. Each Firsî Nation will 
determine the resources needed for 

These quotes, and those that foilow, arc 
h m  the AssembIy of Fùsr Nutiom1 
pvio i ts Iy  known as the Nurionul Indimi 
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Bro~herhood A document put out by this 
organization in 1972 the Indian Comol of 
Indian Edtlcution policy papa, provided 
the fh comprehensive educational 
statement by Fm Narions peoples h m  
across the country to reassat their role in 
the education process. 

BACKGROUND TO llVDL4N 
CONTROL OFïA?üL4NEDUCQïTON 

Historically, the education systrm of F i  
Nations WBS charaaerized by community 
involvement in showing the appropriate 
roles to its younga mcmbcrs. The 
rtsponsibility for cdrication was canied out 
by the extendcd M y ,  clan or band wùich 
prcpared young people for adulthood This 
guidance allowed young people to acnialize 
thtir cmotionai, social, physical, 
intcllcauai and spirituai compaencics and 
potentials. In other words, the ~~OIXSS of 
informa1 ducation brought the whole 
comuni ty  togcthcr to assist in the 
u p b ~ g i n g  of its young people. 

Later, the actions of both the federal 
govemmcnt and digious ordas within 
Canada worked to disintegrate First 
Nations families. The goal of the rcligious 
ordcrs was to transfomi F i  Nations 
people into "civiiized" and "christianitedn 
manbers of socicty. Educational 
institutions such as the residential schools 
negated ttie cul- and ianguage of its 
mdents: pammi responsibility and local 
community conml were non-aisknt 

Towafd the end of the 1950s. the fedeml 
gonniment ceased operations of some 
residaitial schools and established &y- 
schools on some F i  Nations rem~es. 
These schools were opaated by various 
nligious groups, and the school ctrrricuium 
was limiteci to Iieligious instnrction, the 
basics of rcading and ma&, and ta& for 

men and women around the home. Mer 
these &y-schools w a c  built., the 
govemmcnt provided for the inkgration of 
F i i t  Nations chiidrcn into provincial 
schools. Thû forced some F i  Nations 
mdents to attend school off th& rrscrvcs, 
with some living with non-Fii Nations 
fàmilies in urbau areas. The fedaai 
Department of Indian and Northcrn Affairs 
controiIed aii  education maitus for F i  
Nations peoples. The i n m o n  policy 
did not aUow for parent participation in the 
decision-making proccss. 

Then, somc Fi Nations leaders h m  
amss Canada bcgan action to publich 
their concerns about the unjust tnzûmcnt of 
their people. Fo110wing this. a Standing 
Committcc on Indian Aflàirs relcascd a 
number of research findings about the state 
of F i  Nations cducation in Canada 
Verna Kirkness provides us with a List of 
these findings which include thc following: 
a high dmpout nue among studcnts; high 
unemployment m m  on reserves; a 
subîmctivc school d c u l u m  wùich Iackcd 
content relevant to F i  Nations students; a 
lack of mgnition for F i i  Nations 
conaibutions to the history of U a 
Iack of mss-cuiturai ttaining for teachers; 
a pnceivai agc-grade madation among 
F i  Nations d e n t s  which was actually 
due to the imlevant crnriculum and the 
language fàctor. and a lack of 
communication between officiais and 
parents about the tninsfér of theV chiidrtn 
to provincial schools. 

The fedaal govemment continuai to make 
policy for F i  Nations people, and in 1969 
the L i i  govQlllllent proposed what has 
been tamed the "White Papa." 'Ilrc main 
focus of tbis document was the elimiuation 
of the spcciai statu of F i  Nations people. 
In rrsponse to this the National Indimi 



Brotherhood dcrised an ducation 
statcmcnt made in consultation with Fm 
Nations acrosg the CO-, which became 
the I n a h  Control of lndimr Eakation 
policy papa givm offiaal recognition by 
the fideral govQnment. 

Two sipnincant prbciples arisc out of the 
document: parcnail responsibility and local 
control. which inc ldes  community 
invohtmtnt Tht document states: 

The Nationai Indian Brothcrhood is 
confdent t h  it expresses the wiIl of the 
people i! represents when if &pu upo i i~y  
bcued on two fwrcimnenial princples of 
edwation in a democratic country, Le.: 

parentd respomibility, and 
local comol. 

ïhis document rrcognizcs that in orda for 
Fm Narions control of educahon to bt 
fcasible, t h e  must be support and 
guidance h m  parents and othcrs in First 
Ndons communities. 

We wanr educution to provide the 
~etting in which our children c m  
&elop the ficndmnental amamtudes 
und d u e s  which have an honowed 
pioce in Indian tradition mid 
culture. nie d u e s  which we wani 
IO pars on to our children, values 
which make our people a greut 
race, me not m e n  in mry book 
They me found in our hisrov, in 
ora legendr ami in the clllture. We 
believe t h  IhYim child is 
Jïdly aware of the inrportuilr Z d a n  
vdues he ml1 have rearon ro be 
proud of our race and of himeIfas 
mi Indfmt 

ParmEal involvcment is decmcd essentiai 
whcn vicwing the past @CC of F i  
Narions children king takcn away h m  
thtir parents to be raiscd in the midenaal 
schools. F i  Nations parents have the 
ducationai goal of prrparing theu childm 
for life in modan socicty whiie building on 
cuianai identity. 

Both these principles acist in Canadian 
society and now F i  Nations parents arc 
afnirming their right to partakt in the 
ducationai process, including the sctting 
of educationai goals. The I .  Comol 
of Indimi Educafion po licy goes furtha to 
state that only the parents of Fm Nations 
shidents laiow wtiat Miues thcy want 
taught to thcir chiidrcn. in order for 
parents rrsponsibility to be a reaiity in the 
educationai process, this document 
maintains that the f e d d  govenunent has 
ta support this -ership. 

LOCAL CONTROL OF EDUCATlON 

We & not regard the edrrcutiond 
process as an "either orw operation 
We murr have theteedom ro 
chose umong many options and 
dtemtives. Decisions on specific 
issues c m  be ma& only in the 
context of local conrrol of 
edycmanon We uphold the right of 
the Indimi Bands to make these 
specific decirions and to exercise 
theirwl responsibility in providing 
the ba t  possible erfucdion for our 
chilaken 

Local controi of ducation means thai First 
Nations cornmunitics have the right to 
dctamine the ducational goals and 
outcornes for thcù c h i i h  Only in this 
way will F i  Nations cornmunitics begk 
to efftct change in thcir childrcn'r 
cducatioa The following arc important 



aspects of local contrai: making decisions 
in the area of teacha training, having a say 
in the building of school fàciiitits, and 
defining the schooi curriculum. The 
responsibility for a i l  these arcas of conccrn 
requircs i d  control that r q e c t s  the 
culture, valuts, phiiosophy and above a i i  
the visions of a cornmunit.. 

Today, more than cwtnty years aAcr this 
policy document, maay F i  Nations arc 
implunmting their own prograxns and . . 
a d m m m h g  th& own ducational 
systems. In British Columbia, th- arit 

many band-contmiied schools fundcd 
mairily by hdian and Northern Aflàh. in 
these schoois, the provincial B.C. corc 
curriculum is followd, dong with a 
culhrralcurriculum. 



Kindarga-n - Who Am f?" 

Unit 1 - The Gifb of My Body 

Lesson One: From Home to 
Lesson Two: All of Me: A Story Introduction 
Lesson Three: All of Me: Not Aione 
Lesson Four. The Whole Story: Aii of Flea, AU of Me 
Lesson Fiw: Beginning to be Rcspûusiile: Cleaning Up 
Lesson Six: Leaming AU About Myself: "A Gitt h m  the Cnator" 

Lesson Seuen: Discovcring the Need to Know Ourscives 
Lesson Eight: i Know How! 

Unit 2 - Rules arc for Caring 

Lcsson One: 
Lesson Two: 

Lcsson Three: 
Lesson Four: 

Lesson Five: 
Lesson Six: 

Ltsson Scvtn: 
Lesson Eightr 

"The Grandchiid Who Mclttd" 
"FoUow the RuIe" Came 

Caring Rules 
My Horne, My Family, M y  Rules 
1 Stand Up for School Ruics! 

Singing Oitr Rules 

Our Fimgers Know the Rules 
Avoiding Accidents: Bcing Sa6 

Unit 3 - Share, Cam, and Fait The Kindergirten of Jusîice 

Lesson One: "The Mischievous Cuk" 

Lesson Two: S h x i n g i s a G o o d ~ t o D o  
LtssonThrrt.. 1s it Fair? 
Lesson Four: Keefling it Fair 



Unit 1 - Rcspoosibiüty for Mt 

Lesson One: "The Creator and the Flea": Part 1 

Lesson Two: "Th creator and the FI&': Part 2 

Lesson Thret: Growiag and tarming 
Lesson Four: Taicing Rsponsibility for My Own Leaming 

Lesson Fivc: 1 am a Gift h m  the Creator 

Lcsson Six: Rtdiscovcring Myseifand ûfhm 

Leson Sevcn: T m  A Ci le  of Friends 

Lesson Eight: Higher Tnisaag: A Real Responsibility 

Unit 2 - Why WC Have Nama 

Lcçson One: The Story of My Name 

Lesson Two: ~ a m t  ~toncs 
Lesson T k :  What Wouid WC Do Without Names? 

Lesson Fouc Rcd Rover 
Lesson Fivc: To be Namcd is an Honour: Part 1 

Lesson Six. To be Nameci is an Honour: Pm 2 

Lesson Scven: RtspecMg Names 
Lesson Eight: Evetyone Gas a Binh Certincate 

Unit 3 - Whnt Do 1 N d  to Cmw? 

Lesson One: A Ci f c  of Needs and Wants 

Lesson Two: Chicitude and Rcspea 
Lesson Thce: L d g  the Lesson: Hulitun' Chauges 

tesson Four: Coming Home: Huiitun' is Happy 

Lesson Fivc: Rights of the Individual 



-- 

Grade Two - Wome, Sdiool, and CommunHyP 

Unit 1 - Rula and Contracts 

Lesson One: 

Lesson Two: 

Lesson Tlmc 
Lesson Four: 

Lesson Five: 

Lesson Six: 

Lesson Seven: 

Lesson Eight 

L m a n  Nine: 

B e g h h g  a New Schwi Year 
Good Rules and the Game 
Simon Says 

Ruies Ktep Things Fair 

What art Good Rdes? 
1 Tbink Thcsc arc Good Rules 

Romiscs and Agments  

Spoken and Wriücn Agrcanenu 

Our Contracc "We Ag= to ..." 

Unit 2 - My Unique Self 
-- - 

Lsson One: Flea Discovers Himxlf 
Lsson Two: "Me Dolk" 

Lesson Thret: My Sensible Self 

Lesson Four: A Sptcial Scnst of the Wodd 

Lesson Five: Making Sense: Common Sensc 

Lesson Six: What's Fair? 

Unit 3 - Caring Rula 

Lesson One: 

Lesson Tm: 
Lesson Th% 
Lesson Four: 

Lesson Five: 

Lcsson Si: 

Lesson Seven: 

Lcsson Eight 

Carc Starrs at Home 

Showing We Care 

Sharing is Like Caring 

Schwl is a Caring Place 

A Caring Community 
Commimity Helpcrs: 'Che Police 

What Do the Police Do? 

Rules are for Safay 



Grade llime - 'Zooking ib the Fubrre" 

Unit 1 - Rules and Initiation 

Lesson One: 

Lsson Two: 

Lesson l b e c  

Lesson Fola: 
Lesson Five: 
tesson Six: 
Lesson Scvm: 

Lesson Eight 

1 Know the Ruits! 

"Mink and the Sun" 
Explorïng Promises and Agreements 

Can We A-? 

Making Con- 
Doing Things the RJght Way 

Rites  of Passage 
Laws and Nature 

Unit 2 - Enforcing Rutes and h w s  

Lesson One: Authority and Rcsponsibility 
Lcsson Two: Learning More About the Police 
LessonThrrc: Introduction to the Young Offindas Act 

Lesson Four: Tribal Police 

Unit 3 - Justice Camrs 

Lesson One: Police Officas 

Lesson Two: Fishaies and Conservation Officers 
Lesson Th: Lawycrs and Judges 

Lesson Four: Corrmuorkms 
Lcsson Five: Social Workas 
Lcsson Six: MPs and MLAs 



Unit 1 - Introduction to Coaflict h i u t i o n  

Lesson One: 

Lesson Two: 
tessonThnt: 
Lesson Four: 
Lesson Five: 

Lesson SUC: 

Lesson Seven: 

Lesson Eight: 
Lcsson Nk: 

Taking Rtsponsibiiiiy for Me 

Me and You 
Compmmisc: The Best Solution 
CoyotcandGN.rlyBear:IX - -  'ions1 
Coming to Agreement: The Dance of Balance 
Coyote aad ûrizziy Bear: Dramatizations 2 

Defïning Confiict Remlution 
Pteccful Rtsolrnions 
Dealing with Ange 

Unit 2 - Rupomibüity Cirela and Law-Making 

Leson One: What arc Rcspnsibiüty Circles? 

Lesson Two: How are Law Made? 

Lesson T k  Classrwm 'Law' 
Lesson Four Why do We have Ruies and Law? 

Lesson Fivt: Rigtits of the Individual- Due Process 

Lesson S k :  Band Councüs 

Unit 3 - Youth Coancils 

Lesson One: introduction to Youth Corncils 
Lesson Two: Rumhg for Office 

Lesson ï h c c  Class Elections 
Lesson Four: Solving Conilias 

Lesson Five: Specid Projects. In Your Community 



Unit 1 - Undentandmg the Court System 

Lesson One: Why do WC Necd Courts? 

Lesson Two: Case Scenarios: Rsolving Confias - Part 1 

Lesson Thrre: Case Sccnarios: Rcsolving C d c t s  - Part 2 

Lesson Four. WhatisCiviiLaw? 

Lesson Five: What is Criminal Law? 

Lesson Six. 1s it Criminal or Civil? 
Ltsson Sevcn: Cou& in British Columbia 

Lcsson Eight: introduction to Mock Tnals 

Lesson Ni: Mock Triai: Regina vs. Raven 

Unit 2 - You and the Law 

tesson One: The Youug Offenders Act 

Ltsson Two: Rolcs: Pcoplç Institutions, and You 
Lesson Thce: The Salmon People's Co- IntmiuEtion 

Lesson Four. The Salmon People's Comt Disnission 

Lesson Five: The Saimon People's Court: Frrparation 

Lesson Six: The Salmon People's Court: Going to Triai 

Lcsson Sevui: Case Study: Local Solutions - The Frank Brown Story 

Unit 3 - First Nations Legai Structura 

Lesson One: Introduction tn Efdm Councils 
Lesson Two: Elders Council Drama hparation 

Lesson Thrre: Dramatization of an Eldas Council 

Lesson Four. What Works Best? 
Lesson Five: Are th= ûthcr Altanatives7 



Gtade Five - "What am ae Laius of My Communiïy and Alaiion?" 

Unit 1 - The Beginairip of My Commuaity 

Lcsson Ont: introduction: Crdon  Story 

Lesson TWO: C d o n  Story: Dramatitation 
Lcsson Thme: Chigins and N a m a  
Lesson Four How My Commuaity Works Together 
Lesson Five: People in My Commuuity 

Lsson Sk Why My Community N& Cusroms, R u l s ,  and Law 

Unit 2 - Customs, Rules, and Lnws 
-- - - . . -- 

Lesson One: 
Lesson Two: 
Lesson Thm: 
Lesson Four: 
Lesson Five: 

Ltsson Six: 
Lesson S e v a  

-- ~- 

More on Customs 
How do Customs becorne Rules and Laws? 

Customs to Cornmon Law 
Changins Law 

What is Family Lad 
What is C o m a  Law? 
Law and Daily Li& 

Unit 3 - Breaking the Law 
- - - 

Lesson One: What Happens Whui You Break the Law? 

Lesson Two: Gating Arrrsted 

LessonThne: introduction to the Corn 
Lesson Four: Aftcr Court: Detention Centres 

Lesson Fivt: Alternatives to Court 
Lesson S k  F i  Nations Aitcrnativts: An Introduction 



APPENDIX B 

mE FOUAIDAIWNS OF A JUSïïC€ CURRICULUM 

From an ducationai perspective, the goals 
of a justice crnriculum arc twofold: 

F'Î we must ttgch studcnts concepts of 
justice. The concepts of justice that wc 
have identifiai as k i n g  important to First 
Nations and non-First Nations arc sharing, 
&p=ity, -pcration, hspccZ rights, 
the importance of caregivers, hannony, 
intcrdependcncc, homur, and balance. 

Second, thtsc justice concepts must be 
articulated in such a way haî  they arc 
practical ruid meable by studtnts. H o w  
do these concepts tmnslaîc into people's 
livts? W e  have identiticd four arcas 
within which students am apply thest 
concepts to the2 r d  worid, and these art: 

king d e ,  
king rrspousible, 
king fàir, and 
getting dong. 

For example, among many First Nations 
the concept of sharing is d i d y  rclartd to 
the justice concept of rcsponsiiility. in a 
sharing comrntrnity, no one goes without. 
It is the cornrnunity's rtsponsibiüty to 
provide for its manbers. Ano&u example 
might be that cooptration is tht basis of 
conflict rtsolution, or getting aiong. 

For the thme of getting aiong, WC have 
uStd an image of two salmon swimming 
togcthcr by Gotdon EW, a 
K-"wakw artist The saimon 
r t p ~ t s  tht i.Jrimary f d  source for 
many Fkst Nations of B.C. The 
community of the &on rtflects the 
communities of people who must gct 
dong togcther in thcir everyday Iivcs. 
Cooperation must happcn within a 
community in order for that commtmity to 
siavive. 



Teacheis Guide: Introduction 

Jeff McNeil-Bobb. a Sto:lo artist, dcsigned 
the image for the theme of being safc. 
The su, the moon, and the cedar tra 
providt e v w g  that we nted in Mee 
Thc han& welcome you in, symbolizing 
the d e t y  and wannth of people who cart 
about one anothcr. 

For king responsiblt, the C-u Sekani 
Tribal Couci l  has provided an image of a 
pictograph of a bar. This is uscd to 
illustrate rsponsibity, bacairse 
pictographs are ustd as a sign ofrcspcct 
for animais îhat givc thanselves 8s food 
This is king responsiile sinœ it shows 
thisrrspect,wbîchensurrstbatthe 
aaimals wiii k a p  coming baek Bcmie 
McQuary. a Cauier Elder, t d s  us-that one 
of the d e s  of being Carrier is to "Respect 
al1 animnrn at aii tunes." 

Ron Hall, an Okanagan artist, provided the 
image to illustrate bcing W. The scven 
f i e r s  in this image reprrscnt the scwn 
Bands of the Okanagan Nation. EagIe is a 
messaiger who reprtsenîs strtngth and 
guidance. The pipes arc usa! by 
Okanagan people in secking higher powas 
and sacrcdnm. The bars leading h m  the 

main symbois rqrescnt the d. trmt  paths 
of life we must foiiow. The two huma- 
figures arc the equality of d e  and 
fernale. Ail of these art important 
considerations in the concept of fairntss. 
As a group of people wallring the path of 
lifc, we need to rrcognizt the di&rent 
paths individuals may w d k  In troubled 
times we encornter dficdties, and often 
the question of what is fair arises. In these 
diffïculties, we may be hard on cach otiier, 
in our quest for faimess So, it is in these 
tllnes that we need to raich to our highcr 
powu for saength, guidance, and wisdom 
to makc decisions that are fair for 
everyone. We must not only tbibk of 
oursclveq but of the foelings of othas. 
And we must always mn&, no matta 

what, tomoww will bring a new day. 

These images iiiusû8îc the con- of 
justice that we wish to impart ta students. 



CIIRRICULUM FORMAT 

Each grade contains th= separate units, 
which should be done in orda, as concepts 
and stories prtviously introduccd are oftm 
reviewed in the later units. Each unit has 
an overview which explains the major 
focus of the lessons, dong with the goals 
of the unit and additionai idonnation 
rcquired for teaching i t  

Each lesson has its own objectives and 
COR activities. 0th thcn arc Erienswn 
Acrivitics, which are additional activities 
that f d e r  undmtanding of thc 
objectives. Teachcrs arc adviscd to rtad 
over the e n t h  unit beforc beginning it in 
order to see what activities you feel may 
be appropriate for your clas. The tirne 
given for the completion of the lesson is 
for the core activities only. Eirtrmwn 
Acrivitia will take additional the. You 

should also be flexible in thc corn 
acfivities as wcii, siacc thcy may take 
more or less time than that indicated, 
depending on the te& and the class. 

F d y ,  although tht lcssons provide 
several idtas for activities, WC encourage 
ail t c a c h ~  to be crcativç and adapt than 
to suit the requircmcnts and capabilities of 
your own particular class. 



APPENDIX C 

The Coqualeetza Elders Group has been working with JO-am Archibak 
since 1976. We have watched her go h m  a cIassroom teacher tc 
working with NITEP (Native Indian Teacher Education Program) tr 
getting her Masters Degree. Through aU this, she never forgets abou 
us. She st i i l  talks to us at our leveL Whenever we need her advic( 
with the curriculum, aii we have to do is ask and she cornes. 

We would ike to thaak Ju-am for checkhg tbings out with us befon 
she writes them dom. We think a lot of JO-ann because she ha 
shown great respect in getting the right information. She listen 
carefiilly with an open heart and an open mind We thank JO-ann fa 
her hard work and hope that the knowledge she shares with others wii 
aiso be treated with respect and honoured for the truth it is. 

Our han& are Wed up to you JO-atm We are so proud of you m 
your work. 

Coqualeetza Elders Council 

Siyolewethet (Roy Point) 
President 

a& du a 
Kwethomet (W&d Charlie) Skemcis &ky Uslick) 

On behaif of the Coqualeeba Elders Group Oct. 30/96 
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